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20th Edition

In 1989 the 20th edition of our soaring calendar will be hung up
on 20,000 walls all over the world, the highest circulation of any
aviation calendar anywhere; proof we believe. of the affection in
which this unique annual publication is held. We would like to
think that this accords us a certain institutional status amongst
soaring pilots, who each year look forward with eager anticipation
to see if we can maintain the highest standard. Our own
market research tells us that 98 per cent of our customers
regard the texts printed on the rear of each monthly illustration
as being either good or very good. The small pictures printed on
this page can only provide a slight foretaste of that which is to
come in 1989. Blown up to 48x29 cm, the pictures virtually come
to life. Our ten photographers ranged from Australia to Iceland.
Make sure of your copy.
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Price £ 11,50 plus £ 1,05 postage
AEROSPACE INFORMATION CENTRE
26 CHURCH STREET
STAPLEFORO, CAMBS CB2 50S
Tel: Cambridge 843400 (aller 5.00pm)
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SOARING EQUIPMENT LIMITED

193 Russell Road
Moseley
Birmingham B13 8RR

Tel: 021 449 1121
Telex: 3351 76

We stock:
MOTOR GLIDER PROPELLERS

QUIET 4 BLADE TOWING PROPS

100+ DELIVERED

CALL FOR

H"OFFMANN SERVICE

tondonS lied
GLIDER REPAIRS - SPARES -INSTRUMENTS - PARTS - MATERIALS - SERVICE

MAJOR REPAIRS: in glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics, steel tube, and wood. Schleicher gliders a
speciality: many jigs and spares held in stock.

TOST: Wheels, Tyres (including 400 x 4), Weak Links, Release Hooks.

DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene products.

INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter Agents - most other makes available.

MATERIALS: For all your Repair and Re-build needs: GLI Finnish Birch Ply (thicknesses from 0.8-6.0mm);
German steel tube for gliders (complete range).

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING

OVER-THE-COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES SERVICE: our Shop stocks Hundreds of items, all at
competitive prices.

Open Monday to Friday 9am to 1pm; 2pm to 5pm
Saturday 9am to 1pm; 2pm to 4pm

London S rplan Limited
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds LUG 2JP. Dunstable (0582) 662068

GRP TRAILERS
Sandwich foam lay-up in mould to provide
excelfent insulation and strength, a lasting
invest1ment at sensible price.
For full details contact:

John Bally
Lower Penylan, Glasbury-on·Wye, Hereford HR3 5NT.
(Tel: 04974 583)
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THE CAA CHART ROOM,
ELEVENTH FLOOR, CAA HOUSE,
KINGSWAY. LONDON WC28 6TE.
Tel: 01 8325569.

Civil Aviation Authority

CHART UPDATE
The following revised charts have been published by the Civil Aviation Authority:-

1:500 000 - SCOTLAND, ORKNEY & SHETLAND - 2150 ABCD - EDITION 11

1:250 000 - FIRTH OF CLYDE - Sheet 6 - EDITION 11

Previous editions of these charts are now obsolete.
You can purchase the latest editions of all quarter and half million aeronautical charts of the United Kingdom - either
in person or by post - from:-

and from the following accredited chart agents:-

They are also stocked by most Flying Clubs and Schools.

AOPA
50a. Cambridge SI
London SW 1V4QQ
Tel:- 01-834 5631

AIRTOUR INTERNATIONAL
Elstree Aerodrome
Herts WD63AW
Tel:- 01-953 4870
Open Saturdays

BRiTISH AIRWAYS-AERAO
AERAO Houn
Heathrow Airpor:l
Middlesex TW6 2JA
Tel:- 01-562 0795

EDWARO STANFORD tTD
12-1Hong Acre
London WC2E 9lP
Tel:- 01-836 1321
Open Seturdays

AIRPLAN FLIGHT EQUIPMENT
Building 523A. Southside
Manchester Airport
Cheshire SK9 4lL
Tel: 061 4990023/4
Open Saturdays

BGA
Kimberley House
Vaughan Way
Leicester lEl 4SG
Tel:- 0533 531051

DON'T FLY WITH AN OUT OF DATE CHART

G~ CAMB RIDG E

Quality inSTruments for The discriminaring soaring piloT

S·NAV
GLIDE SLOPE VARIO/COMPUTER

THE NEW GENERATION OF
CAMBRIDGE FLIGHT COMPUTERS IS HERE NOW!

Advanced functions in a User Friendly package

Cambridge "human engineering" makes the invaluable yet complex functions of
the most advanced va,io/flight computers useabl.e with the minimum of practice.

Less cockpit confusion - Better flo/,ing

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS
WARREN-SUGARBUSH AIRPORT

RR BOX 109A WARREN, VERMONT 05676
PHONE: (802)496-7755 TELEX: 9103500471

October/November 1988

Available from:

RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23, Bankside, Kidlington. Oxon. OX5 1JE
~ 0865 841441 FAX: 0865-842495
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SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

IREPAIRS AND C OF A IINSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AND TYPES

ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER FACTORY TRAINED
STAFF AVAILABLE

SOLE SUPPLIERS OF GENUINE 'AEROLENE' FABRIC

LASHAM AIR,FIELD, ALTON, HANTS G'U34 5SR
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO

TR7603 Air Set TR7804 Vehicle Set

Each set fitted with all four gliding channels
130.4,130.125,130.1 and 129.9.

'Volmet' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

* Full power transmitter with excellent
speech quality.

* Highly sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close range.

* Extremely rugged and reliable.
* Full back-up service and spares available.
* CM and NATS approved.

All fadios supplied absolutely completE! wit'"
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
DetaiTs information, prices and full Technical
Specifications FREE from

GEORGE STOREY Tel. 0932784422
H.T. Communlcation_, P.O. Box.

SUNBURY ON 'nIAMES. Middlesex, 1W16 1TA

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS

Repairs and overhauls
carried out

Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments

Barograph Calibration centre

Write or phone:

M. G. Hutchinson
Tanfield'
Sllobdofl

Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX

Tell. 056-881-368
(answering machine)

SAIILPLANE
& ENG.

SERVICES LTD.
C's of A

REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC

WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON4365

SAILPLANE & ENQ., SERVICES l TO.
HQLMFIELD RD., BUXTQN, DERBYS.

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing . .
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LIMITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
london, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283·2000 Telex 8814631

Member 01 B.I.B.A.

FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JOHN MARTIN

fJ.:.GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRORAFT

FACILITIES AT LlOYO'S
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The New Oimona H36 Mk.. 2 Is Here!
De frafions a pleasure

Service - Spares

For details

John Adams Soaring
(Oxford) Ltd
Unit 4F Hixon Airfield.
Stafford ST18 OPY
Tel: (0889) 270577; (0889) 881495 (eve)
FAX (0889) 270765
Telex 83147 (att Soaring)

TYPE APPROVED HANDHELD TRAN'SCEIVERS
Narco HT83Q inc!. VQR ...................•................ _ £2~9.00

STS AV7600VOR £290.00
ICOM ICA-2 £335.00
ICOM ICA-20 incl. VOR £365.00
KING KX99 incl. VOR £359.00
Most handheld spares and accessories stocked. Also - Flying Clothing; Nato
Style jumpers, shirts, gloves, jackets etc plus maps, flight cases and other equip
ment. All prices exclude VAT, Postage & Packaging.

* NEW * Aviation Action.Video. - 90 Title. covering Air.Land and Sea action WWI&1I
to present day air shows. Titles .uch as "Drop Zone Normandy" (Glider operations onO-Day)
and "Tpe Mosquito Story" & "The History of the RAF" - send for Catalogue. Terrific
winter watching.
* NEW * Borgel1 Instruments Vario/Glide Compute, Systems
This well established range of Glider Audio Vario and Computer Systems are now avajlable in
this country exclusively,from us. If you are upgrading toan electric Vario or need a fun system
please write or call for information before making any decision.
Borgelt Instruments
B21 Variometer £:220.00 820 Audio Unit. £:55.00
B24 S.C/AvrgrlNetto/Audio £:335.00 825 Final GlidelNav Computer .. £:41 5.00

Package prices available on request.

BORGElT
by

FLlTE-L1NES
MARKETING
P.O. Box 488.
Bristol BS99 1HS
or Call 0272-710043

B-21 vario
(58mm or 80mm)
Pressure transducer
technology
ElecHonically gust
filtere<!
2 speed rresponse
Altitude compensated
No Radio Frequency
Interferenee

8-24 Full time
digital averager
Full time speed
command
4 tone clear audio
Feeds neno signal to
B-21 in cruise

8·25 Final
Glide/Navigation
Computer
Easy 10 use
Programmable before
flight
May be altered in
flight
Large. clear displays

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT
The Air Apparatus & Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,

comprising a control head and 680 litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen controls situated in the one position, this control
head has been developed from the Company's highly successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specification 01 B.

The 680 !jtre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.

The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-litre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.

In the unlikely event of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
turn-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS
SABRE-AAV LTD
Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot. Hants. GU12 4DL
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 334581

IPRO," A M ft[MII\IGI

I'YOUVE GOT TO HAVE SlYLE' I
Wtthout doubt the most established and experienced glider trailer manufacturers in the UK. The Biggest by being the best for

Quality and Service. Over 160 built to date.

Selected for Ministry 01 Defence, RAF. Air Cadets Contract

"42 AMF Trailers at '85 Lasham Comps"

ADD Auto Reverse and GAP, self colour mudguards now standard.
ALSO GAP Locking DV Panels, solo towing gear, trestles and our

superb range of fittings to order.

"PROBABLY THE BEST TRAILERS OF ALL TI MEI"

NEWS Our continued development has now proven our new
Bonding /seallng system which means no more loose rivets.

Even less maintenance at no extra cost.

Call in, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS 0488 72224
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GLIDER INSURANCE

Hinton Hill Aviation Limited
82-86 FENCHURCH STREET

LONDON EC3M 4BY

The Insurance is underwritten by certain underwriters at
L1oyd's and includes:-

• 15 % Introductory Bonus.

• A Progressive No Claims Bonus.

• No Premium Loading for Competition Flying.

For full details and immediate cover please contact:

TOM COLEMAN

01-480 5152
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(prop. T. Cu)

BRIAN WEARE
GLIDER WORKS

DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON

Tels: Luppitt 338 (9-6 pm)
Honlton 41041 (after 6 pm)

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE. OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND

LIGHT AIRCRAfT

Col A OVERHAULS

B.G.A., C.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS

Major Ql' minor repairs in glass, metal and wood,
resprays and ColA inspections - aU at

economical prices!

Kestrelllibelle aileron drive rebuilds. also rudder
drive, NOT lesting.

Trailers manufaclured Q( repaired.

Full machining facilities fQ( oversized wing pins.
axles. control rods, etc.

Write or phone

TONY COX (senior Inspector}
18 Stanton Harcourt Road" Wl1ney

axon OX8 6LD. 0993 714892

r~

Cotswold Gliders
PESCHGES -

THE BEST ELECTRONIC
VARIOMETER AND

NAV COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

• UNBEATABLE VP4 SERIES
FROM UNDER £700+VAT

• AMAZING VP3 & VP5
FOR DEDICATED
X-COUNTRY FLIERS

• EXCEPTIONAL WARRANTY

• CHOICE OF TOP PILOTS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

FROM THE ONLY APPROVED
UKAGENT:

~@~@ df.@.~!~~~~lJ.
BOB SZULC
UNIT9
EAGlE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
BAGNALL STREET
GREAT BRIDGE. TIPTON
WEST MIDLANDS DY4 JBS
Tel: 021-520 6415
Telex: 336481
Fex: 021 -520-6410

TED LYSAKOWSKI
54 TOR BRVAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN
Tel: (0277) 352418 EVENINGS

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES

FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSON WAY

BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

CANOPIES

*
MOST

SHAPES
AND SIZES
IN STOCK

*
GOOD OPTICS

*

Neogene
Paints
Your specialist paint
manufacturer

C6G4 High Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 753

eGG5 Aluminium Surfacer To
C/E DTD 753

CGGS Scheme "Z" Type
Enamels For Unsupported
Fabrics

CGG7 Scheme "Z" Type
Tllinners

C6G8 Low Tautelling Dope To
C/E DTO 751

C9GS Fabric Adhesive

C96G Fabric Adhesive Thinner

C762 Transparent N/C Non
Tautening Oope

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders

of all ages a speciality

SKIDS
Laminated ash skids

for most of the
popular gliders supplied

from stock.
Others made to order

FABRIC
Ceconite Fabric any
Quantity supplied

FITTING IF
REQUIRED

*
BOB REECE, Rematic

School House
Norton, Nr Worcester

Tel Worcester
(0905) 821334

The above have been selected
from our range ofAircraft

Finishes.

Colour Matching Service

Large or small quantities
supplied

Consult our Technical Advisory
Service:

Printa Inks and Paints Limited,
Neogene Works, 65 Alfred Road,

London W2 5HO. ...
Telephone 01 289 2211~

Neogene Paints (Scotland) Limited,
45 Lanark Road, Edinburgh EH14 HL

Telephone 031 443 8793
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For top flight
gliding insurance at

~
Sedgwick ----,

We are insurance advisers to the BGA with over 30 years

professional service to gliding.

We also provide insurance, reinsurance and related risk services to

clients throughout the world.

For details ofour competitively priced insurance, call Peter Matthews

on 01-377 3125.

SEDGWICK AVIATION LIMITED
Sedgwick House,The Sedgwick Centre, London El 8DX.

Telephone: 01-377 3125·Telex: 882131· Facsimile: 01-377 3077

downto earthprices.
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PLATYPUS

TAIL
FEATHERS

Extract those digits!

At the BGA conference there was an
interesting talk about computer!varios in gliders,
given by a manufacturer. After the talk, a chap
who was once a partner of mine in a K-7 syndi
cate 27 years ago, and who is now the very dis
tinguished boss of Britain's top electronics
engineering firm (that is what he tells me and I'm
sure he's right), got up and lambasted all the
manufacturers of these very expensive devices
for their rotten ergonomics. Byergonomics I' sup
pose he means easeof useb,y thelhuman brain or
body. Having 'shares in lwo gliders, each with a
different make of ,computer varying in degree of
complexity and unergonomicity,l agree with him.

User-hostile
For instance, when you want to tell the com

puter how far you want to go on a :particular leg,
you should just have to punch in the number on a
little key pad, instead oftoggling switches up Bnd
down (in one case you do tens of' nautical miles
on one switch and'units on another, for Pete's
sake) until you have got to the desired. figure - or
somewhere near it, in the case of computers that
are translating round kilometres into unround

Manual available at all times

nautioal miles. Worse, still, using the various pro
grammes on the more fancy versions requires
one to have the manual available at .all times dur
ing the flight, tl10ugh no doubt after a season or
two and a tew hundred hours in, the logbook you
would 'begin to carry all the Instructions in one's
head, bywhich time the coml'luter is obsolete and
due for replacement by some gadget vying for a
place in the Guinness Book Of Records for
user-surliness. Surety a plain-language readout
on the LeO display would seem feasible, eg
"$QOft below glide path" or "Time on task:

222

2hrs 37min". That is another reason why two
seaters are becoming so popular - the ,fulltime
job of messing about with present-day computers
and manuals can be deputed to the P2.

I would add that, out of what seems like iP8rver
sity, different manufacturers ensure that their
gadgets operate In completely different ways, For
starters, one of our audios is intermittent when
going up, and continuous when going down. The
other one does the opposite. On one you press a
switch UP 10 make the distance-la-fly numbers
Increase, and conversely, which makes some
sense. But on the other one you puSD the switch
DOWN to make the numbers go up, and UP to
make the numbers g0 down. That is manifest
nonsense.

Seems like pelVersity.

Nevertheless I' am getting a lot of fl,m out of the
latest version - but only on the ground after the
flight. For one thing (I have discovered, when sit
ting safely in bed, how to calculate the achieved
glide angle over the ground for various com
pleted flights. Assume your gizmo tells you, after
a 120nm flight (222km):

1,. Time spent on the task (say 2.5hrs)
2. % ,of lime spent therrnalling (say 40%)
S. Average rate of climb over the whole task

in knots (say 2.5kt)
You can now ·ca'lcul'ate how long you spent ther
mailing (40%X 2.5 = 1hr, to keep It simple). Then
you can calculate how high you climbed dUring
the wllole task (1 hr at2.5kt is 2.5nm). Add to that
2.5nm the height benefit you got from the start
(the difference between your start and finish
heights, say 0.5 of a nautical mile, or 30400) and
that gives you your total height used, 3nm. DMde
that total height used into the straight line dis
tance covered (120nm) to get the achieved glide
angle (120/3=40). QED!

By the way, since this particular make of com
puter has all those variables in it anyway, it could
in principle be programmed to pop that figure out
on request. Just a suggestion for the next version.
Other figures that could also emerge could be
average airspeed between thermals and average
ground speed between thermals.

All those variables.

A Champ in the back
I've discovered that when 11 flew with Iarien

Spreckley in the two-seater in France, flying the
same task twice in the same day, my average
achieved glide angle over the ground went up
from 46 (which is oormal for me BS P1) to 51. That
is prelly amazing, sinCe that is just about the max
glide ,for that machine, though we rarely flew as
slowly as max glide speed. Obviouslya lot of free
up going air was being collected.

The rate of ,climb with the World Champion
aboard was naturally :higher than in my previous
flight, but oddly the air distance covered, accord
ing to the computer, was quite a bit longer: lin
other words, with Spreckley gently nagging from
the back seat, I was wandering all over the sky
along the very unstraigh! line of the lift (instead of
flying doggedly in a direct line to the next TP,
which I suspect I1 do too much) and coming down
very slowly. Then with all the extra height we had
under our bottoms we could afford to be more
choosy about the thermals we used, which
consequently were stronger.

Winters more fun for
glider pilots than summers

Sometimes Spreckley would say "We're just
p*ss*ng about here!" and on we would go. We
saved 20 minutes oul of the previous flight's 128.
I could be depressed or exhilarated at the dis
covery of how bad my technique is after 30 years
of struggle (BS says I've got a stack of bad habits
from Skylarks, which I~ave up 22 years ago, God
help us) but I prefer to be exhilarated. Besides,
there are heaps of people who are even worse,
heh-heh.

That is Ihe Coarse Pilo\ in me coming out, like
Mr Hyde, all hairy and nasty. Sorry. (I should think
so. Eo).

People who are even worse.

The next development, for people who prefer
to do their gliding in bed in the winter, is 10 have
electronic barographs that separate circling flight
from straight flight (the change to thermal flap
alters the nature of the trace In some wa'l- orlbet·
ter still the barograph trace is replaced by a digi
tal printout) so that you can reconstruct Whole
flights, nol just gr,and averages. "Hm, my fum
bling at the bottom of those second leg thermals
oost me ten minutes, elc, etc". That and a bowl of
hot toddy could make winters more fun for glider
pilots than 'summers, if you can remember what
those are, ..

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



TAIL FEATHERS

Did They Have John Willy
Calculators 100 Years
Ago?
In the age of the steam train it was a matter of
great professional pride for the driverand fireman
of an express locomotive, as it approached the
capital, to use up every breath of steam-pressure
and coast into the terminus on sheer momentum.
I'm nol sure how far out these final glides started,
but I believe that a full load of passengers and
mail would not swallow any more coal after
Rugby and still make it to London.

Betting money must surely have changed
hands on what the new record might be:
gradients, wind components and the general
state of rails and rolling-stock would all be crucial
considerations. No doubt they had little ready
reckoners showing that with so many tons at so
many mph and so many pounds of pressure you
could make it to London from Leighton Buzzard
or wherever.

Grinding to a humiliating halt.

But the best laid final glides gang aft aglay and
one hapless crew (not. to mention a few hundred
hapless trav.ellers) found themselves grinding to
a humiliating halt outside King's Cross. Being of
the self·launching variety the lrain was no doubt
able to get up steam again and stagger home,
very much behind schedule with its crew, if not
the boiler, deep in hot water.

One can only guess at the cruel jokes flung by
their mates at the two wretched men (each no
doubt blaming the otber by now) as they shuffled
into the canteen. HQwever, if you've ever flown in
a Nationals and have rejected a perfectly good
thermal because you thought (wrongly) that you
had it in the bag already, then you can imagine it
pretty well.

Attachez VOS Ceintures!
A True Story
Not long ago a chap chose to take delivery of a
new glider from a Continental factory by flying it
to England on aerotow. nwas one of those days
when soaring Is marvellous but long distance
aerotowing is hell.

Shor1ly after setting off for the Channel, chew
ing their way through rampant thermals, the two
men in the tug were surprised to see a glider
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PHIL TREVETHICK

TWO N
ADAY
Unusual conditions give a
boost to club records

Phil, a schoolmaster
and a member of
Strubby GC, has been
gliding for four years
and needs a duration
to complete his Sliver
badge. He has shares
in an Oly 463 and has
recently bought a Club
Ubene.

The Skylark reared, lurched and swooped in
my usual thermalling turn and, in spite of my
abuse of the controls, lhe vario insisted we were
rising at 2kt. The impossible was happening! The
air was thermic as it came off Ihe North Sea four
miles upwind. Normally 'sea breeze kills all ther
mals and the only soarable days are when the
wind is off the land. The resulting drift takes one
oul over the sea and a downwind dash for Silver
looks pretty silly unless you are prepared to land
on an oil rig. This moming was different. For some
reason the wind came off the sea already bearing
the magic cumulus. A Silver downwind run was
on and all of it over landl

The Skylark airbrakes came out so that I could
return 10 the site and hastily rig the Olympia 463
for the 50km attempt. All routes had been com
mitted to memory over the previous two years
with maps, barographs, etc stowed in readiness.
Club colleague John, on the same mission, was
busy rigging his K-6CR; with only two previous

spiralling down out of control to crash in a field,
then realised it was their glider. Panic ensued
when they landed and dashed over to the wreck
age to find no pilot. He, however, presently
arrived, clutching armfuls of parachute, in the
company of the local police.

He had been catapulted th rough the canopy by
one specially powerful bump, and promptly hit
the silk. They went straight back to the factory
and to'ld the astonished management that their
new ship had lasted less than one hour and could
they please have another one immediately?

The prize for chutzpah goes to the glider pilot
asking the manufacturers for a volume discount
'on the ground's that he had bought two gliders in
one day. I don't know what their answer was, but
one can guess·. a

Silver distances in the club's history, the pressure
was on.

After last minute advice from the duty instructor
the K-6 whistled upthewirewhilst I watched anx'
iously to see if he connected. I gave the all out as I
saw it tighten into a climbing turn. The 463 goes
up on the wire like the proverbial homesick angel
and I pulled off at 1600ft to avoid falling foul of the
1% rule. Two knots up straight off the launch and I
was in to my super positive thermaJling tech
nique, ie if you're going up don't fiddle about try
ing to cenlre or you'll lose it. By holding my breath
and tiptoeing around the turns, the altimeter
wound up 10 2700 and I was already some three
miles downwind into my dis1ance attempt.

Humming "Land of Hope. and Glory", I swung
the nose in the direction of Trent Valley 'GC SOkm
to the north-east. The varia immediately showed
4kt down and as the speed waspushed to 55kt to
clear the sink, the vario .responded with 7kt down
and remained thus for the nexl and longest three
minutes of my flying life. Not a sniff, 1'101 a lickle or
a tremor,just inexorable down! At 1000ft I picked
the field. Indeed, I had picked this particular field
many times in the previous two years as I had
driven past it in my car whilst musing that this is
where I would come down if I failed to connect
with the second thermal on a 50km Trent valley.

Remembering that the WoIds hills would rob
me of 300ft of my indicated height, I set high key
at 900ft and started the downwind leg - a bump,
a surge, dig the wing in and the vario rose to a
glorious 2kt up. Gently, round theturn and careful
not to wiggle anything. At this height we must
have been at the bottom of the bubble and the
ship would self-centre. Slowly Ihe altimeter crept
up whilst I kept an eye on the selected field 
1500ft and I began to breathe again.

"I felt like the driver in
the desert who crashed
into the solitary tree."

Belmont television mast, a needle like struc
ture, 1700ft amsl, loomed large each time I faced
westward and two more turns COnfirmed I was on
a collision course. I felt like the driver in the desert
who crashed into the solitary tree. By checking
the altimeter and vario I reckoned I should clear ~

nicely and pass to the north; three more turns and
the mast passed safely under the left wingtip.

The climb strengthened to 4kt up to cloudbase
and an exhilarating run al 60kt (some speed in
the Oly) in zero sink in and out of the wispy ten
drWs. Common sense told me that with a 10kt
wind on my tail I was home and dry but self
preservation made me take the next thermal to
3500 when spot on cue I saw the white gliders
and trailers against the green of the Trent
Valley site.

After the rituals of landing certificates,
barograph and telephone cans there was
possibly the best moment; in walked John, the K·
6· pilot. He had also made it and was smiling
hugely. In the evening there were animated tales
over a celebratory pint; the number of Strubby
Silver distances had doubled In one afternoon,
magic, sheer magic. a
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Basic considerations. The performance
you, ,can get from a variometer system is limited
by the accuracy of the dynamic and static ,press
ure sources. If you put rubbishy signals in, you
will gel rubbishy informatioo out, I'lowever good
your variO! However, you can check and improve
a system if you know the likely errors and! limits
and you can also make allowances when you
exceed the limits.

CHRIS CHAPMAN

VARIOMETER
SYSTEMS Part2

Chris gives further advice and information on the systems

in use in the $econd part of his very comprehensive feature

Pitots and statics. Open tube pitot probes are
insensitive 1.0 'law angles of less than about 20°,
but can be affected by rain and ice. Pot-pitots
work up to about 30° and are fairly resistant to
the weather, but generate turbulence in the air
stream over the cockpit - just where you don't
want it The errors in both types are no1 usually
serious in normal flight. 'Flush nose pitots are
much less satisfactory and may show errors with
changes in pitch and 'law angles of as little as 5 0,

depending on the shape of the nose. You can get
large errors on aerotow if the nose hook fitting
and the pitot head are combined, due to wash
from the rope.

A few gliders have good
statics but the accuracy
generally ranges from
poor to quite appalling

It is much more difficult to measure the static
pressure accurately. While tube statics are quite
accurate, they are sensitive to 'law angles of
greater than about 10° and to rain and ice.
Fuselage statics, being much more weather
resistant, are often used. A separate static may be
provided for the ASI to prevent interactions with
the vario in gusty conditions. A few gliders have
good statics, with the errors of + / -1 kt over the
whole speed range, but the accuracy generally
ranges from ,poor to Quite appalling. A calibration
chart showing' airspeed indicator (ASI) errors is
normally provided with the glider. Since the pitot
errors are usually small, the graph effectively re
presents the errors in the static system.

A fuselage static which is close 10 the front of a
Wing, or under it, ,is likely to 'be affected bychang
ing g loads and flap positions. Aft fuselage statics
seem to give good resurts with some ,glass
gliders. Ideally, the pitol, static and total energy
(1TE},sources should all be eittier behind or in front
01 the C of G. Statio orifices on the luselage must
be, flush with the surrounding surface. Ifthe edge
of Ihe hQle has a sm(lQth radius rather than a fairly
sharp edge, you can'get errors ofup to 10% in the
static pressure.

Static errors add in a pressure to the static line
which is proportional to the airspeed and this
alters the amount of TE compensation being
applied to a variometer.. A gust can then produce
pressure changes on the static line. The compen
sation is adjustableon some variO systems, but 10
do th is satisfactorily the static error versus speed
graph needs to be very nearly a straight line, say
within +/-V2kt at most, on the error axis. The line
doesn't have to go through zero. 11 ti:le graph Is
curved or wavy, particularly over the lower part of
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the speed range, it is probably better to install a
TE probe.

Under slip conditions, the static on ,one side of
the fuselage will be a bit above the true static
pressure and t~e ,one on the other side will be a
bit below it. "Tihe two static ports are connected
together to average the pressures. To prevent a
gale from blowing' through the tube, older gliders
use small plates drilled with fine holes to restrict
the airflow. These holes should alllbe kept clear,
or the static pressure will be very sensitive to slip.
However, small holes can easily be blocked by
tain and glass gliders 'usually use a larger hole
connected to a small chamber. 11 your system is
noticeably slip. sensitive, check that there are no
leaks, thal both ports are open and that both
statics are connected to the top of a T piece with
similar lengths 01 tube.

11 the vario and the ASI use the same static, ru n
ning a separate vario static line part, or preferably
all of theway'back 1.0 the tube connecting the two
iPorts.will greatly reduce, interactions between the
instruments. 11 this is difficult,lry fitting a manifold
of about 1,QO-200ml capacity behind the panel,
with separate connections ,for each instrument.
You can check forr interactions when doing a leak
test on the pitot system. Seal or disconnect the
tube to the capsule or TE connection on the vario
and increase the pitot pressure 10 give about 60kt
,indicated. Then increase the pitol pressure
rapidly by 5-1 Okt, to simulate a severe gust, while
watching the vario. It should show little or no
movement.

Flasks alid that ilk. Variometer flasks must be
kept dry Inside. If you take off with ahot wet plas
tic bottle, water vapour will condense oul as it
cools and give a strong down reading, making
the variO unusabl'e. You are most likely to get con
densation, problems in a flask during hot humid
weather. When rigging, check for condensation
inside the hose [lear the bottle. Water droplets
can also block capillary tubes and cause a mech
anical vario to stick.

I1 you heat a variometer bottle, the air inside will
expand and give an up reading on the vario.
Direct sunlight and changes in air temperature
affect plastic bottles. I1 tested the cooling' times 01
a vacuum flask and an "insulated" white plastic
bottle by putting them in a fridge. The vacuum
lIask took a respectable 9Omil'l 10 cool, but the
bottle took only 7mim Putting a miniature fan in

Ihe fridge to simulate a well ventilated cockpit
reduced Ihe cooling time of the bottle to about
5min, but did nol affect the flask. If your vario bot
tle actually followed the outside airlemperature, a
5kt climb would only read 4kt.

The temperature changes in British Ihermals
probably won't noticeably affect you, bul takingl
off with hot instruments, high climbs and large
rapid descents can give errors lasting several:
minutes. If the air in the bottle changes tempera
ture by '1°C/min, the vario will shOw an error of
about 1kt. My plastic I:Jottle only needed a 70°C
change in the ambient air temperature to show
this error, whereas the vacuum flask would have
needed' a 90°C change!

The Insulation on some plastic bottles is not
very effective. Just putting 00 more insulation
doesn't do a lotof good - you have to increase the
"heat capacity" first and thiS means adding

An outer wrapping of
aluminium freezer foil

will reduce
any radiation errors

weight. One solution is to close wind the bottle
with 18·20 gauge tinned coppetr wire and then
tape on Viin thick ,insulating' foam. nle insulation
can be removed 6n some bottles and the wire
wound directly on to the plastic. Fil< IhEr ends of
the wire with sott solder or tape. Afl,outer wrap
ping of aluminium freezer foil, which lis thicker
and more robusl than baking foil, will reduce any
radiation errors. Put the shiny side of the foil on
the outside. but don't cover il with tape or spray it
with lacquer. Most plastics 'appear black to infra
red radiation. Alternatively, teplace the plastic
bottle with a vacuum flask 01 the same volume 
the vario sensitivity is directly proportional to the
volume of the capacity.

Air heats up when you compress it and cools il
you expand it. As you start a climb, the air in an
empty flask expands and cools at the same time.
The amounl flowing out of the flask is less than it
would be if the temperature stayed constant and
the initial vario reading is about 2;" of the true
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climb rate. Heat now flows from the flask walls
Into the cooler air. As the climb continues, the
temperature of the air in the flask continues to fall
until the heating and cooling affects bal'ance. The
vario then reads the full climb rate. At the top of
the climb, the air in the flask continues to warm up
until it ,is al the same temperature as the flask wall,
giving a gradually decreasing up signal. The error
is propor1ional to time and to the previous climb/
sink rate. This lag is most troublesome when you
are trying to re-centre part way up a thermal,
when it masks the pattern of lift and sink as
you circle.

I did some 1Okt test "descents" on the bench,
using a fast electric vario and an empty flask. At
the bottom, the reading took about 15sec 10 fall
from 8kl to 3kt. Putting three copper pan scrub
bers inlo·the flask reduced the response lime 10
abouI3.5sec. The air can exchange heat with the
mesh of copper filaments much faster Ihan il can
with the flask wall. Since this is a property of Ihe
flask, it affects every vario, from the fastest tolhe
slowesl, Ihat uses one. The quoted response
speeds for varios are often those of the inslru
menl alone - the flask response time may have to
be added in. My latest super-flasks have a ther
mal response time of about a second.

100..--------,------,-------,--

'"
~ SOI---,...-H:-'

i

1 2 4
Time (seconds)

Fig 1. The response of a 1sec vario with dif·
ferent flasks.

I also compared Ihe readings of Iwo similar
variometers, with and withoul modified flasks, ,in
flight. The response of the modified vario was
noticeably quicker and ,changes. in the climb rate
agreed much better with the sensations of hitting
lift and sink.

Total energy and gusts. You all know that TE
compensation removes most of the effecl of
exchanging height for speed, bul what accuracy
do you need? For systems using the pilol and
slatic sources, Iheeffecl of pressure.errors in the
sialic syslem can be very serious. The TE error
can be calculated from Ihe graph of Ihe static
(ASI) error against speed. As a very rough guide,
if Ihe static errQf .at a given speed is Vkt, Ihe· TE
error in kt is likely to be more than 4XVXSINE
(climb angle). With a really good static system
you can gel errors of Zkl in a 45° climb al1 OOkt.
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With a bad syslem Ihe error can be half the air
speed! This will overload any varioand il may
lake a minule or so for Ihe syslem 10 recover.

A variety of lE suction, devices have appeared
over Ihe years. These have the advantages Ihal
Ihey are not affecled by changes in altilude and
the pressure change al the vario during a pullup
is small, minimising problems with flask and vario
response times. Since suction probes can be
blocked by rain and ice, it is advisable to fit a vent
or a pneumatic switch which can be opened 10
cockpit static during flight. Your vario system will
then still work, althOugh it will nol be compen
sated. My air flow Ihrough the prObe may clear it.
If icing is a problem in your conditions, paint your
probe black. Ice will clear off a black probe much
quicker than off .a shillY metal one. All TE probes
produce a "noisy"or pulsating signal, Some fast
varios can responol to the noise and you may
need a gust filter to remove it.

Theoldlrving venturis ·are quite accurate and
are not very sensitive to yaw or rain, but they do
have a higher drag than most other probes. If you
have one on a moderate performance glider,
stick to it! I have nol tested the miniature ones,
although they are reputed to work well.

Althaus venluris need to be very accurately
made to give gOOd results. They are very sensi
tive to yaw and pitch changes, to bugs and to
rain,.

Brunswick probes are insensitive to yaw, bul
are affected by rain- and may over-corflpensate
by 10%. Try covering the slot. nearest the probe
tip with PVC lape. If this gives better TE compen
sation on test, sealllile slot with epoxy~ The suo
tion will collapse lif the airslream goes more than
5° above the shaft axis In ,the vertical pl'ane, dur
ing· a push over. This may be co~rected by
increasing the angle 'between the probe tip and
the shaft to 1000 and has a negligible effect 0Ii
the suction.

The Irving probes are accurate and are insensi
tive to normal yaw and pitch changes, but are
affected by rain. They are the best we have so far.
Both probes will cope with yaw angles of up to
about 25°. While the accuracy of a suction probe
can be checked in a wind tunnel, the static errors
on a glider are likely to be larger than the
probe errors.

Now, how accurate is your TE probe? 1Q%?
1%? Let's forgel any vario errors for the moment
and put in some figures for a 10% error. The error
reading = vertical speedxerror%/100, so for a
100kt pullup at 45°, error=100XSIN 45XO.1 =
7.1kt! for a 30° pullupat 70kt, error= 3.5kl. I
would be happier with something nearer 1%.

As you don't read the vario during a pUllup,
does it matter? The "response time" is the time it
takes for 'an indication to reach 63% of it's final
value. So, with a 3.5sec response vario, if you
flew out of 7Aktlift into tero sink, the vario would
still read 2.7kt after 3.5sec, 1kt after 7sec, etc.
This response is about right for (ast systems
which use a "filled" flask. Unless the whOle sys
tem is fast, large errors will leave you searching
for lift while the vario or the flasK are still
recovering.

An aerofoil,like the tail fin, affects the air press
ure in front of it. To place in "undisturbed" air, the
distance from the probe tip to the fin needs to be
between fille and ten times the maximum thick
ness of the fin. For fuselage mountings, a position
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somewhere between the back of the wing and
two thirds of Ihe way back to the tail and well
away from any large changes in fuselage dia
meter, is likely to give fairly good results. A pos
ition about two feet behind the wing has been
quoted. The fuselage drags a layer of disturbed
air, called the boundary layer, with it. The layer is
thin at the nose and thickens towards the tail. If
the distance from the fuselage to the bend of the
probe is more than about 6in, the lip should be
outside the boundary layer most of the time,
although it may still be affected by airllow rOund
the fuselage during a sideslip and by turbulence
from the wings. The drag of a long verticallube
can be reduced by fitting the stem with an
"aerofoil" aluminium sleeve, obtainable from
some aeromodel shops.

You will also get
a lift errOr when you

push the stick forward
to increase speed

When you fly into a thermal and pull up, the 9
increase gives increased sink from the polar and
a transienl signal which is partly due 10 the
changes in 9 on the vertical Column of air
between probe and the vario. A rough calculation,
for this gave a figure of about 2kt/g/sec/m 01
height. You get a lift error as the tail accelerates
downwards, followed by a sink error as the over
all 9 load increases. The ax.ial rate of change of 9
is much smaller, but with a lail mounted probe it
acts Olil several metres of tube all the time the
climb angle is changing and is a fairly majorerror.
With 6m of tube in thefuserage, pulling 'up to a
45° climb in 3sec will give about a 3kt sinK error.
You will al'so get a lift error when you push the
stick lorwardto inCrease speed. These effects do
not seem to have been reported previously. If you
want the ultimate in performance,lhe fin may not
be the best place to amount a TE probe!

Mounting a slightly under-cOn'lpensating
probe just within the suction influence of the top
of the wing could reduce the effects, but the exact·
position and compensation would have to be
determined by experiment - not an easy task. It
might be simpler ,10 use a hinged or retractable
probe mountedi underneath the fuselage,
possibly actuated by the undercarriage
mechanism. It is possible to mount a probe in
front of the nose on some glass gliders, but it may
need to be a metre long, or more, to be
reasonably free of the influence of the fUselage.
The wash from the probe must be kept clear of a
nose pitot head under all flight conditions, or you
will get large errors on Ihe ASI. The 9 errcr and
increased polar sink signals could be largely
removed by compensating the vario readings
with an accelerometer.

Electronic total energy. This has been
implementedin two ways. The 'two bottle" system
uses two sensors and two miniature flasks. One.
flask is connected to the static system and mea
sures twice the actual rate of climb. The half size
flask is connected to the pitotline ana measures
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the rate of climb plus changes in the airspeed.
The two signals are subtracted to give the TE
compensated signal. The TE compensation is not
affected by changes in altitude although the vario
sensitivity may be.

In the second way, the rate of change of height
and the airspeed signals are measured
separately and then combined to give a TE
signal. The change in compensation with aititude
depends on the method of measurement.

The TE compensation of both types can be
adjusted to cope with quite large linear static
errors. You are unlikely to get really goodcom
pensation if the static error graph is curved or
wavy. Delays in the static response, due to the
internal volume of the instruments being connect
ed to a long static line, can also cause problems.

Capsule compensators. The idea behind these
devices is that the ohanges in pitot pressure with
speed are used to drive a springy diaphragm
which pumps just the right amount of air into or
out of the flask to compensate for the height
changes. The pressure in the flask changes a lot
during a pullup and this can give problems with
the flask and vario response times. The original
Burton TE capsules used a rubber diaphragm
which was not very linear and perished after a
while.

"Being internal, they
are unlikely to be

affected by rain or ice"

The PZL capsules use a metal diaphragm and
will cope with the full speed range, but have a
fixed spring constant - you can't easily adjust
them for changes in altitude or for static errors
and the compensation is perfect at only one
height. If set to be correct at 3000ft, they are satis
factory(+/- 8%) up to 6000ft. They are perfectly
adequate for centring in thermals, but your
static errors must be small to cope with pullups.
Being internal, they are unlikely to be affected by
rain or ice. However, they are designed to work
with an empty420ml flask and it is assumed that
speed changes take place in times which are
short compared to 15sec. If you fill the flask with
copper mesh, this will reduce the thermal res
ponse time of the flask and the system will under
compensate quite badly. With a couple of
restrictions added to match the pitot and static
response times and to provide gust filtering, they
can work very well with a PZL vario and flask for
British thermals.

Gusts. A TE system subtracts a signal from the
sink rate which is proportional to the increase in
airspeed. You get a sudden change in airspeed
as you hit a horizontal gust and another sudden
change as you leave it, with a period of more
slOWly changing airspeed in between. The TE
system feeds an "error", proportional to the gust
speed times your airspeed, into the vario. The fast
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signals can drive some thermistor varios out of
the range where the output is proportional to the
input, so there may be an advantage in using
pneumatic rather than electronic filters. With
higher cruise speeds and faster varios it has
become progressively more difficult to differen
tiate between gusts and genuine lift. As a 1sec
system is likely to have about four times the gust
problems of a 2sec system, the readings from a
slower vario may actually be easier to interpret.

C=>T:{)-~:· .~~-
1 1 Vario \

Flask ReSlriC!1t~ter ,_

rr i~) Pilot

~L CapSU'7 head

\. ,-
Static head

Fig 2. Simple pneumatic gust filters

A gust filter reduces the vario response to fast
signals while having only a small effect on the
slower lift signals. To get this effect, there have to
be two steps in the signal processing which have
similar response times. If one of these is pro
vided by the natural response rate of the sensor
in a flow meter vario, the second can be obtained
by fitting a restriction to the flask. The "response
time" of the flask + restriction should be about
half the rated response rate of mechanical varios
and about the same as the rated response rate of
electrical varios. With a capsule or two bottle TE
system, you need to use two restrictions to match
the pitot and static response rates. With very fast
varios, Netto and speed-to-f1y systems, you need
more complicated pneumatic filters. Just adding
uncalibrated restrictions is likely to make a poor
system worse. I will go into this more thoroughly
another time.

Most pressure transducer and some thermis
tor systems have electronic gust filters built in.
There is not a lot that can be done at the moment
to reduce the effect of the more slowly changing
airspeeds while you are in a large gust. It may be
possible with more advanced computer varios to
recognise and remove gust effects by monitoring
changes in the airspeed. One "gust filter" on the
market is just a filled plastic flask with tube corJ
nections at both ends. This will damp the fluc
tuations in a noisy line, but it isn't a filter in the
sense that I have described.

Varlometers. The glide polar is independent of
height only when both the sink and foreward
speeds are measured as "indicated" airspeeds.
For the speed-to-fly equation to be true, the air
speed and the climb and sink speeds must all
follow the same law. They can be all "true", all
"indicated" or all "air density" (as measured by a
thermistor flowmeter) speeds.

Three measurement principles are used in
variometers.
1) The air pressure may be measured directly
with a pressure transducer and the rate of
change derived from the electrical signal.
2) Changes of air pressure with height cause air
to flow in or out of a capacity and the flow rate
may be measured.

3) If a capacity is fitted with a capillary leak, a
pressure difference will develop between the
capacity and the supply line proportional to the
rate of change of height. This pressure difference
is measured by the deflection of diaphragm or an
aneroid capsule.

When reading instrument specifications, it
should be remembered that the perfect instru
ment does not exist - they all have some errors.
When an error is claimed to be "compensated",
this usually means that it has been reduced for a
range of conditions, but not eliminated.

Mechanical variometers. The SAGE varia
meters use the deflection of an aneroid capsule
connected to a capillary leak tube to measure
true rates of lift and sink. They have a response
time of about 2sec and may also have a built in
average with a 30sec response.

The- PZL and the Winter varios measure flow
rates with a moving vane and have slowish res
ponse limes, but read true rates of climb to great
heights. 60mm Bnd 80mm diameter versions of
both types are available. The PZL has a compen
sator fitted 10 give correct operation at low tem
peratures. The Winter varios have a response
rate of 3sec as opposed to about 5sec for the
PZL Two and 3sec gust filters are about right for
the two types. PZL supply 420ml vacuum flasks,
but they do not have any metal mesh in them. It is
possible to take the flask assembly to pieces and
insert some copper mesh, but PZL use a rubber
flask stopper which is quite difficult to remove. Do
not use B filled flask if you are using capsule TE
compensation. He" Winter now puts some metal
wool in his 450ml plastic bottles, but they are
affected by changes in cockpit temperature.

As the varies read "true climb" and the ASI
reads "indicated" airspeed, a speed-ta-f1y ring
will tell you to fly too fast at higher altitudes. There
are significant increases above SOOOft in the
number 01 thermals required 10 complete a task,
in the lime spent in climbing and in the pilot
workload. The search area is also considerably
reduced. It is these factors, rather than the small
decrease In cross-country speed due to flying
too fast, whiCh are likely to lose you a race. The
errors increase with increasing climb Bnd sink
rates. You can calibrate the inside of the ring for
sea level values and the outside for 10000ft
values. Joining the points with a straight line is
sufficiently accurate and allows you to estimale
the value at intermediate altitudes. If the angle
from the arrow to a point on the inside of the ring
is A, the point on the outside is at A X 1.164.
Errors in choosing the setting for the MacCready
ring are likely 10be equally, if not more, important.
High altitude flight, an optimistic pilot and an
uncorrected speed to fly system is not likely to be
a very successful combination!

Thermistor based variometers. In a thermistor
vario, the airflow from a capacity is measured by
the cooling produced as it flows over hot thermis
tors. The sensitivity is proportional to the air den
sity and to the temperature difference between
the air and the thermistors. At normal tempera
tures, the sensitivity may increase by over 1% for
each Centigrade degree fall in instrument tem
perature. You probably won't notice this in British
thermals, but the decrease can be large if you
take off with hot instruments. The vario may be a
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lot more sensitive Ofil a very cold day.
Some thermistor varios are compensated for

instrument temperature changes over a limited
range (1 0 tQ 40° for Cambridge CAV50) and may
also have altitude compensation. A pulsating air
flow will cool both thermistors more than a steady
now and cause the sensitivity to decrease.
Fuselage mounted TE' probes are particularly
likely to give problems of this sort and a restric
tion, with a ,time constant similar to the vario res
ponse rate, can be tilted to smooth the flow.
Some Cambridge varios have a restriction
already fitted inside the hose connector.

Sincethesensitivily changes with air density
and instrument temperature, the readings are
likely to be a bit under the indicated airspeed
value 'it you use a vacuum flask cC\pacity. With an
unmodified plastic flask, the readings and zero
position are likely to be quitesensitive to changes
in cockpit temperature. Thermistor based speed
to-fly systems measure the air speed using a
secOnd-sensor with a small leak tube connected
to the pitol. The two sensors should change sen
sitivity with height and instrument temperature at
about the same rate, but the flow through the leak
tube will decrease with height. The simpler and
older systems are likely to tell you 10 fly loo fast
al»ie the nominall;)eight rartge, but some of the
latest computer based systems use a pressure
transducer and a thermometer to provide com
pensation for altitude and temperature effects.

Pressure transducer lIariOmtters. These
variometers use absolute pressure transducers
which give a linear electrical output with changes
in air pressure. The rate of change ot pressure
can be converted to give indicated or true rates of
climb t:!p to about20000ft. Above thi's height the,
sensitivity may fall off. There may be'a maximum
working height, above which the altitude signal
saturates. The accurate altitude conversion was
not done on some earl'y variometers of this. type.
Electronic gust filtering is built in. These
variometers are much more· likely to be affected
by damp or condensation than any other type. If
you do get any drift problems, try drying thevario
out thoroughly before sending it away for repair.

A differential pressure transducer is used in
speed-to-fly systems to measure the indiCated
airspeed. Measuring the pressure difference
between the pitot and the TE probe can eliminate
problems with static errors - so long as the probe
is reasonably accurate and there are no leaks in
the probe line. However, if you also have a
variometer flask connected to a tail mounted TE
probe, this can give a pneumatic delay between
the pitot and TE signals. You can effectively iso
late the flask by fitting it with a gust restriction and
this should remove :most of the problem

The speed-to-,lIy information had a restricted
height range on, the early systems, but is com
pensated for altitude and temperature effects in
most current varios. Pressure transducer sys
tems measure the actual air pressure changes
that you need to know. They are potentially more
accurate than thermistor systems, which mea
sure the temperature change of a thermistor due
to the airflow produced by the pressure change.

Reliability of electronic systems. All electronic
components show ageing effects to some
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CHRIS LOVELL

LUCKY
DATE!

Chris, a BSC Radio' studio manager, has
achieved 2850hrs since he started gliding
26yrs ago with, 21,oohrs 1nl club solo gliders.
During Ihls time he has logged 135300km
flights,. 18 500kms and gained all three
Diamonds by 1971, being No, 2Q on the
list.

There are man.y coincidences in life. but who
would reckon that on three consecutive
occasions when a particular day, date and month
are repeated, there woold be long distance soar
ing weather. 11 would be 8 monumental task to go
through years of weather records to find such
calendar coincidences with 500km weather
each time - and of course to be In a glider on a
task on each day as well!

By 1971 the Surrey & Hants Club had had me
in its grip for nigh on eight years and at the start
of the 1970s decade two Dart 17RS and two
Phoebus Cs were the top of the fleet.

degree. Studies of the failure rates show that
about 95% of the early failures occur during the
first 100hrs of use. After this period, the rate is
quite low so long as there are no corrosion prob
lems. Complex circuits with many components
are much more likely to fail than simple circuits. I
check for early failures by connecting new equip
ment up to a suitable power source and leaving it
switched on for a week. If it passes this test, I
know that it will probably give me several years of
trouble tree service. It is always a good idea to
check the period on a guarantee -1 OOhrs is quite
a~~~~. a

The whole week of July 11-17.1971 wasgood
and I tried a 500km on Tuesday, July 13 in
Phoebus 266. It was bluish with a moderate NE
breeze so a trip from Lasham to Bath and Lake
Vyrnwy dam in North Wales and back seemed a
good bel. A0950launch and a trundle crosswind
eventually had me in a l:>it of confusion west of
Welshpool at about 1630hrs but no likely lake in
view so back home after 9hrs 14mins in the
air!

The soaring baMot 00 Saturday, July 17 gave
me the Phoebus again but it wasn't promising at
0800. t nearly gave the glider away to the next
pilot on the list but around 0900 the conditions
suddenly improved to nice cu and a light
northerly breeze so a declaration was made to try
the same task as Tuesday. I took a 1015 launch
crossWind to 800ft and into strong sink but an
Oly saved me circling at 500ft - zoom to cloud
base, 5800ft asl al 1030 BST!! The flight was
basically straightforward with only a close look at
he fields and lots of greenhouses near Mont
gomery for a quick thrill. the conditions were
absolutely ·super, 00-80km visibility and, tor
instance, a straight glide fr,om the Mynd to Lak.e
Vyrnwy and back to the Mynd. Only ahrs alild
Bmin flying time!! With a 6000-6500ft asl cloud
base alllhe way I flew at 67kmlh. I had no idea
about speed flying then - not much now
either.

The good weather ot the 19705 continued and
the club bought a Kestrel 19. On Saturday, July
17, 1976 I won the Kestrel in the ballot and
declared a SOOkm triangle to Sennybridge (near
Brecon). and Spitalgate. Lots c>f windshear made
for a difficullleg into Wales and a shower turned
me back at Crickhowell near Abergavenny. but it
looked good to the NE so , elected to go to the
second TP.1t was marvellous, 200km in less than
2hrs and a nice ride back to Lasham - even into a
freshening southerly the Kestrel managed 9Okm/h
and 575km.

After this flight I didn't really attach much
significance to lIying 500km on the repeated' day
and date except that it caused a laugh al a pany
that night - Chris Lovell can only do 500km if it's
Saturday, July 17 ... mind you in 19'76, 500km
was on almost every day. and some nights
too, 11 suspect!

At the end of 1981 I left the Surrey & Hants GC
as a lull flying member after many happy hours
(506lirs in 'phoebus 266) in all the various gliders
we had during my time and became a not very
IJloated pluto - (I haven't declared that yel as a
TP) - erat, acquiring my own Mosquito.

Along comes 1982, a good spring with plenty
of practice in Mosquito "Papa Delta", 1000km in
April and 3100km by Saturday, July 16. July 17
looked nice'so a declaration to Salisbury Cathe
dral and Lincoln Cathedral, 540km, was made.
Not super conditions but reliable 2-3kt to 3500ft
most of the route - a very nice way to spend a
day. 11 was my longest completed declared flight
at the time and it collected a lot of ladder points
even though the task time was 7hr 42min. It was
also my tenth 500km flight for an extra bit of
statisl1c - my logbook is full of useless facts!

These three days have seen me do three car
launches, 1625km and 24hrs 25 min flying!

The next July 17 on a Saturday is 1993. I'm
looking forward to it - something special
perhaps? a
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JONATHAN MILLS

COMPEIIION
ENTERPRISE

Enterprise 1988 started off with hel and
sticky weather. Saturday saw John Fielden send
ing the 39 entrants off 01'1 a castle bashing, task 
to bring .back pictures of Okehampton,
Launceston, Dorchester aOO Corie castles. The
task was set to cater for the hoped for sea
breezes and, as John pointed out, no airspace
restrictions were marked on his (1938)
1:500000 map - There was a small farmer's field
which is now Exeter Airport though! If you flew
the course right, there was a maximum of
550km available.

John Bally won the day with his Nimbus 3: An
eventful' flight involving ridge soaring below the
Wellington monument and Dartmoor, and having
to dash to the shore of Lyme Bay after being
rained on over Ihe sea. He eventually landed after
completing 391 km. Justin Wills (LS-6) climbed 10
12000ft in cloud and turned in 282km 10 come
second. Jhe besl wood pri,ze was awarded to
Chris Nicholas flying a'K-6 for coming 3rd overall,
and another prize 10 l'ony Moulang (1<-13), who
,landed on a direct course between Corie and
Launceslon - on a course which would have
crossed Lyme Bay where the sea breeze was
expecled'lo develop bul didn't.

Standin,gat North, Hill became quite entertain
ing in lhe afternoon with some marginal final
glides Ihat just made it back, and some even
more marginal ones that didn't, landing in the
valley below watched by an audience of crew
members and organisers.

Sadly the S1ingsby Eagle flown by Simon
Minson was damaged after landing in a field and
rolling backwards inlo a hedge. It is surprising
that if all aircraft does roll backwards, it will tend
to roll more 'or ,less straight and not slew round.
An interesting lesson to be learnt by all glider
pilots here: - most people would have expected il
to turn round but the tail skid prevents this in
practice.

To make up for the heat of Saturday, it rained on
Sunday and many people did the castle visits
again - but by road.

Monday saw John Fielden and Mike Garrod
(Met) trying to make a task to suit the weather.
John's enthusiasm treated us to an Octopus task
- 8 TPs with North Hill as the head, with the res
triction of only visiting each TP once, and snap
ping North Hill between each leg - M5 junctions
25 and 26, Taunton racecourse, Wimbleball
reservoir, Eaglescott airiield, Chard pond, Sutton
Bingham reservoir and the Randy Monk at
Cerne Abbas.

The idea was to tow to 2000ft - but the highest
launch of the day was the Gull-1 which was
towed up to all of 1200ft before low cloud
stopped play and the tasks were scrubbed.

Briefing on 'Day 4 began to take on a bleak
outlook, with Mike Garrod totally unable to alter
the course pf nature and make the sun shine. So
at briefing Justin Wills livened up the atmosphere
with an impromtu talk on flying in New Zealand. A
tale of high speed, high altitude 100km triangles,
flying a Twin Astir In the recent NZ Nationals
which raised a good laugh and left tears in a few
peoples' eyes. John Bally rounded off with a few
words on flying the monster (TINSFOS) gliders
and how the pilot's outlook changes from the
nippy 15· and 17m gliders.

We then went off and became customers of the
National Trust and eating establishments.
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North Hill, June 25-July 2

With the wind now westerly and threatening to
break into sunshine, Day 5 was set to another
Fielden special, the Iron Cr,oss task. As visibility
was rather poor four small triangles orientated
north (Clatworthy reservoir and junction 25 on
the M5), south (Ox and Ax estuaries), east (Chard
pond and Axminster station) and west (Tiverton
roundabout and Crediton Queen Elizabeth
school) was set in order to maintain separation.

Tony Smallwood and the Gull's 50th birthday
cake. Photo: Dick Wolff.

At 2pm John Fielden was sent off in the Gull to
prove that the task was simple. However, the low
cloudbase and poor visibility would not hold 35
gliders safely and the task was abandoned just
before the rain fell to terminate the day.

So John had to be Enterprising on Thursday.
With a moist airflow over the south-west of
England, condensing at low altitude and forming
precipitation (or, in layman's terms, low cloud and
rain) the idea of flying was a non-starter.

So the task set was to solve eight clues to
locate TPs and visit each to obtain an answer.
Competing by road this day, points were awar
ded for each correct answer and for minimum
distance travelled. There were also penalties for
getting back to North Hill late and for fixing
incorrect answers for subsequent teams at the
entrance to some of the TPs!

The task was won by Tony Moulang who
obtained all but one answer in 79 miles, although
he went straight past the last (and nearest) TP on
his "final drive". However the devious, if enter
prising, behaviOl,lr (detailed above) resulted in a
second placing 10 SiI Longstaff, who managed a
similar periormance in 95 miles. The consolation
prize went to Chris Nicholas who managed to
score -117pts!

Tony Smallwood's Gull-1 (sporting the appro
priate letters AGE) is 50 years-old this year. To
commemorate this event, Tony was presented
with a birthday cake, complete with replica Gull
sitting on the green grass, wingtips supported by
matchstick trestles. Alas, the heat of the day
softened the fondant icing which made the
fuselage and wings, and the Gull first lost its Gull
shape and then developed tip dihedral.

The cake was cut and devoured by the
assembled competitors and the Gull wished well
for the Sutton Bank reunion on August 24 with a
Petrel (also 50 years-old), and for the next 50
years.

The next day started a glorious blue. A race to
Lasham, with optional TPs for the brave and fast:
Charny Down/Bath (as alternatives in case of a
TP being obscured by a rain shower), or Didcot
chimneylWallingford bridge Launching com
menced just after lOam, but about an hour later
rain moved in after only some of the gliders were
airborne. However, it cleared up and launching
resumed at about 4pm.

The day was won by John Bally who took five
thermals to tum Wallingford bridge and reach
Lasham averaging 105km/h. The prize, however,
was awarded to Charles Owles (Dart 17) who
covered the longest distance in the longest time,
and the consolation to Lemmy Tanner (Capstan)
who after Ire-launching in the afternoon was just
one thermal short of reaching Lasham, having,left
North Hill after 4pm - the Met man commenting
that at that time he wouldn't even have set off!

The last day started showery and: windy again
- so early departures were in order. Tlie task,
Nympsfield via one of Wincantonracecourse,
Andover station or Lasham, allOwed ,Justin Wills
(after a 9000ft cloud climb) to beat John Bally into
2nd place for the day, and the final scores to
come out with Justin in the lead, John Bally 20pts
behind and Gerry Martin (Girms) finishing 3rd.

So ,perhaps the weather didn't actually win this
year. Over 290hrs and 11000l<im flown. Our
thanks to our hosts, North Hill GC, and especially
Ann and Oick Wolffe, Sandy Harrop and Alan
Davidson for Ihe organisation. Many more people
go unmentioned but not unforgotten.

Next year Competition IEnterprise is off to
France, visiting Le Blanc on June 21-July 1.
Come and join us! i:I
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JUSTIN WILLS

The following is the memorandum on competmve gliding Justln
was invited to givG at the lastCIVV meeting having first written it
for the British team manager, Ben Watson, after their ,return
from the World Championships at Benalla

APHILOSO~HICAL

FRAMEWORK

As acurrent competition: pilot I naturally have
views on topical sllbjects such as the redefinition;
of Classes, alternative types of tasks, improved
startline methods and so on',but provided there is
a clear understanding of the overall objectives, I
am fully confident that a satisfactory consensus
amongst the international soaring' community
can be reached on all these matters. It is the
establishment of a philosophical framework that I
would like to suggest.

I think there is a general acceptance of the view
set out in my memorandum that competitive glid
ing l:1as an enormous influence on the whole glid
ing movement, and therefore a responsibility
towards it. Accordingly, the underlying objectives
of competitive gliding should embrace those of
gliding generally, or at very least not run counter
to them. This begs the most fundamental ques
tion of all:

"What are the special qualities of gliding
which make it such a distinctive and appealing
sPOrl for all its participants?"

There are probably as many answers to this
question as there are glider pilots, but I believe
they can be condensed into the following three
areas:

First, the sense of individual freedom within a
discipline imposed by natural laws.

In an increasingly
crowded world, gliding

offers the individual
the freedom of the sky

In an increasingly crowded world, full of cor
respondingly greater regimentation and confor
mity, gliding offers the individual the freedom of
the sky, to pilot his machine and exploit
atmospheric energy as he thinks best within the
natural laws of gravity and elemental forces.

This essential quality of gliding gives rise to
other important aspects, including:

The sense of self-determination and self re
sponsibility; possibly the obvious respon
sibility of pilots for the outcome of each flight
has contributed to the remarkable tradition of
the gliding movement being administered by
glider pilots for glider pilots, and is evidenced
by the great concern regarding developments
at FA/.

The sense of egalitarianism. Gliding appeals
to a wide spectrum of people. Natural laws do
not discriminate between individuals on the
grounds of race, colour, creed, political
outlook, sex, age or wealth. You cannot buy a
thermal, nor can you seduce one, although
many of us often pray for one!
Secondly, the belief in the intrinsic good of the

sport; that its beauty and the special fascination
oIl1ight enhances the lives and spirits of those
who participate in it and encourages the best of
their human characteristics, such as initiative,
nair, energy, enterprise and intelligence.

I think glider pilots genuinely believe in the
expression: "If there were more glider pilots in the
world ~ would be a better place", and this helps
explairltheir wish to communicate the enjoyment
of the sport to others.

October/NQvember 1988

Thirdly and lastly, the extraordinary degree of
co-operation, friendliness and goodwill that
exists within the gliding community at all levels,
club, national and international. This arises partly
from the small size of the movement, from shar
ing the "evangelical" quality and the love of flight
described earlier, and also from the considerable
degree of co-operation that has to exist to enable
a glider to fly at all.

I believe that the objective of competitive glid
ing should be to preserve and encourage these
essential qualities of the sport.

I would now like to apply this approach to
some of the current discussions regarding the
future development of competitive gliding.

I described earlier the individualistic quality of
the sport. I think this is irreconcilable with a team
approach, and that therefore team prizes should
be avoided. Likewise, situations that give rise to
formalised pair flying should be discouraged,
and information from external sources to pilots
during flight should be as limited as possible con
sistent with safety. Gaggle flying transgresses
the qualities of individuality, self-determination
and initiative, so it is hardly surprising that the
majority of pilots dislike it so much. All possible
steps should be taken to avoid it.

The quality of freedom suggests that pilots
should be able to demonstrate their skills over the
widest possible spectrum within the natural con
straints of the laws of gravity and elemental for
ces. Contests should be devised accordingly:
venues should be chosen to provide a variety of
conditions, and different venues should be
selected in succeeding years. The tasks them
selves should be varied, and alternative types
should be introduced.

At the risk of being thought to be deliberately
controversial, I would add my belief that those
countries which have retained the right for gliders
to fly in cloud have preserved an aspect of the
sport without which it is greatly impoverished. In
the UK we can and do regularly fly in cloud during
competitions under conditions which com
petitors regard as safe and effective. I urge those
countries where such flying is still permitted to
exercise this freedom so that it may be
preserved.

The perceived egalitarian quality of gliding has
led to the current discussions regarding the
redefinition of competition Classes, and the
possible introduction of a new Class, with the

objective of reducing the complexity and cost of
the aircraft themselves. U was precisely this
excellent intention that led to tl1e introduction of
the Standard Class in 1958. I would argue that it
has been the failure 10 monitor and direct the
development of the Standard Class over the last
30 years that has lecllo it no longer meeting these
objectives, but rather developing into a serious
rival for the 15 Meter Class, whose own validity is
therefore ,now in question. The outcome of the
design studies for the fourth Class will be
interesting, but I also believe the definitiorl of the
Standard Class should be urgently reconsidered.

The strong teeling of comradeship Ihat exists
among gliding enthusiasts needs a method of
mutual recognition. This is admirably fulfilled by
the distinctive gliding badge, although nobody
today can regard the various badge awards as a
meaningful comparison of pilot skills. To do that
would require a complex handicapping system
to take into account both the type of aircraft used
and the country, or even location within a country,
where the flight was made, and even then would
have obvious imperfections.

A grave error permitting
the use of multiple TP

tasks for various
badges and diplomas

I think Ihelong established badge require
ments should stand. However, I am convinced
the CtW made a grave error when it Introduced
rules permitting the 'use of multiple TP tasks for
various badges and diplomas. This reduced the
difficulty of such flights at a time when improved
aircraft performance was making them easier,
and destroyed the continuity of the badge
achievement by creating a dlstinctioo between
those who obtained ~ "the old way" ilersus "the
new way". Perhaps most seriously of all, it pro'
vided a public perception that the most
meritorious award in gliding, namely the 1000km
diploma, could be obtained without the pilot ever
straying more than 150kmfrom his starting point.
I strongly urge the CIW to withdraw this damag
ing amendment.

So far I have attempted to show the possible
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A PHILOSOPHICAL FRAMEWORK

consequences of applying criteria based on-indi
vidual qualities of our sport to specific topics.
However, when considering a matter as complex
as the organisation of a World Championships,
one ,has to apply them collectively.

I believe the most disturbing aspect of modern
World Championships has been the enormous
growth in the size of the Championship's
organisational bureaucracy. It has been reported
that up to 130 people have been involved in run
ning a recenl World Championships - 1.25
organisers per contestall11. Everyone, knows the
rules ofblJreaucracy: (1) !Jureaucr,acy begets
bureaucracy; - at Benalla the British team
manager found he needed two additional deputy
managers to cope; (2) bureaucracy is not
necessarily efficient - at Rieti it was, in Benalla
less so; (3) bureaucracy is very expensive - the
cost of entry fees for the, principal contest
shows this.

But there are other major disadvantages of
large bureaucracies, however we/lintentioned,
when applied to ,gliding. contests.

Bureaucracy is divisive. A ,feeling springs up
of "them and us"which is completely foreign to
gliding, with its history of pilot involvement in
every aspect of the sPort.

Bureaucracy produces a sense of formality
and inflexibility. Pilots lose their sense of self
determination and individuality.

Bureaucracy can appear self-serving" lead
ing the pilots to question for whose benefit the
competition is being held.

Bureaucracy has a tendency ,to promote
pomp and ceremony unconnected with the
sport itself. At both of the recent World Cham
pionships I have marched arOl,lnd an arena
preceded by a girl dressed in white - although
what quality of gliding she lis supposed to ,rep
resent other than my ,inability to carry a ,plaque
bearing my country'sname 'I cannot ,imagine! 
and variously listened to demands for workers'
rights, good wishes from politicians and obser
ved, whilst melling under the
Australial:l sun, the extraordinary sight 01 minl
kilted majorettes struttingl to the accompani
ment of bagpipes!

Presenting gliding _
as it really is _

seriously, I believe there is a real need for
World: Gliding Championships to provide a
public spectac'le for those Who are interested:
enough to come and watch. But this should be
aimed at presenting gliding as it really is. I would
like to suggest that a special type of new task is
devised which wou'ld enable a commentator to
provide spectators with both interesting reports,
and sightings of gliders as they performed the
task, together with the results as they finished.
The organisers should declare in advanCe that
specific days during the contest will be open,
days to the public, and on at least one of these
such a task should be set.

But above all my plea is for simpler, cheaper,
less formal contest organisations, to which the
pilots themselves may contribute either on a

regular or rota basis. This, coupled with smaller
entry lists will contribute enormously to cheaper,
more Iriendly contests without necessarily any
loss of competition quality.

This brings me finally to the discussion regard
ing the Olympics. As will be guessed from my
remarks about contest organisation, I am totally
opposed to soaring becoming an Olympic sport.
Apart from the sheer mechanistic difficulties 01
arranging championships at the same time and
location as an Olympic Games, I believe par
ticipation would conflict with practically all the
essential qualities of cross-country gliding. It
would raise a 'host of distinctions that the 91iding
community regards as irrelevant, such as, those
between amateur and professional, male and
female, and supposed political conVictions,
whilst involving misplaced conceptions of
national pride, and the whole Olympic bureauc
ratic juggernaut. To those whO advocate joining
the Olympia movement 00 the grounds that it
would bring beneficial publicity to our sport, I
would suggest they are mistaken.

Public no longer so _
impressed by Olympics __

,At best i1 would provide a public spectacle '01
soaring totally alien to the true nature of the, sport,
at the riSk of debasing the fundamental qualities
on which it depends together with the loss of its
control. Furthermore, I believe the public is no
longer so Impressed by the Olympic spectacle. It
is significant that the participant who received the
most media coverage at the recent Winter Olym
pics was "Eddie the Eagle" - the British ski jum
per whose obvious inexperience was so' great
that he aroused the sympathy of the crowd"who
could identify with his efforts, 10 the subStantial
excl'usionof the other slicker automatons who
gained the medals. IIf t were on the IOC I would
advocate restricting future Olympics to the
original Grecian sports 01 running, jumping
and throwing.

I am conscious of having subjected you all to
my views based on my innermost beliefs. I feel I
should apologise - at least for the un-British
nature of this approach, iblJUhere aretirnes when
an individual or an organisatiOn should nail its
philosophical colours to the mas1.1 willtlierefore
end with two personal observations.

The word freedom lor me is a pOsitive concept,
implying that everything is permitted unless
s,pecifically proscribed. All too often regulatory
bodies proceed from the opposite perspective.

The word discipline has two meanings: thedis
cipline imposed by the laws 01 nature is the dis
cipline of retribution if the laws are transgressed.
If a glider is flown near the ground with inade
quate airspeed lit will crash,. At school we called
this the discipline 01 the cane. But discipline exer'
cised by mature intelligent people amongst
tnemselves comes from the word disciple, one
who 101 lows his leader because he believes in
him and trusts him, It is this leadership by exam
ple that the gliding movement needs from the
competition community, and ultimately from
those of you ,gathered here charged with govern
ing that community. a
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PETER MARTIN

"All seemed so calm a'nd tranquil," writes Peter, "but in
fact trouble was on its way."

BREATHLESS
OVER
BRECON

FollOWing various letters and articles in S&G
over recent years on ,the ,use' or otherwise of
oxygen breathing apparatus, 11 relate what hap
pened to me whi1e wave flying in the Brecon .area.

It was during the New Year holiday. The
weather had been so lIile I convinced myself
there wouldn't be any flying but would' drive down
to Wales ,if only for a change of scenery.. At the last
minute, and with the muddled thinking, one can
get when faced with a disappointment, I, decided
to take the, glider after all but left Ihe oxygen and
radio at home.

Inevitably the weather immediately improved
and earl". the lIlext day I joined the throng of pilots
standing in red Welsh mud, feverishly preparing
our gliders. In a very short time the Pawnee
launched two dozen on to the Langorse ridge in a
very ,strong west wind with low cloudbase, but
bright up wind.

As I had been performing my one man rigging
act with the Cobra, I was about the last to get air
bome. I released at 500ft, sling shot fashion,
dashed around the corner of Mynydd Triad into
,thesfronglift and on down Langorse ridge to join
in the fun, but there wasn't a glider to be seen
anywhere.

I scanned the surrounding countryside for
outlanded gliders but there were none. The
answer of course was wave. I flew forward to look
for acloud slot and instead found an inverted fun
nel about three wingspans diameter with wisps of
clOud being sucked in at the edges.

H•• '. the sky started to
brighten from above and I

burst through
into dazzling sunshine"

I entered this maintaining a westerly heading
with the vario singing like a kettle. After continu
ing the climb through cloud for some minutes, the
sky started to brighten from above and I burst
through into dazzling sunshine on the western
side of a huge, smooth, silver mountain with the
north 'end of Talybont reservoir 4000ft under my
left wingtip.

Above at an angle of approximately 50° were
the mass of other gliders looking about the size of

Peter flies at
Coventry GC, went
solo in 1957 and
has just topped
1OOOhrs on 33 types.

houseflies. I moved forward to be slightly ahead
of them and the lift increased to 6kt. Soon the
view below became cloudscape more familiar 10
airline passengers with only about one fifth of the
land visible, but there was no tendency for the
gaps to close. All seemed so calm and tranquil
but in fact trouble was on its way.

I was already getting cold, despite plenty of
clothes and good boots. I had sweated profusely
during rigging and the evaporation was carrying
away body heat fast. But more ominously the
altimeter started sticking. Only vigorous tapping
kept it jumping in large steps but it jammed solid
at 8000ft.

What the hell, I thought, surely all those gliders
up there haven't got oxygen. Apart from the cold I
felt physically OK at this stage, so continued the
climb to level with the others where we all sat sus
pended on top of the huge fountain of air, It was
about this time that I became aware that my teeth
and lower jaw were chattering and bouncing like
a clockwork joke set. Shortly afterwards my legs
and arms started shaking uncontrollably. The

situation made me laugh violently, which also
became difficult to control.

Eventually an Open Class machine formated
closely with me, the pilot staring at me intently
and occasionally pointing at his boom micro
phone. He looked more like a jet jockey in the
clear bright air. He gave up the attempted conver
sation and turned along the wave. I recall trying to
decide if to follow. I remember nothing more until I
awoke low in a valley.

Luck of luck, the old Cobra had descended
into a valley instead of over a mountain, but with
hardly sufficient height to choose a landing
field,

Only the lucky combination of having the
Cobra welllrimmed, descending into a valley and
regaining consciousness before thudding into
the ground saved me that day,

So what are the lessons I learned, bearing in
mind the maximum height reached was only
16000ft?

Apart from my obvious and early need of
oxygen, the prime instrument for wave flying
must be the altimeter, whereas previously I had
r,egarded it as only tertiary for f1atland thermal
soaring. The importance 01 a radio is also
highlighted and lasl, but nolleast, I 'habitually and
continuously trim out stick loads. An out of trim
glider would have spun or dived into the ground
when left to its own devices,

Incidentally, in the event I did nOl have to land in
that valley field as during the circuit I flew into a
secondary wave or upside rotor and climbed
away.

If this happened to you would you be so lucky?
I suspect several haven't. a

FOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS'AND MAINTENANCE

ROGER TAKGETf
Sailplane Services

BristOl & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Nr. Stonehouse
Gloucestershire GL10 3TX

Tel: Office (0453) 860861
Home (0453) 48568 (0453) 45316

October/November 1988

Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service in:
* All glass, carbon and kevlar repairs

* Wood and Metal repairs

* All modifications

* Motor Glider engine approval

* C of A Renewals

* General Maintenance

(including re-finishing and wax polishing)
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The first week was anticyclonic and the
secondl a Ihund'ery low. We had ten contest days
(11 for the Standard Classj.ofwhich the first three
were "survival mode" followed by three "racing",
two days' rest and then five more "survival". On
three of the last five all 71 pilots landed out and on
the other two days there were only five finishers
on one and six on the other.

So there was plenty of flying.
Robin May (ASH-25) did 4247km and 57hrs in

the first 11 days. But it was hard graft and needed
stamina. Only one 500km task (Open Class, Day
6, 525km) but 6 or 7hrs in the air was the norm.
However the three racing days were magnificent
with speeds of 120km/h in the Open and
110km/h in the 15M and Standard.

BEN WATSON

EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Raysktila, Finland - June 12··25

A report by the British team manager

The Competition
This was tough. Other nations mostly had their

World team pilots. Our policy is to encoura!;Je
those atlhe top of the Nationals Priority Ustto go
to the pre-Worlds rather than the Europeans. This
gives an opportunity to others in the team squad
10 compete in ,international Championships.
.However, it also means that our chances .of win
ning may be less.

Our team, selected on the results 01 the 1987
Nationals, was Open Class, Ralph J'ones (Nim
bus 3). and Robin May (ASH-25); 15M Class, Jed
Edyyean (Ventus 6) and Peter Sheard (Ventus A)
and Standard Class, Ted Lysakowskl (Discus).
Chris RoIlings Should have been the other Stan
dard Class pilot but al the last minute he couldn't
raise the money (see the la~t issue, p173).

The British
We did besl in the Open Class with Robin Mav

and Ralph Jones coming 8th arid 11th with 81%
and 73% of the winner's score respectively.
Robin was our "Man of the Match", flying very
consistently in his first international. He held 7th
place up.tQ Day 8 and came 2nd on the last day.

1n the 15M Jed Edyvean scored reasonably
until Day 5 when an early land out dropped him to
27th from which he could not recover in spite of
being 10th and 12th on the next two days. Pete;
Sheard dished himself with land outs on Days 2
and 3 but had his moment of glory by winning
Day 9 (cal's cradle) for 12hrs until precise land
ing certificates corrected him to 2nd. In the Stan
dard Class Ted Lys came 18th, 10th and 17th on
the racing days but seven land outs on the other
days was too big a handicap.

The Contest
In the Open Class oil soon became' a baltle be

tween Jan Andersen, Denmark (Nimbus 3), Klaus
Holighaus, Germany (Nimbus 3) and the French
pair, Marc $chroe<ler and Gabriel Chenevoy,
both flying ASW-22s. Andersen did a daring
breakaway from the gaggle on: Day I and gained
136pts on the others. From this time he kept the
lead up to tile last day when the loltery of flying
round thunderstorms dropped him to 684pts and
Klaus' consistency had again made him
Champion.

In the 15M there were more contenders, 30
with ~ 3 in the Open. At Day 7 only 370pts
separated the top 11 places. Janusz Centka,
Poland (Ventus) led after Day 9 but a bad draw in
the thunderstorm lollery on the last day dropped
him to 3rd with the French winning the first two
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Robin's Record

Robin, on the right, celebrating with
Steve. Photo: Ben Watson.

On June 11, the last practice day, Robin
May woke in his lakeside cabin to 8 day when
everything seemed right; Rejecting the
327km task and takingSteve Jones as P2, he
was airborne in the ASH·25 tw 1015, deter
mined to aNack the British two-seater dis
tance record with a 712km OIR to /isalmi.

He writes: "Conditions were incredibfe and
visibility was only limited by the curvature of
the earth in all directions. Landmarks were
few and far between; one that we did pick up
on the horizon turned out to be only one third
of the way on ,frack.

"There was nothing' but forests and lakes
with very few sensible landing places. We fre
quently went ten miles without anywhere to
land at all. I stayed above 3oooft. Cloudbase
went up from 3500ft to 7000ft during the day.
Thermals averaged 3-5kt and several went off
the clock. After landing back at 1730(100kmj
h) I took mycrewman John Baileyon a 200km
local flight, landing about 2100hrs. 1000km
would have been easily possible."

places, Gerard Lherm in front of Gilles Navas,
both flying LS-6s.

In the Standard Class there were five in the
race out of the 28 - Janusz Trzeciak, Poland (Dis
cus), Jean Claude Lopitaux, France (Discus),
JacQues Aboulin, France (Discus), Reinhard
Schramme, W. Germany (Discus) and Sikko Ver
meer, Holland (ASW-19). On Day 7 Vermeer

came up to 4th and Schramme dropped 200pts
to 5th. Day 8 Lopitaux still led with Vermeer 3rd.
On Day 9 Schrammedid his brilliant f1i(Jht climb
ing half in half out of clOUd in the front of a thun
derstorm. This gave him a day'S gain of 250pts
on those ahead ofhim, but a 1OOpt heighl penalty
lost 'him 'much of this. On Day 10 he won again
and was equal 1st on, Day 11. However, Trzeciak
was there too, 250pts clear of lopitaux who lost
In the thunderstorm lottery but still held 2nd place
overali with Aboulin 3rd and Schramme 4th.

The"Organisation
The organisation was relaxed and friendl.v with

a minimum of fuss, the director, Seppo
Hllmlllllinen, being a man of few words. The com
puter produced the results in record time and an
innovation was a Quite excellent commentator
who from the cO!1troltower loudspeaker gave in
formation on the finishers - their speed, overall
placing, how many minutes the next pilot ,had in
hand to beat them and so on. On some days he
was able 10 extend this by Informatiol1 from Tam
pere Radar aboul where the leading gaggle was
out on track.

Airspace oiler Finland is widely controlled but
special clearance seemed to be readily obtained.
.On most days the ceiling was FL75, more than
enough for VMC,.and,the aptly named "sandbox"
was 10km on either side .of lrack.

A protest came from the Norwegian pilot John
Laupsa whose iLS-6 was "destroyed" when his
crew on bay 2 filled the waterballast direct from
the hosepipe and burst the wing. The rules say
broken bits can be replaced but not the Whole
glider. The jury felt the rule was made to dis'
courage dangerous outlandings and let him
borrow another LS-6 tor the rest of the
contest.

The task selter, Jaakko Tuominen, wisely
remained out of sight during the contest. We later
learnt that he is known as "The pilots' scour~e."
Tasks were OK in the first week; in fact [lay 5· was
seriously underset (241 km for the Open).
However, apart from the cal's cradle for the 15M,
no concessions were made in the second week
for the heavy thunderstorms which developed
regularly in the afternoons. On the final day no
one bothered to listen to the finish line briefing
since it was clear no one would return.

The-Finns
Tapio Savolainen, the outstanding team

manager for Finland, had put in an enormous
amount of work behind the scenes after returning
from Benalla with the first Finnish World Cham-
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EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS

Holger Bach's wing mirrors - "I don't like any
one flying on my tail." Photo: Anne Ince.

pion, Markku Kuittinen. They were famous and
,the Prime Minister came to open the Cham
pionships. It was a bit sad for them therefore that
they did not achieve a European Champion.

The French Lesson
Govemment Sf,lpport for French gliding is

well known and it certainly had successful
results at Rliysklilli. After Day 8 they were
leading in all three Classes and they finished
3rd and 4th (Open), 1st and 2nd (15M) and
2nd and 3rd (Sfandard), an astonishing
record.

Much of the credit must go to their pro
fessional coach and manager Jacky Clair
baux whQ has been in charge for several
years and now Jives at St. Auban, their splen
cfldlyequipped centre in the DJ,Jrance valley
where Jacques Aboulin recently succeeded
Gabriel Chenevoy as CFI. Their team pro
gramme this year has been continuous com
petition as well as having training camps.

As with other sports, top level success for
the amateur may become a thing of the past.
Noperson wor:king outside gliding for a liVing
can complete such a programme. In Rtlyskt:llli
all the French teams' expenses \fere met
(oontrast British pilots who estimated £3000
each, ofwhich the Sports Council met £ 1300)
and their pilots' contraot states Ihat they do
what Jacky says or else ... Tres dirigiste!
Never mind, the British have a World Cham
pion and the French do not.

They became victims of their own success with
the media. Having wound up the press about
gliding and Finnish prowess they were asked
"what went wrong?" "Why didn't you win?" Of
course nothing went wrong. The standard was
very high .and there is nothing in Finnish soaring
conditions which gives any great advantage to
the locals. Kuittinen in his new LS-7 came 11 th,
83% of the winner.

What the Finns did do was to lay on a well run
competition - second to none by international
standards and better than many. Above all they
aeatad the perfect atmosphere in which pilots
and crews could get to know each other as well
as compete. And that is what Championships
should do. Thank you Raysk~.Ia; thank you
Finland.

Leading Resu"s: Open Class: 1. K. Holighaus (W. Ger
many) 8826; 2. J. Andersen (Denmark) 8808; 3. M.
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MERRIHEAD

MERRI'S
PROGRESS
In the coming issues Merri
shares with us her thoughts
and aims as she improves
her gliding skills

Lessons

I've been gliding for a year and a bit, and
started off terribly enthusiastically - a dozen
launches per day in all sorts of weather. The
quest was on for the first solo, the Bronze badge
... I was the sort of ab-initio that drive duty full
Cats mad with the request for "Just one more
launch please!"

Nowa Silver badge pilot, I m~ke a point of look
ing as objectively as possible at my gliding faults
and trying to correct them. This is not to say that
I've given up the badge hunt, rather that it has
assumed secondary importance to becoming a
good pilot; as professional as I can be in the air
and on the ground. This might effect itself by
making me as big a pain as ever, but I feel that
at least I'll be safer for it, and so will anyone
around me.

I handle this ambition by trying to make the
most of every flight; getting the K-18 into wind

@JSW SOARING
~ HAS MOVED!

Different Address: Same Super Products

'Aquarius' (Dual Weight) Calculators ... £12.00
Wind Component Resolvers. . . . . . . . . .. £6.50
'Ciemini' Calculators

(Resolver on Reverse Side) £12.00
Flight Planning Rulers £4.00
Protective Wallets for Calculators -

or Rulers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. SOp
'Dolphin' vario Conversions from. . . . . . . .. £35

SAE for Product Details to:

51 PARK ROAD
FARNBOROUGH, HANTS GU14 6LQ

Schroeder (France) 8621; 8. R. May 7525; 11. R.Jones
6442pts. 15M Class: 1. G. Lherm (France) 8581; 2. G.
Navas (France) 8358; ;3. J. Centka (Poland) 8340; 26. J.
Edyvean, 5712; 27. P. Sheard 5666pts. Standard Class:
1. J. Trzeciak (Poland) 8725; 2. J. C. Lopitaux (France)
6474; 3. J. Aboulin (France) 8430; 25. E. R.
Lysakowski 5661pts.

more effectively, planning my circuit more re
sponsibly, and paying attention to the details of
efficient gliding in preparation for longer and
more demanding cross-country flights (hope
fully).

One thing I've noticed about myself that I'm try
ing to correct is the amount of energy I waste
when I thermal. I find when I lock into lift, my
breathing starts to quiCKen and the latlgtlis of my
breaths become shorter in the excitement of the
moment. I've never measured it, but I'm sure my
pulse rate also increases. this rush of adrenalin
could be much better put tQ use in making
decisions - for example where 10 go next.

So, when not in,agaggle, I force myself to relax
against the seatbacK and lighten my grasp on the
control column.lt'slreally helping me; I'm not over
piloting as much as 11 used to, my timed rate of
climb is faster and I'm not so tired after flying as I
once was.

Merri, an American,
started gliding lasl
year at Bicester,
iAtroduced to the
sport by her RAF pilot
husband'Derek,and
IlOW has 86hrs. She
$8ys I;he spent all her
housekeeping on
gliding, gaining a
Silver badge after 1yr
and six days.
Originally a grain
trader, she is now
involved in cable and
satellite ·broadcasting.

There is, it seems, at mystage in the game, a lot
of emphasis on "getting the 3OOkm" under one's
belt. That's why, from my point of view, the new
1OOkm diploma is such a good idea. It gives us·
time and something, as novice cross-country
pilots, to sharpen our skills on. Isn't it better to
develop the piloting skills that facilitate the
achievement of the goals we all aim for than to
push on regardless? I believe tha.t as I persue a
gliding ideal, the goals (read badges - I'm not
totally Immunetothe thrill of the hunt) will follow in
their ·own lime and in a safe manner.

Myown fascination is with the constant learning
and improvement intrinsic to the sport. I can't
help but leel that there is SO much out Ihere to
learn, and puttingnew-found knowledge to use is
hallmarked by each achievement, even if the
achievement is as insignificant as slowing down
one's rate of breathing in a thermal! a
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Glider\Nork
C of A OVERHA U LS

and REPAIRS

By L. GLOVER senior inspector

~1d3
Husbands Boswortn Airfield, Near Rugby

Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutterworth 57544
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WILLlAM MALPAS

JEAN-MARIE LE BRIS
By OCTAVE CHANUTE (with notes by WILLlAM MALPAS)

LOOKING BACKMost books on the history of aeronautics
inclvde a page on the storyotLe Bris. because in
1858he made an extraordinary ffight in a glider in
circumstances both dramatic and farcical. The
story is authentic and sufficiently original to set
Le Bris apart from the many tower-jumpers who
preceded him. All the books agree on the facts
andno onehas told it better/han OctaveChanute
in 1894. It was probably the first account
published' in English when it appeared in his
book PIDgress in Flying Machines. Chanute,
the greatest "communicator" in the history of
early aeronautics, would, I am sure, jump at the
opportunity of telling the story of the flight 10
readers of S&G, just as he told it 94 years ago.

Captain Ile Bris was a French mariner, who
had: in his younger days made several voyages
around the Cape of Good Hope cmd Cape Horn,
and whose imagination had been fired by the
sight of the albatross, sporting in the tempest on
rigid wings, and keeping up with the fleetest
ships without exertion. He had killed one of these
birds, and claimed to have observed a very
remarkable phenomenon:

"I took the wing of the albatross and exposed it
to the breeze; and lot' in spite of me it drew for
ward into the wind; notwithstanding my resis
tance it tended to rise. Thus I had discovered the
secret of the bird! I comprehended the whole
mystery of flight."

Possessed with an ardent imagination, heearly
became smitterl with the desigrl of building an
artificial bird capabl'e of carrying him, whose
wings should be controlled by means of levers
and by a system of rigging; and when he returned
to france, and had become the captain ~ a
coasting vessel, sailing from Douarnenez
(Finistere), where he was born, and where he had
marrieO, he designed and constructed with his
ONn hands the artificial albatross.

This consisted of a body in the shape of a
"sabot," or wooden shoe, the front portion being
decked over, provided with two flexible wings
and a tail'. liihe body was built like a canoe, 'being
13Y2ft Ioog and 4ft wide at its broadest point,
made of light ash ribs well stayed, and covered
on the outside with impermeable cloth, so it could
float. A small inclined mast in front supported the
pulleys and cords intended to work the wings.
The latter were each 23ft long, so that the
apparatus was SOft across, and spread about
215sq ft of supporting surlace; the total weight,
without the operator, 'being 921bs. The tail was
hinged so as to steer both up and down and
sideways, the whole apparatus being, as near as
might be, proportioned like the albatross. The
front edge of the wings was made of a flexible
piece of wood, shaped like the front edge of the
wing of the albatross, and to, this, cross wands
were fastened and covered with canton flannel,
the f1occulentsidedown. An ingenious arrange
ment, which Le Bris called his rotules (knee
pans), worked by two powerlullevers, imparted a
rotary motion to the front edge of the wings, and
also permitted of their adjustment to various
angles of incidence with the wind, Le Bris was to
stand upright in tne canoe (an excellent ,position),
his hands on the 'levers and cords, and his feet on
a pedal to work the tail. His expectation was that,
with a strong wind, he would rise into the air and
reproduce all the eYolutions of the soaring albat·
ross, without any flapping whatever,
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Le Bris's first experiment was conducted on a
public road at Trefeuntec, near Douamenez.
Believing that i1 was necessary that the
apparatus should have an initial velocity of its
own, in addition to that of the Wind, he chose a
Sunday morning, When there was a good 10kt
breeze from the right direction, and setting his
artificial albatross horizontally ona cart, he
started down the road against the brisk wind, the
cart being driven by a peasant. The bird, with
extended wings, 50ft across, was held down bya
rope passing under the rails of the cart and
terminating in a slip knot fastened to Le Bris's
wrist, so that with one jerk he could loosen the
attachment and allow the rope to run. He stood
upright in the canoe, unincumbered in his
movements, his hands being on the levers and
depressing the front edge of the wings, so that
the wind should press upon the top only and hold
them down, their pOsition being" moreover, tem
porarily maintained lDy assistants walking along
on eacA side.

When they came tathe right turn in the road the

The original photograph of Albatross Mk 11,
reproduced by courtesy of the Musee del'Alr,
Le Bourget, dates from 1868 and is the
oldest known photograph of a flying
machine.

assistants were directed to let go, and the driver
was told tQ put his hourse on a trot. Then Le Bris,
pressing on his levers slowly raised the front
edge of the wings to a very slight angle of
incidence; they fluttered a moment, and then took
the wind like a sail on the under side, relieving the
weight IiJpon the cart so much that the horse
began to gallop. With one jerk l.e Bris loosened
the fastening rope, but lo! it did 1l0t fUrl, and the

bird did not rise. Instead of this, its ascending
power counterbal<lnced the weight of the cart,
and the horse galloped as if at full liberty. It was
afterward ascertained Ih~t the running rope had
been caught on a concealed nail, and that the
apparatus had remained firmly fastened, to the
cart. finally the rails .of the latter gave way, the
machine rose into the air, and Le Bris said he
found himself perfectly balanced, going up
steadily to a height of nearly 300ft, and sailing
about twice that distance over the 'road.

But an, accident l'1al;! taken place. At the last
moment the running rope had whipped and
wound arOl.lnd the body of the driver, had lifted
him from his seat, and carried him up Into the air.
He 'nvoluntarily perlormed the part of the tail of
a kite; his, weight, by an extraordinary chance,
just balancing the apparatus properly at the
assumed ang'le of incidence, .and with the,
strength of the brisk wind then blowing. Up
above, in the machine, Ile Bris felt himself well
poised In the breeze, cmd e~ulted that he was
about to pass, two hours in the air; but below, the

dnver was hanging on to the rope and howling
with fright and anguish.

As soon as Le Bris became ,aware of this state
of affairs, and this was doubtless in a very short
time, he took meaSUres, to descend, He changed
the angle of incidence of his wings, came down
slowly, and manoeuvred 50 well that the driver
gently reached the soil, entirely unharmed, and
ran of;f to catch his horse, who had stopped when
he again felt the weight of the cart behind him; but
the equilibrium of the artificial albatross was no
longer the same, beCause part of the weight had
been relieved, and Le Bris did not succeed, in
reascer:lding. He managed with his levers to
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VIC CARR

HE THREAT
IFROM OUTSIDE

Vic, a former member of the BGA Executive who flies at

Sleap, puts forward reasons why gliding isn't expanding as

rapidly as it should in these days of economic growth and

has some answers

An impression of the flight by an artist,
Georges Beuvllle.

retard the descent, and came down entirely
unhurt, but one wing struck the ground in
advance of the other and was somewhat
damaged.

Le Bris made 8 second attempt in a quarry
without employing any initial forward motion,
resulting in a complete write-off for the machine
anda broken leg for himself. Twelve years later he
built a second Albatross and wrote that off also,
trying to lest fly it as akite. With all his savings and
£fedit exhausted, that was the end of his
aeronautical career. Although he was writing six
)!eatS before anyone had flown successfully,
Chanute's assessment of Le Bris is still good.

By imitating _
the birds _

le Bris had made a very earnest, and upon the
whole, a fair1y intelligent effort to com pass sailing
flight by imitating the birds. He finally failed for
want of sufficielat pecuniary backing, and also,
perhaps, for lack of scientific methods and know
1ecIge, for even at that day Captain. IBllleguic, a
French naval officer, had called attention to the
Importance of securing longitudinal equilibrium,
the lack of which caused the failure of poor Le
Bris. Had he secured this he might have suc
ceeded far better, especially if he had adhered to
his Original conception as to the necessity for that
initial velocity against the wind, which, served him
so well upon tM first trial and so ill upon the
second.

In retrospect, Le Bris should also be credited
wfth /he fitSt ever well documented towed launch
and, of course, the first ever groundlcop! a
OCtoberlNovember 1988

Gliding is a superb sport for established
members but for those who join us each year it is
far less satisfactory.

Maybe as many as 30% of full members don't
renew their subscriptions and a high proportion
of these will only have been gliding for one or two
years, mar:lY leaving because they feel they
haven't been fairly treated.

Whilst we have been ignoring the dissatisfied
members who leave, we have in recent years
been encouraging' a massive growth in tem
porary membership. In 1987, when the total
civilian gliding membership, presumably all pay
ing full subscriptions, numbered 8553, we gave
48231 visitors and course members flying in our
club aircraft. I'll the previous year it was 45 199
and in 19$544 000. Clearly the figure stands to
be even higher In 1988. So in 1967 there were
5.64 temporary members for every subscribing
member.

A BGA SlJb committee recently reported on a
five year plan for the gliding movement when a
number of problems were identified as affecting
our clubs at the operational level. Although the
problems weren't analysed, the report listed
objectives which have been accepted by the
Executive.

My assertion is that these problems have a
,common parentage and the objectives chosen,
Whilst well meaning, won't change the situation
or make a significant impact because many are
related to the-massive increase in outsiders while
we do less and less for our members.

Here are a few of the issues raised by the
sub committee:
1. Gliding is an inherently frustrating sport.
2. More solo flying is required.
3. Not enough launches are available.
4. Unfriendliness towards newcomers.
6. Club instRlctors who don't have sufficient
soaring experience.

Take the frustration factor as the first issue. Of
course flying in British weather is unreliable but it
doesn't frusirate all of us to an equal extent. The
frustration of being a nobody on the launch point
is in addition to all the other irritations experien
ced by the established member.

Every one and his grandma have more priority

on the list or at the launch point than the member
who joined earlier in the year. And these are the
people who leave us and who deserve more of
our attention. Yet we have the audacity to bleat
annually that B new recruiting drive is essential
for our long term surviva!.llt is time to examine In
more detail the reall tl\Jth behind that annual loss
of ,potential long term members who have shown
their commitment bypaying a subscrlption and in
many cases an entrance fee.

Of course more solo nying is needed. Lemmy
Tanner writing in the April Issue, p78, raised
important issues about the small and static num
ber of club solo',aircraft available for up and com
ing pilots. He also drew attention to the almost
constant numbers of Silver and Gold badges
awarded over the last ten years when there was a
corresponding massive improvement in glider
performance and a monumental increase in
privately owned machines.

We must tackle the
whole range of associated

problems and altitudes
which stand in the way

So will more club single-seaters make any
significant contribution tQ more solo flying? I
think not unless we tackle the whole range of
associated problems and attitudes which stand
in the way.

The problems lie with the conflicting priorities.
At most sites the club single-seater has the
lowest priority of any glider. You can be sure that
when there is an opportunity to soar the club
single,seater will for any number of I'easons be
denied alaullch while the two-seater will be
pushed to the front of the queue. This leaves the
budding pilot to fly at the end of the day when the
thermals have gone.

If, by some strange quirk 01 fate, the single
seater is .launched and soars there will be a time

! limit in the air in the interest offaimess - a prac-
tice which is difficult to credit. -
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THE T,HREAT FROM OUTSIDE

With such a priority the single-seaters don't gel
utilised. Low utilisation means that when the
~nts are examined the sing.le-seaters will be
shown to earn insufficient cash to justify their run
ning costs. In no 'time at all they will be on the list
for some ecOllomic sanctions.

Not enough launches available? This is a very
serious problem and of our own making.
Launches are like capital, a valuable asset, dif
fICult to create, expensive to buy yet so easy to
spend. Spend them we do in the manner of a pro
fligate family. However many more we create,
they are used by the Monster Two-Seater Utilisa
tion Brigade (MTSUB). Some club managements
go se far as to ban subscription paying members
ftom having i) ,launch during the week whilst
course and temporary members pay a flying fee
based on a marginal cost. By the lime the
weekend comes the winches or cars need alien
tion and the tugs are' out of hours.

The arrangements for makililg them service
able will fall on yet another subscription paying
member. T/;}e MTSUB will for all that claim with no
other argument than cash turnover that it is all in
the club's nnterest. Of one thing you can be sure',
the subscription paying member who joined
within the last two years will not be the
beneficiary.

Unfriendliness is entirely a fatigue reaction to
so maflypeople, passing through. It is much
worse than the ratio 01 temporary to permanent
members suggests because account must be
taken of those who leave. The experienced and
established create a defence so that they may
enjoy their weekend and club spirit and
fellowship go out with the bath water.

Theproblem 01 club instructorswhodol1l'l have
sufficient soaring experience is more com
plicated because man.ychoose this path, some
times unconsciously, in an effort to fly without
paying flying fees. ,After their Silver badge they
rarely'f1y solo and know little about soar.ing and
surviving in the air off 'the site, yet appear to be
knowledgeable to the inexperienced. The result
is a danger to the ab-initio and for Ihe club.

60 what can we do to make the situations more
satisfactory?

For a start we should try and find out why mem
bers leave, and react to the more intelligent sug
gestions they make, instead of spending all our
time looking for new recruits.

We should turn upside down our priorities at
the launch point - club single-seaters first and
two-seaters last unless there is a subscription
paying member aboard on a useful soaring train
ing flight. If as a result there is a big MTSUB
queue, there are clearly too many of them on
the site.

In a regime with this reversal of priority we will
have to control the number of ab-initios in tine
with launch resources. Then we need only
replace those Who are promoted or drop out.
Those who pay least for 'their flying and offer no
long term benefit to the club should be dropped.
Double the price fer trial instruction lessons and
perhaps allow each member to introduce two
visitors a year at a 'reduced rate.

We should extend present flight lime limits. For
single-seaters alleast2Vihrs islhe minimum lime
if a-few thermals are to be put together with an
allowaflCe for the odd error and recovery. Two
seatetlirnes should be stretched to make the sor-
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MICK WELLS

PARAFIL
THE
WONDER
WIRE
Mick, CFI of RAE GC at
Farnborough, writes about
the excellent results they
have had with this wire

Many seasons ago we were launching by
autotow using piano wire. We would purchase
the wire stress-relieved to lay flat, however after a
couple of launches it would look like an extended

ties more useful to subscribing members.
There is nothing new about all this but what

makes it urgent we change is the rate at which
outsiders are increasing their dominance of
our clubs.

Very few management committees consider
their performance relative to objectives, other
than financial results and absolute volumes of
activity, usually launches and hours. Some
additional targets are suggested which could be
useful at both club and national level. The ratios
are based on the 1987 statistics taken from S&G
and refer only to civilian clubs.
1. Increase the number of badges awarded

annually. The figures broken down club by
club are available from the BGA, but are not
published. Badge legs might be considered
as an alternative. 1987 - Bronze 347, Silver
169, Gold 133.

2. Achieve more hours per subscribing mem
ber. 1987 - 15hrs 15.6min.

3. Achieve increased duration per flight. 1987
-21.6min.

4. Increase subscription paying membership,
reduce temporary membership. 19878553
and 48 231.

5. Increase the average years of membership
.per member. This isn't difficult to measure but
raw information isn't available at the moment.

An improvement. in any of these will make your
club a better place to be, not only for the new
member but !or all subscribers.

Finally, to' have a virtually static national mem
bership whilst affluence and prosperity grows all
around us is to decline in real terms. The pursuit
of temporary members as a survival mechanism
for our 'inancial viability can't be worth following.
We must surely serve the needs of those who
joined yesterday or last year and not take them
for granted as we do at present. a

spring which would lead to rapid abrasion wear
on the high spots and frequent breaks Irom kinks
forming in the cable.

In the middle of summer acable would only last
four to six weeks on a predominantly weekend
operation,. We used to repair it by using wrap
around knots which would then wear through to
leave r,azor sharp semicircular bits of wire lying
00 the runways.

The final condemnation of piano wire came
when the airfield management issued an
ultimatum - find a more suitable launch method
or stop lIying.

After experimenting with various nylon ropes
we sellled on, one ton, Parafi!. This 'has a black
plastic sheath covering' a parallel filament nylon
rope. This stuff is marvellous and we now have
,cables that last for over a year without a cable
break except for the occasional weak link. The
cable is usually scrapped after it has had several
knots inserted due to accidental or mishandling
darnage (usually due to K-13 and K-.8 gliders
landing across the cable and cutting' it with their
nose skids).

At first Ifepairs were effected by using the
recommended taper fitting joints but we found
that repairs took too long' and the metal fillings
could create 'adebris hazard on the runways. We
now tie, knots in the cable.

We ,tried .using hall ton cable for a couple of
seasons, but it would often break at the joints, not
the weak link, and subsequent repairs would
slow down, the launch rate.

We tried a length of stlfanded steel cable in a
plastic sheath last year, the same used at
Lasham, but this wore out in only four weekends.
Also as it would not lay flat it suffered from high
spot wear.

Points in favour of Parafil:
• Very long life.
• Lays flat.
• Seidom falls into a knot even when the cable

chute doesn't deploy.
• Doesn't seem to suffer from fairly fast cable

retrieves.
• Doesn't create hazardous debris which is

very relevant to operational airfields.
• One ton cable llas such residual strength that

joints will last for ages providing they are pro
tected from abrasion (use rubber hose
sleeves and bodge tape).

Points against:
• We have yet to find a quick (less than 5min)

repair method.
• To ensure long tife the cable needs frequent

checking that no nylon strands are exposed
to friction wear through cuts in the outer
sheath.

• One ton cable has a noticeable bow when
launching.

• Half ton cable fails at its joints.
• The initial part of the cable retrieve must be

slow until the cable is laying out flat.
• Rapid acceleration, when the cable is lying in

a heap will, result in scorching through the
outer sheath.

We are still looking for a quiCk repair weak link
system that will 110t leave debris on the airfield.
We are currently using Tost weak links but repairs
take too long due to having to cover the weak link
assembly with a hose to protect it from wear. a
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MIKE CUMING

15METRE
CLASS
NATIONALS

Booker from July 9-17

(iswas the sort of Camp that is best remem
bered by the escapades and retrieves rather than
by the flying.

The weather was, in fact, particularly forgett
able, although the contest director (also the host
club's treasurer) managed to launch us on five
days (one no-contest day, three pilots past Y on
the first and just one - by 200 yards - on the last
contest day).

Interviewed in the bar at the end of Day 3, Nigel
Gibson - who had at the time just finished chang
ing back from contest director into a (near
normal) human being - was enthusiastic about
the keenness of the competing pilots and the
consequent bulk of relights. launches were, at
least, cheaper than, those at Nympsfield during
the Standard Class Nationals - probably
because Booker has enough tugs, "in-house"
to cope.

Day 1 was noteworthy principally for the 8/8
overcast, by the arrival of 13 competing gliders at
the first TP, Haddenham, just down the road from
Booker - rather swamping the Upward Bound
Trust - and by the doggedness of those pilots
who drifted off into the gloom to land out just past
Y, making a 90 odd points day.

The other TPs didn't seem to matter since no
one saw them. Four pilots found out that if you
land at Woburn after it closes you don't get tea
with the Duchess but you do meet the security
staff ... the moral must be "land at tea-time," I
suppose.

Back in the start _
sector an hour later _

Day 2 was the only day with finishers, haVing
been a struggle into a very fresh wind. This task
was more or less an aiR to Devizes but for most
pilots it was just an out. Several had the dubious
honour of taking a good start photo and running
down a cloud street only to find themselves drif
ted back into the start sector an hour later!

Several pilots didn't get away from Booker
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The grid 01'1 the only "good" morning. The
450hp "tug" (or Lysander for the purists) is
In the loreground and also visible is Vega
261, the only B~itishglider competing. Photo:
Mike Cumlng.

(bear in mind that at zero feet, three hours later
over Didcot, one was still within gliding range of
here). There were very few good landing fields
either and, owing to my own extremely late start, I
was able to observe that every good field I
passed had a glider already in it.

By the end of Day 2 the retrieve stories ought to
have begun to trickle in: in fact they were flooding
in! Bernie Morris (ASW-20) nearly made a costly
mistake when he summoned an aerotow retrieve
to the hospital playing field near Henley where he
had landed, only to find it was a mental hospital
and a wingtip runner could not be found. All was
well in the end as the launch was assisted by a
Booker instructor who "just happened to be
there!!"

Day 3 started extremely well with strong
climbs and a high cloudbase. Unfortunately, a
warm front rushed in behind the departing pack
as they headed north for Sywell and the whole lot
were downed on the way home. The second turn
(at Goring) once again turned out to be pretty
immaterial.

This was the day when light relief was provided
on the grid by one of the competitors who
foolishly provoked Mary Meagher - Ralph was
lucky to escape with his eardrums intact!

This episode - although clearly audible on the
other side of the airfield - was, however, probably
missed by the crowd who were busy lifting Tony
Moulang's ASW-20 off its belly. From the inten
sity of the ensuing conversation, I gather that his

crew now fully understands the difference be
tween the little handles for the airbrakes and for
the wheel.

Then followed several very raining days
(absolutely hissing down) during which the task
setter repeatedly tried to send us back to
Devizes, and one day when he even set a goal
race to Dunstable via some northern spot. Merci
fully, that day was scrubbed!

Ground run just long
enough to pass Y _

There was a fourth day, which was won (for
30pts) by Justin Wills (LS-6) on the basis that his
outlanding ground run was just long enough to
have got past Y, The 30pts didn't matter since
Justin won the competition anyway.

This day did, however, prove that the organis
ation really did have a sense of humour since they
sent us on a triangle to Calvert junction (near
Bicester) and then, I think, Marlborough.
Naturally the exact location of the third TP didn't
matter much. Numerous pilots enjoyed an hour
on Booker's ridge (at Chinnor) before giving
up, however,

The only remaining really noteworthy feature of
this damp week was the arrival of Vega 261 on
the grid one morning wearing its new 17 metre
tips. This naturally provoked a good deal of com
ment from an admiring crowd. More of this in a
later issue when we've had time to give it a
thorough test.

(The final results are on p241)
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The Ventus CM. Photo: Peter Selinger.

October/November 1988

SAILPLA.
NEWS

T~ trend towards self-launching gliders con
tinues with the VentusCM and Nimbus 3DM hav
ing maiden flights this year, the Ventus using a
new power system. The two-cylinder, two-stroke
SOLO engine is backed up by a novel two
bladed folding propeller. This was developed by
two of the three Technoflug founders, RoIf
Schmid and Bertold Karrais, 10 avoid noise and
vibration as well as making a smaller hole in the
fuselage to hide the engine.

The Ventus CM also has wingtip extensions
which increase the span to 17.6m.

The Nimbus 3DM is a two-seater with a
claimed performance comparable to the Open
Class single-seater but re-designed to take the
heavier load with the 44kW Rotax engine which
was well tried in the Janus CM. Using a com
posite propeller a tow noise level is achieved.

80th sailplanes have engine retraction
mechanisms' which are easy to operate and
designed to give a streamlined profile when in
motoness flight, as can be appreciated from the

technical data. (Information supplied by Peter
Selinger.)

Ventus CM technical data
Wing span (m) 17.60
Wing area (m') 10.15
Aspecl ralio 30.2
Wing loading (k9/mZ) 37-42.3 34-49.3
Empty weighl (kg) 300 270
AUW(kg) 430 500
Ground run (m) (approx) 280
Take-off distance over 15m

obstacle al AUW, 15°C 420
Min speed at AUW (km/ll) 75
Min sink al AUW (power

plant relracted) (m/sec) 0.68
Max climb at AUW (MSL,

15°C), (m/sec) (approx) 2
Besl LID al 105km/ll 48-49
Fuel capacity (litres) 22
Range (km) 320
Cruising speed (km/ll) 140
Max speed (km/ll) 180 270
Figures in lhe firsl column denole lhe motorised
performances.

Nimbus 3DM technical data
Wing span (m) 24.60
Wing area (m') 16.85
Aspecl ratio 36
Wing loading (kg/m') 39.2-47.5
Empty weighl (kg) 585
AUW(kg) 800
Ground run (m) (approx) 270
Take-off dislance over 15m

obslacle al AUW, lSoC 400
Min speed al AUW (km/ll) 43
Min sink al AUW (power

planl retracled) (m/sec) 0.52
Max climb al AUW (MSL.

15°C). (m/sec) (approx) 2.20
Besl L.tO at IIOkm/ll 57
Fuel capacity (litres) 48
Range (km) 350
Cruising speed (km/ll) 165
Max speed (km/ll) 185 275
Figures in the first column denote the motorised
performances

Discus K

I ~ --!
;--=====~===--

I~

A new version of Schempp-Hirth's popular 15m
Discus has been developed with removable,
shoner tips with anhedral giving a 13.7m span for
aerobatics.

For normal flying the standard swept-back
outer panels are still available. The shoner
wingtip extensions, with hardly any taper, are fit
ted for aerobatics end have a different airfoil
which benefits Inverted flight.

Despite the shorter span, the Discus K still has
a best LIDo! nearly 38:1 and a min sink rate of
less than 0.7m/s. The maximum speed for the
present is limited to 270km/h - load factors of
+7g/-5g. a
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Can be very affractive on the trees in the sunshine.

They become much less attractive when they are on the ground - and
wet!

Of course if you are insured wi h Mowbray Vale then you will aJmost
certainly be covered for any little slip-ups you might encounter.

Over ~3 of all gliders in the UK are insured with Mowbray Va:le. So if
you rs is not one of them, perhaps it's abouttime you turned over a new
leaf!

Contact Carol Tay/or or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24 hr. Ansaphone Service.

Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1HL.
Telex: 587470 Represented at Lloyds
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Fax: 084525483
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W. E. CREASE

A,BAIDC
011936)
Twas brillig and the slldihg
coves did gyre and gimble
on the ground. Reversed
were all the rudderfeet and
loud the landing sound.

Anon

Inthesedays one gets one's A fora first solo "if
followed by a normal landing." In 1936 a first solo
was rather different, being a flight of about two
seconds one foot above the ground. Before
reaching that glorious achievement one had
done ground slides. These were produced by
four fellow trainees pulling on the two arms of the
bungy while a fifth member held back the tail of
the Dagling until enough energy had been stored
in the bungy tQ cause it to slide along the ground

20 or 30 yards while one endeav,oured to keep the
wings level and not to 'treat the rudder bar as if It
was the handlebars of a bicycle. The Dagling was
a curious machine 100kinQ1like one of the Wrigh!
Brothers' earlier efforts. One sat on a tin seat
reminiscent 01 a chamber pot with one's feet on
the rudder bar, sticking, out into space at the
front.

Some degree of control having been achieved
an extra two men were added to the bungy team
and these gave enough extra energy to turn a
"slide" linto a "hop". Ludicrous perhaps to call
that a first solo but 52 years later I still remember
the sense of achievement ac'tually being
airborne!

Now more hops until, having made three not
too loud landings, one graduated to the "man,
telpiece" - a little flat spot about a quarter way lJP
the hill at Dunstable. Bungyed from there one
could expect five or six seconds in the air. DUly
recorded in my logbook my total flying time
gradually built up to over a minute!

Then came the greatday. I was to take the Oag'
ling up the hill for my first launchotf the lop. I was
both elated and scared. What wOllld it teellike to
look down 250ft between my legs when about
25ft off the ground had been my best so far.
Above all could I make the 30 second duration
needed for my A or would I do something silly?
Three weeks before I had seen another hopeful
take too literally the instruction not to pull the stick
back on launch. He had gone tearing down the
hill at about 60kt, had just managed to get the
stick back before hitting the ground and had

gone away down the gully in a series of enor
mous kangaroo leaps, unbelievably without
doing very much damage. The Dagling might be
crude but it was pretty tough. Right! Get on the
seat. Stra.p up. Can you breathe? Yes. Then
yw're not tight enough! Another notch. Right.
Walkl Runl Let go!!

Asurge of acceleration and I was airborne. Out
over the edge. Ground a mile away between my
feel. Keep her straight. Left foot. The other foot!
Fool!! OK. Nose just below the horizon, I1QW ease
back. Too late, 000'\ yank back, Yes, we're down.
Have we made ao seconds? A cheer from the
top. We have. I've done it! ,I sat waiting to be
retrieved. The sun was dipping into pink clouds in
the south-west. A three-quarter moon· was pale
over my ,left shoulder. I should have been cold on
a mid-January evening ;but the adrenalin was still
flowing. I had never been so happy.

For our Imperial College GC captain I had a
huge admiration. When I joined he alreadiy had a
B; lie had made a flight containing two lurns of
90° and had stayed in the air a whole minute!
Now I had to do the same and after more hops
and rides down from the top the wind was suit·
able and I achieved my B with a flight of 62
seconds. Now I must wait lor my C attempt; five
minutes of actual soaring. I graduated to the
Nacelle, a Dagling on which a fabric pod had
been built round the pilot's seat to give at least
some streamlining.

We hit the _
hill sideways __---.". _

FINAL RESULTS
Day 1,9.7 Day 2.11.7 Day 3.12.7 Day 4.17.7

206.2km. 189.7km. 185.8km. 178km •

15 Metre Class Theme, St Hoot, Slake Hili Farm SyweN. C8lvert Junction,
Goring OeYizes Gorlng Morlboroogh

Speed Total
Pot PIlot Gilder Dlst Po. Pl. (DIS!) Po. Pt. D1s1 Po. Pl. 0la1 Po. Pl. Points

1 _.T.J, lS'8 40,5 17 13 57.0 1 603 151.8 2 593 90,1 , 33 '242
2 l,..kow5ll~ E. R, Venlus B 116,6 , 63 51.6 4 576 145.1 3 563 41.1 5 '0 12\2
3 Garton, C. Venlus B 17.1 2' 0 54,4 2 590 '43.2 5 554 46A 4 12 1156
4 e-or.B.L. pegasus lM 2' 0 40,1 8 5'8 '55,' 1 608 0,0 '8 0 "26
5 Edyvoon, J. Ventus 92.8 6 48 39.1 11 513 142.7 6 552 41.1 5 10 1123
I _G.D. I ASW·2Ol. 18.0 21 0 53.7 3 586 138.1 8 531 25,9 11 3 1120
7 _d-Mo.. P. R, PIK·2OQ 0,0 21 0 48,7 6 562 138.1 8 531 0,0 '8 0 1093
8 WhIle. 's. A. pegasus 18,0 2' 0 38,7 12 511 '45' 3 563 10.9 '8 0 '074
I KlnI. p, A, MinI Nimbus 56,0 9 24 39.2 '0 5'4 '38,' 8 53' 25.9 11 3 '072

10 WIflI,.D. ' LS·8A 25.' '9 3 40.0 8 5\8 141.5 7 547 17,5 '8 0 1068
11 ElIot. B. "enlus B 90,2 7 46 38,' 13 509 129,' '3 491 259 11 3 1049
12 DoYlI, A. J, Discus 46.3 13 17 41.4 7 525 114.5 20 425 71.7 3 24 991
13 Cornpboll, D. R. Dhk:us 0.0 21 0 (186,6) 14 452 143.2 11 524 34,7 10 5 98'
14 IloIIogo, C. C. Pegasul 18.0 21 0 SO.2 5 569 108.0 24 396 25.9 11 3 968
15 NouIIIng. A.,P. "SW·20 17.1 21 0 (121,2) 16 274 116.4 '9 434 '0.9 '8 0 708
18 SmIth. N. J, LS·4 9,6 2\ 0 1'04·9} '8 230 '20,0 '4 450 74.6 2 26 706
17 Eegl••• T, W. DI&Cul 17.1 2' 0 (178,3) '5 429 78,7 40 264 17.5 18 0 893
18 fUchlrda, E. W, V.ntus 99,1 4 52 (42,7) 35 62 138.' '2 SOl 33.1 9 6 621
11 Soul<, R, J, Discus 3.2 21 0 (80,0) 21 163 120.0 14 4SO 0.0 18 0 613
20 Murdoch, M. L. ASW·20 22.9 20 2 1'08,7) 17 240 98,4 33 353 0.0 18 0 595
21 e-.LR. Venlus 90,6 7 46 (77.5) 23 156 10&8 25 391 0,0 18 0 593
22 ZoolIrt. f. S, ASW·20 0.0 2' 0 (80,8) 20 '65 111.7 22 4'3 24,1 17 2 S80
23 Kwt. W, M. ASW·24 18,0 2' 0 (76,0) 24 152 120.0 2' 420 25,9 11 3 575

24- even.. C, J. I LS·4 51.1 '0 20 199,6' 19 2'6 89.9 38 315 0.0 18 0 55'
24- Horlley. K, J, ASW·20Bl '07,0 2 57 180,0) 21 '63 93.5 38 331 17,5 18 0 551
21 Jones, R. 'lenlus 17.1 21 0 (71,31 25 139 110.2 23 408 25.9 11 3 548
27 llromwtc:h. R. C, lS·4A 51.1 10 20 (43,3) 32 63 120,0 14 450 0,0 18 0 533
28 li..phy. T, J, ASW·20 42.5 '5 15 142,71 35 82 120.0 '4 450 DNF '8 0 527
29 lJl1ofton. C. I ASW'20Bl 51.1 10 20 149,5) 28 80 '06.6 27 390 0.0 '8 0 490
30 Noli\, S, R, , PtK 20D 34.6 18 '0 156,1) 26 98 102.3 32 370 0.0 '8 0 478
31 Cu......, M, F, Veg., '8,0 2. 0 154.61 27 94 104.6 28 351 17.5 '8 0 475
32 Morrl.. S, C, "SW·2Q\. 51.1 13 17 (67) 39 0 120.0 14 450 0,0 '8 0 467
33 Jonos, S. G. Discus B 0,0 21 0 (44,71 30 67 106.8 25 391 0,0 18 0 4sa
34 J..,.,." P. pegasus 96.4 5 50 (44.7) 30 67 95.3 34 339 0,0 18 0 456
35 ~_.J,D. DG·4OQ 0,0 21 0 143,3) 32 63 104.6 28 35\ 0.0 18 0 ..4
:le Ilodman,S.J. ASW'20 18.0 21 0 (41.11 37 57 104,6 28 38' 0,0 \8 0 438
37 COtboff. G. ASW'~Ol 47.0 '5 15 (45,8) 29 70 89.9 35 315 34.7 8 7 407
:le IlscPh........ D. J, ASW-'20 '8.0 2' 0 (43,1) 32 63 104.6 37 32' 41.1 5 10 394
3t StUl", T. 00·300 101.4 3 53 (9,8) 39 0 95.3 34 339 0,0 18 0 392
40 GIouop, J. D. J, ASW·20 160 21 0 (11,5) 39 0 104,6 28 38' 9.5 18 0 381
41 _.P,E. ASW,W 0.0 21 0 (39,2) 38 52 52,4 4' 146 20,7 '8 0 198
42 A1d_ R,F. Discus 0.0 21 0 (0,01 39 0 0.0 42 0 0.0 '8 0 0

The London GC, to whom we were affiliated,
only had one Nacelled Oagling and the CFI
expected it to be well treated. Winds over 20mph
were considered to be too strong for C aspirants
and, as the machine needed all of 16mph to
make it soar, right C days were rare. At last the
great day came - but I was last on the flying list.
Three others had made their five minutes and
each time the Nacelle had been laboriously
brought back to the top. Now it was mine.
Bungyed over the edge I turned along the hill bl,lt I
wasn't going up; surely this cou'ld1nol be! I must
be flying too fast. Ease the stick back a fraction.
Yes, we're OK and now if I wasn't going up at
least ,I wasn't going down. Thereshould ,be better
lift in the bowl. at the far end. Yes, now nose down
and star1the turl') - and here came my undoing.
Nose down and wait before starting the turn.
Down went the wing and the whole aircraft.
Somehow we hit the hill sideways rather than
nose on. I heard the A-frame crunch above me
and then I was sliding down the hill, head down
and on my side under the torn-off wing; incredibly
more or less undamaged.

Hervey was very angry. "What the Blue
blazing Hades do you think you were doing, you
knock-kneed gazelle? It's clear you've not mas
tered the art for you've plastered this wretched
machine o'er the ground, you fat - idiot!" Maybe
those weren't his exact words but that was the
general tenor. He finished his dressing down with
"this machine's a write-oft,a new one's going to
cost the club £45!"

Six months later I l1ad my C but I never forgot
that salutary lesson. a

DNF=aid"o1 Ify

OCIober/NOvember 1988,
We are grateful to Specialist Systems ltd for the results.
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JOHN McCORMIC

John chairman of North Wales GC, says that now he is a
"pundit" he feels it his duty to show others how to reach
this status

NOWI'M
IPUNDIT

In our newsletter the editor, who is also our
secretary, had the temerity to suggest that I was
becoming unbearable merely because my
average flight time this year is so infinitely better
than any other members.
I of course deny any such charge

It would appear to me to be a just reward for a
special finesse andi delicacy of touch on the CQn
trols. combined, with a finely tuned ability to
become as one with the elements, a dashing
debonair grace, flair and elan and a natural
penchant to be iR the right place at the right time
The CFl's efforts to reduce this average by
imposing on me his annuall check flight, plus the
subsequent three .short f1ig.hts at Aston Down
(during which I was merely testing the local
atmospheric conditions and the surrounding
topography for its ability to trigger the necessary
thermals) were soon eclipsed by a 23,4hr flight to a
pre-declared destination, thus restoring once
again my average flight time to a respectable
level.

Of course there are those scurrilous knaves
who s\Jggest that I never fly unless conditions are
such as to sustain an unpiloted barn door in soar
ing flight. To these people I can only reply that it is
no fault of mine that Iam occasionally called upon
to man the winch or to deal with those other mat
ters required of a chairman, ie shopping with the
wife or visiting the grandchildren on those duff
days which have in the recent past afflicted
North Wales.

Now that I've become a pundit, perhaps I ought
to run through a typical flight in order that you
may see how it is organised and so that you may
do your best to emulate it.

First things first, the Oly needs its ,01. Well, not
so much aOlas a majorin~pectionwith the main
plane and tailplane holding pins being checked
at least four times. This is ,necessary because if
nothing else "m a confirmed coward. If one 01 my
syndicate partners has DI'd the aircraft I do a
surreptitious double check on the pins whils~

ostensibly polishing the aircraft or pretending to
check that the ,barograph is in· and ticking.

"Right then," you say, "It's strap in and all out".
Nbt quite. "Who's pinched me green cushion? 11

can't fly without me green cushion". Eventually
it's discovered round the back of the trailer in, six
inches of mud and I spend the next twenty
minutes cleaning it.

It is now essential that you gai:e earnestly at the
sky and, mutter suitable comments to anyone just
happening to be within earshot. "There appears
to be a 2° difference between surface tempera
ture and ambient today, and with a lapse rate of
3° /100011 that shoold give cloudbase to 200011".
Then holding a wet finger up, "The wind !Ioo'ks to
be about 13V2kt SW by S, that means I had better
layoff apprOXimately 5'14 ° to the left when going
up the wire, I reckon I should get about 1576ft
today".

It is also quite useful to gel out a chart, opened
to its tull of course, and complain about the MATZ
at RA'F Valley and the necessity of avoiding
Manchester Airport. None of these comments are
designed to impress the onlooker you under
stand, but are merely an intrinsic part of the
necessary incantations to the gods before take
off. All the pundits do it.

Right, now it's strap in and all out and up the
wire we go. I must have a word with that blasted
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winch driver when I get down; too slow at the bot
tom, too fast at the top and I swear he never
backed off before release. Nearly pulled the so
and so hook out. I reckon he's done me out of 6ft.
What's 6ft in 1576ft as a proportion of £2.50? I
wouldn't mind betting it's nearly a pennyworth
that I've lost.

The ridge should be working tOday so it's set
course and head for the Rhuallt gap. Lovely views
of the Welsh coast and Snowdonia in the dis
tance, I could get quite poetic. I shouldn't laugh I
suppose but the holiday traffic below is jammed
nose to tail for miles whilst I am up here cruisillg,
happily over the top of them. Hells teethl!, six
down· on the vano. I wonder how long that's
been there, I'd better lincrease speed. Too late" it's
gone back to two down. Well at least I don',t have
to decrease speed because I didn't get round to
increasing it. Shows consistency in flying that
does.

" I have been
complimented on my

ability to sideslip
into the core . .. "

Round the corner on to the ridge, it's bound to
'be working but here I al1\ down, to 800ft and no
sign 01 it yet. Ah! llere we go, two up and I pull the
speed oH, three seconds later two down and I
pusll the speed back 00 again. Jeepers, that was
a narrow banc! of lift. I whip round in a panic to get
back to it before I Jose any more height but can't
find it. "It must have been a thermal" I tell myself
and make up my mind that next time I'm going to
circle regardless. There it goes again and sure
enough the hill is throwing off the occasional
thermal, not only that but I'm circling left, that's my
good side, so I'm soon up to 1700ft. I wouldn't
say my circling right is bad but I have been
complimented on my ability to sideslip into the
core.

I'm feeling a bit braver now with a little height
underneath me and decide that I've got just about
enough height to leap the Bodlari gap on to the
main ridge. This ridge will definitely be working
under these conditions. I set off with some

trepidation only to find when I get there that
Welsh hills do not obey the laws of physics and
nothing appears to be happening at all. Feelings
of unease and disquiet pervade the Oly cockpit
manifesting themselves in the pilot's nervous
twitching and a willingness to clutch at any straw
as the electric vario occasionally gives out one of
its milli-second cheeps. .

Steadily I press on round the knoll waiting for
the lift that never comes. It's no good, I tell myself,
I'd better head back to the home ridge. I wheel
80° and, ye gods and little fishes, somebody has
moved the gap•.it's now miles wide and the home
ridge is a miCroscopic dol in the distance - 900ft,
that's _abQut 1,200fl above the valley floor. One
I'ast chance I reckon belore I'm cornmitted to a
landing in the valley.

I head back across, the gap towards the gentler
SlopeS at the end which are basking directly into
sun. Surety they must be giving off thermals. I.

trust you noticed that that was a consoious
decision. There's technical f.or you. Suddenly the
right wing (or starboard if you have a naval mind)
twitches upwards and Sod's Law I have 'to circle
right. When I finally get it centred I notice that 1he:
wing is pointin9 straight at the Salisbliry Arms
and bless the fact that it's lunchtime and that one
of our lady pilots is the chef there. She must have
noticed my predicament, and set fire to her
steaks again.

I have enough height now to go north, back.
along the home ridge and to cross the Rhuallt
gap. You see how persistent I am. I'rn a simple
soul and reason that if the wind is blowing and
there's a ridge in the way of it then sometime it's
got to go upwards. The fact Ihat twice today
already I've proved that it doesn't cuts no ice
with me.

There's a littlebowJ near Cwm that always but
always works well in this wind direction. This I
know for PQSitive sure. So sure am I" in fact, that I
don't even bother 10 check it as I overtly it and
head for'Oyserth where there is another nice face
that I am going to put my trust in. Well, I'm sure
you've guessed it, mylrtlst is misplaced and
soon I'm oown to 600ft. A low wailing and the
sound of a gnashing of teeth transcends all other
noises in the cockpit "You bloody 'fool,
McCormic, low at ,the south end, now low at the
north eAd, won't you ever learn?"

Nothing for it then but to head for the bowl. In I
go and sure enough upwards ,. sweep, well, more
of a sfagger Ireally as I thermal the hill lift and it
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NOW I'M A PUNDIT

peters out at 800ft. So there I am reduced to
going round and round in this little bowl, hardly
clear of the top of the hill seekinQl in vain to gain
more height.

I hadcasually noticed a white car parked in the
forest immediately below, as I entered the bowl
and began to circle. This is a sure indication that
you have become et pundil, the fact that you now
have time to look out of the window 1'10 matter
how desperate the situation. I doo't 'know what on
earth they were up 10 down there but he
obviously thinks that I'm some sort of aerial
'Peeping Torn' and, after a few minutes, IheY gel
out 01 the car and he shakes his fist at me :before
driving off. "It's not my fault", I call out after him, "I
don~ want to hang around here.. Do somelhing
useful, rub some sticks together and sel fire to, the
woods".

800ft, 800ft, it's obviously not going to get any
better. The sky is~ overcast and all thermal
activity has long since ceased. 737 at the launch
point comes through in the radio. ''737 to 711, is
the ridge working"? "1I's working in palches" 11

reply. Well I don't see why I should be the only
one ina bind. Anyway he's a half Cat in a hot ship,
he should be able to hack it. Have 10 find his OWIl
bowl though,l'm in this ooe and there's only room
for me. (In the event he didn't even make the
ridge, chortle, chortle.)

800ft. 800ft, now what the hell do I do? Two
and a half miles back to the field and I call" risk
flying over the top at this height. I just knew that I
shouldn't have go1 up this morning.

Adecision has got to be made and I'm just the
laddle to make it. That's reasonable I: suppose,
seeing as I'm the ooly one up here.

The nearest corner of the gap sometimes
works in light south-westerlies so I decide that .if 'I
can gel there and maintain 650ft, I can reach our
field. Lower than that and it's a valley landing.

I've already picked a field. Well to tell the truth
Rs nearly always the same one, right next door to
the White House. They serve. Thwaites on
draughl.

One final tum and "GO". Now this is the time to
think of polar curves, penetration and min sink
rates etc. You think of them - I just go. I must
speak to Helen tonight. She didn't put my boiled
sweets in my pocket this morning. She knows I
get a dry mouth when I'm under stress. I reach the
comer and t am rewarded with a cheep cheep,
long pause, Cheep cheep. Too little to circle in but
pulling the speedl off for each little cheep must
have given me an extra 70 or 80ft.

Round the corner and check the altimeter,
670ft anothe airfield Is in sight. Press on and then
relax, "ve got it made, there's enough height now
to move out and make a r;}ice square circuit. That
should impress the CFI. The trouble is that you
and I know full wen that you shouldn't tempt fale
like that Suddenly it's 4 down on the vario, hells
teeth, close in on the field last, closely followed by
two up, move out, move out, too high. Landing
checks done, final reminder to try to miss the
tractor and I'm down. -

Just got time to compose mysell before the
retrieve crew come along .and lift the canopy oH.
"NiceftightJohn" they say, "Two and a hall hours.
The most anybody else got was ten minutes".
"Can't lhink why" I reply casually, "it was per
lectly flyable". That's how you become a
pundit. a
October/November 1988

RACHEL DUNCAN

SOMETHING
SPECIAL

Nearing the end of my time at Waikerie GC,
where I had been w.orking and flying for seven
months, I had done my 500km but dueto the hot
wearing weather of Australia, tong, flights had not
suited' me. I chose to concentrate on my cross
country speeds and ·had been enjoying practis
Ing the Toptime task (described in the October
1987 issue of S&G, p237) but one good Sunday
decided to tackle a 100km triangle under FAI
conditions with a friend timing me over the
course. It was an equilateral triangle, Kingston,
Maggea.

11 was the last and, best day 01 th.e .typical week
long cycles we had been having that spring. After
the passage of the front the south-wester1y wind
would back round, dry out and each day would
become holler, stronger and higher. By the time it
reached a north-westerly the next trough or front
came through. Forecast temperature was 32°C,
there were light north-westerlies and cumulus
was based at 12000ft. Most people had set off on
750kms plus. I had the LS-3 full of water and
decided not to take off until about 2pm as
conditions tend to be strongest between 3
and 4pm.

I climbed to about 3800ft ready to dive through
the line at VNE at ideally lOOOm. I misjudged the
first time and ended up having to slow down to
avoid being too low, never having practised a rac
ing start. Same procedure, but ,this time I climbed
a little higher and in lact crossed the line at about
3300tt and headed out. on track for the large
black bottomed cloud Ihad had myeye on before
the start.

11 was much lurther away than. I had thought
andl dropped to 1800ft before I reached i,t, even
with a slight tailwind. In my anxiety to ,get right
into. th.e core I actually made·a completellash of it

Rachel photographed at Waikerie. She went
to Australia in November 1986 with 50hrl!l
and now has 200, a Gold badge and two
Diamonds. She flies at Booker.

and was very slow centring, but eventually the
digital averager was on 9kt.

Perhaps I should really have gone back then
for another start but as I would not necessarily
have made a better job 01 iU didn't bother. Having
a Borgelt vario and final glide computet I could
see exactly the height needed to complete the
tasK with a 9kt MacCready settifl9, 50 at 8000tll
screamed off again following the audio speed
director. I rounded Kingston at 6000ft as sharply
as possible with what felt like "Vertical bank and
took a very critical photograph.

Being such a high, strong day the thermals
were very far apart and as the legs were so short
diversion was not feasible. T,he second leg was
clear and I began, to lall below the glide path. I
could see a street, however, leading up the last
Ileg SO II pressed on, relying on these clouds to gel
me back up.

Within no time I went round Maggea al only
1800ft. This lis the lowest I have ever been around
a TP and it lelt very odd stillo doing over 1OOkt. My
observations about the cloud street were correct
and I was able to maintain height while flying
straight on the last leg. In fact the lift was so good
that I abandoned the speed director, blasted in at
VNE and still crossed the airfield boundary at
200ft.

Even with all those mistakes I had taken under
46min which was 130.75km/h. Given the same
conditions, that speed could have been con
siderably improved upon - the world record after
all is 195km/h. Over 1OOkm/h on a good day at
Waikerie it was nothing great but I found it thr~l

ing and it is a flight I shall not lorget. a
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CHOSEN BY THE ARMCHAIR PILOT

PLATYPUS

HOWIDIDITDO'IT
OR FOILE' AGAII

Our last S&G Classic (August ,issue, p190)
was Nick Goodhart;s description of his flight
form Lasham to Portmoak, but not all such
accounts of cross-coul'1tries have met with
universal approval. I'n 1961 a newcomer to
the columns ofS&G wrote a piece with the
title On Being a Wills, which would have been
taking an unpardonable liberty with Philip
Wills' title On Being a Bird had it not been for
the fact that the newcomer's name was 
Bird. With the opening sentence "Good
flights are easier done than said" Mike Bird
sailed into a <:irticism of the conventional
"Howldlilnit" account of a flight.

Seven years on the first Platypus article
appeared, and Mr Bird, hiding his literary
talents under a pseudonym, tried to practice
what he had preached with this account of a
flight. Thus began twenty years of contribut
ing to S&G and, as you will see, the style has
hardly changed form that day to this.

(The writerhas longed fer years to write a Willsian
"howidunit" describing a brilliantly organised
300km Diamond O/R; we see ourselVes painting
a dazzling word-piclure of heroic struggle,
crowned wilh success as .. , from the last
exhausted thermal of the day we Slip across the
club boundary going downwind at nqughf feel 10
the cheers of amazed fellow-members . ..

The literary plain flas been easier 10 come by
Ihan Ihe brilliantly organised 300kms, however.
So we have wriNen articles inslrucling other pun
dits how 10 write howidunits, and even a pre
sumpluovs anicle on planning Ihe great feal
called Howwegonnadoit. Now we complete Ihe
trilogy by wriling of a heroic struggle crowned
with absofutely nothing, except for a few salutary
lessons, that . . .)

The first task of the day is the battle of wits
with the weatherman. This goes best if he has
been on duty all night. "Today's forecast?" he
says blearily. "Well, same as yesterday, 'eally,"
Rapier-keen we shoot back, "Same as yester
day'S forecast or same as yesterday's weather?"
A pregnant pause at the other end of the line
while he ponders whether saying, "Carry oxygen
and a map of Scot'land" or "Rain all day" would
settle our hash moreeffeclively. Finally he comes
up with a real' teaser designed to maximise panic.
A belt of rain would move from east to west at
about 1Ok! reaching Dunstableat 3 o'clock and it
would probably be 11.30lbefore we could get to
the club and organise ourself in the air.
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We decide on Dunstable to Ludlow and back.
A swift dash ...

A swift dash downwind to the TP and a battle
upwind in the strongest part of the day might
bring us 10 the edge of the murk, say 15 miles
from home, around tea time - then a bold glide
out. Tl1e Dart 17B was capable of it even if we
were not. (Downwind first is agood rule when fly
ing self-imposed tasks, particularly if the weather
is expected to deteriorate. Your burn your boats
quickly instead of hanging about with one foot in
the club and you can enjoy several hours' good
soaring before being washed out of the sky.)

Now all we have to do is simply:
Rig ,three other chaps' gliders.
Rig own glider - Hey, come back, you three!
Smoke barograph.
Wind barograph.
Inscribe barograph baseline.
Seal barograph.
Get barograph signed by official observer.
Start barograph ticking.
Find map.
Put barograph in the glider, idiot!
Inscribe line on map - blast! No chinagraph

pencil for glossy fablon-covered map. Have to do
without a line.

Camera loaded? Well, photograph the official
observer by the tail. First catch your observer by
the tail; have they gone into hiding or what?

Declaration form! Heavens, any well organised
(Lasham) pundit has DFs strapped to his knee
and an 00 on a chain. Use scruffy bit of paper
with Ludlow town scrawled in blood or charcoal
or something.

Ruthless deduction
establishes that it must

be strapped to the
behind of a lady member

Right, now, out to that far distant knoll at the
end of a bit of stting. (Hate the north,-east run.)
Sorry, no. Help another pilot out there first. Come
back, all set. Heck, where's me telephone money.
Run and get the money, then Ye Gods! The
parachute! Rush to the parachute rack - not
there. Not in glider or trailer. A process of ruthless
deduction establishes thatit must be strapped to
the behind of a lady member who is - aaargh! as
they say in the strip ,cartoons - circling manfully
so to speak, under fat cumulus. To add insult to
injury Mike Till cruises past in the Hger bellowing
and circling his finger over his head, meaning
"come on, you idlers, the air's lovely!"

Exactly the same thing happened the last time
we got thelDart,out. That time we brought another
lady down to earth with a bit of 'black magic, now
we repeat it - a sort. of rain dance with eyeballs
rolling skywards and added curses. It works
again and the dear girl winds round and down
only slightly later than the tug. As she wlls to a
hall the owner of the parachute flings himself
upon her and a fierce tussle ensues. "You might
let me get out of the glider first," she shrieks. She
,has a point there; it makes it a lot easier to tear the
parachute off her back. A.n ugly episode, even if
we were asserting our rights.

Three more gliders have now arrived in 'ront of
us at the aerotow point. Oh well, now it's past 12
o'c1oc'k and the whole thing looks daft, but even
tually we wmble away and up and forget il all as
the thermals bump us around on the tow.

"We turn the radio off,
better to hear the vario sing
sweetly top C to our C flat"

After the earthbound drama the flying is fairly
prosaic. As the day builds up we discard modest
thermals; strong ones are gleefully circled In to
the accompaniment, as usual, of raucous
bathroom-style singiRg. A very noisy Regional
competition lis in progress. We turn the radio off,
better to hear the vario sweetly sing top C to our C
flat. Ludlow is lost, found again, photographed
and left behind.

Galloping back upwind we see,high in the eas
tern sky a'grey line spreading. The,forecasterwas
right; calling Dunstable we ,learn that it had'
clouded over al 3 'oclock and now at 4 o'clock It
was raining there. About 5 o'clock we meet the
murk near Bicester, 25 miles out; a smooth
tobaggan-ride in dead air brings Vs to a large field
with 600ft to burn, just outside Aylesbury. Little
do we know that around the car radio a debate
has !been raging - should they 'let us know lhat
stretching the glide could give us Gold distance?
Sensibly the temptation is nol put in our way; we
are blisSfully unaware since with no line or dis
tance marks on the map we have no clue how lar
we have gone.

Drama once more, back 011 the ground. There
is jusl a chance we had done it! The beautiful
barograph trace is carefully removed. CarefUlly
signed by an official observer, carefully lowered
into adish 01 clear dope - and gently floats off in a
little sooty puddle,l.eaving the foil clean as a whis
tle. Our boggling eyes discern the message
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HOWIDIDNTOOIT MIKE RICHARDSON

Mike gives his impressions of this first course in Scotland
which showed how far aircraft and adrenalin supplies
would go when stretched

CROSS-COUN,TIY
WITHTHEBGA

"lIchester cheese with beer' mocking at us
through the fixing fluid. A partner who 'shall be
nameless /'las used cheese-foil as an ersatz and
we are the first to discover that the coating must
have been soluble In dope. We (OOlJld cry; we
decry, Some wag suggest that the trace should
have been fixed in beer; we decided' to fix our·
selves in beer instead.

Then we are told that LUdlow town is not a pro
per declaration an'f'Nay. Too vague. Should be a
railway station. a public lavatory or some other
unique landmark.

Then we learn ,that being off the line loses you
distance in a failed OIR attempt. .If you declare
Hartlepool in a straight line and land at Plymouth
that's all right for your Gold, but not on tasks with
legs. Sorry, but there it is. Oh yes, and we were
one witness missing on the landing certificate.
Knowing us they should be grateful for a landing
certificate at all', with or without signatures. We
stumble off and get fixed some more ...

After all the fuss il was an immense relief to be
told, days later, that we had done just 299.5km,
so the whole gruesome business of the rnis
declared turning point, the vanishing barograph
trace (the OO's ene~getic signature in biro is
embossed on a shining roll of IIchester cheese
foil, which we suppose we could frame or put in
our logbook), the distance off the line that we
hadn't drawnon the mapand, the missing witness
did not have to be expl'ained in Iriplicate to the
BGA, the FAI, the CIA and the House of tords.
The Flying Committee gave us a conditional dis
charge with costs and we were bound over to be
of good behaviour fQ( the rest 01 the season.

All we face now is a charge of attempted rape.
We should worry. Nobody can produce a
declaration form and it wasn't witnessed by an
official observer.

(Postscript: Shortly after, while tiling the weed
plagued Islington mulch at 11 o'clock ona Sun
day, we are called by our partners. Bloated with
hours, they insist we fly. Everything will be ,taken
care of. After wrestling with our conscience she
agrees to let usgoand our Beetle 'roars liP the M 1
to arrive at the launch point at 12.15for an instant
tow. We trickle up to Lincoln and back and sure
enough ... "from the last exhausted: thermal of
the day, etc, etc." The moral here for the incurably
incompetent is - if a job'~ worth doing someone
else had better do n- though you may have to
wait ten years before they take sufficient pity
on you.) a

WINCHING WIRE
• Available in stranded cable 4mm,

4.5mm and 5mm diameter
• High tensile galvanised steel
• Special coated wire for use on

runway

• lost release rings and weak links
and splicing ferrules available

• Also cable parachutes and shock
absorber ropes

BEST PRICES for gliding clubs 
supplied by glider pilot

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works, Gt Barford. Bedford

Tel: 0234 870401

OctoberlNovember 1988

An article in lhe August 1985 issue, p165,
recommended the pleasures of BGA cross
country courses. The SGU' hosted one In June,
and as one of the participants I can confirm ,the
advice in Ihat article - il you get the chance,
~a on one.

Ours was led by Ken Stewart, the national
coach, who was determined thal this first
d'edicated course in Scotland would, show that
we were not climatically disadvantaged, and that
we should! tu,n our backs more often than we do
on our hills. The ever enthusiastio and optimistic
Ken began by asking who needed Silver and
Gold pistances. At the end, he said it was dif
ferent from .any other cross-country course he
had run!

The weather was not entirely co-operative, Ibut
after two days of groom, when we began to won
der whether Ken's collection of lectures and
educatiooal anecdotes really was inexhaustible,
we had seven flying days. The "lleet" was the
8GA's ASW-19 and a PIK 206, SHK, Libelle,
Mosquito, Sport Vega, Pilatus B-4 and
Olvmpia 460.

Ken showed considerable initiative in getting
the most out of non-cross-country days by sel
ting mini-tasks 01 15-25km with 3-5 TIPs. We all
improved our photography and many increased'
their speed round Ihe courses threefold, having
learned how far their aircraft, and adrenalin sup
plies, would go when stretched.

Members on the ground, had an amusing time
watching final glides across Loch Leven, 10 get
iback to Ihehill, and some 01 uS found ,that, provid
ing we had our reading glasses with us, final glide
calculators were to be believed. Opportunities for
lead-and-follow were limited, but most of us had
a go. The workload of trying to keep up,. trying to
dO what Ken did, when hedid it, work ()\,It wliyhe
did it, and leam how to use ,the radio efficiently all
at the. Same time resulted in some canopy
steaming-up on occasions. Some examples of
classic radio transmissions:

Ken (inquiringly): "Where are you?"
Follower (tremulously): "I'm not quite sure".
Ken (to a lady pilot): "You were right last night -

it was rape" - Crop identification, of course.
Ken (frequently): "Are you climbing?"
Follower (in my case, nearly every time):

HNo."
Ken: "Hang on, I.'m coming down to get you",

then the frustrating sight of the ASW spiral-diving

down the thermal with airbrakes out and the com-
mand "follow me!" _

One of the three Silver distances needed was
achieved on the last day olthe course at the third
attempt during the week. On his first attempt the
pilot became slightly lost, shared his approach to
a field on a converging course wilh a double
decker bl,ls, was then circled bya low flying Her
cules and met bya police car and ambulance. On
hearing that aircraft and pilot were safe the call for
the fire brigade wascancened. Result: 48km.

The second attempt was cut st:1ort by thun
derstorms arid arrangements were made by
radio and telephone to land at Glenrothes AirpOrt.
Result: 15km, no landing ,lee. We had close
encounters wit,h many fields - barley, ,pea, grass
with and without sheep and cattle. A very local
farmer expressed surprise at four aircraft landing
in two ofhis fields on one day.lttumed outthat he
had only moved to the farm six months, before;
obviously the previous owner had kept quiet
about the advantages 01 farming near a gliding
club'.

On another day Ken decided that we could
benefit from learning how to fly in cloud, so he
valiantly sat irn the front seat 01 an SGU K·1 3-with
the view from the back seat completely blanked
out by white paper and cardboard - a peculiar
sight, but not so strange as some of the attitudes
the back seat pilots got the aircraft into. We
decided it was a most useful exercise, and worth
while repeating, provided there is a competent
front seat pilot available and others are briefed to
stay well clear 01 the !Jnpredictably 'cavorting
aircraft!

The end of the course coincided with an SGU
task weekend, so Ken entered his pupils to show
how useful thecourse had been. On the Saturday
I don't think many of 'us started, and it took the
only finisher, one of Ol,lr few pilots who enters
competitons, nearly five hours to complete the
107km triangle. The course was vindicated 00

the Sunday, when Ken took the Olympia and the
Libelle to lead-and-follow on the 157kmtask. The
Oly fell by the wayside at 35km, but Ken and the
Libelle finished the task; the only other' finisher
used a Nimbus.

Not the high mileage and list of badge achieve
ments that have been reported Irom other
courses, but good fun, good value and' plenty of
flying. Thanks, Ken, but why did you let us do all
the field landings? a
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BGA &GENERAL NEWS

OPEN CLASS NATIONALS
Robin May ·(ASH-25) is the new Open Class
Champion with, 3407pts, just 1pt ahead of
David Innes with 3274pts putting John Bally in
3rd place. David and John both flew Nimbus 3s.

The 30 competitors in the Open Class
Nationals, held at Lasham from August 6-14,
had five contest days. There will be a full
report in the next issue.

KEN STEWART
Ken has moved on to pastures llew. He Is now
qualified as aoommercial pilot and left at the
end of July having' worked for t!'le BGA as
national coach since May 1983. I know that
the many people around the movement who
have had the benefit of Ken's experience will
wish him well in his new career and join with
me in thanking' him for his :significant contri
bution to coaching. Thank. you Ken!

New National Coach
Chris Rollings was appointed as the new
national coach on July 1. Chris scarcely needs
.any ,introduction, he,f)as 'been the CFI at
Booket and is currently a senior regional
examiner. Fortunately, because he has pre
viously been involved in all aspects of coach
ing, he can take over the coaching programme
immediately. Welcome Christ
Bill .SCull, SuA director of operations

LONDON GC POSTERS

We have had a lot of interest in the February cover by Tony Hutchings and Malco/m Bonner of a
K-21 doing a loop, so it is welcome news that this and the K·21 picture above by John Reid, with
Chris Collingham as the pilot, have been reproduced by London GC as colour posters. They are
59.5cm X 42cm, printed on high quality an paper by Essex Colour services and available to
visitors to LGC at £4.60 or by post at £5.00 which includes p&p.

NATIONAL LADDERS
Open Ladder
leading pilot Club Fits PIs
1. A. J. Davis Bristol & 610s 3 7092
2. Ill. G. lrlackel1 Coventry 4 5959
3. J. Lal19"ick Coventry 4 5927
4. T. Stuart London 4 5582
5. T. E. Macfad,yen Cotswokl 4 4618
6. R. Pentecost Surrey ,& Hants 3 4313

Club Ladder
t.eading pilot Club FIts PIs
1. C. S. Starkey Surrey & Hanls 2 2438
2. G. Wills Coventry 3 2021
3. M. Gribble Cotswold 4 1869
4. A. Kangurs Coventry 2 1408
5. L Royds Midland 2 970
6. M. Wells RAE 1 812

50TH ANNIVERSARY
Surrey & Hants GC celebrate their 50th
anniversary with a dinner 00 November 12 at
the Guildford civic hall. Former members are
welcome and should contac,t Mike Wilson (If
"Pila"" 661>. The Butts, Alton, Hants GU34 1RD
Tel 0420 84507 or the Lasham Gliding Centre
office, Tel 0526 83 270/322.

CHILTERN EXPANDING
Chiltern Sailplanes and its companion com
pany Chiltern Motor Gliders are expanding
their long established servicing, repairs and
parts operations by building an 8000sq ft
workshop at Tollerton Airport just outside Not
tingham. It will be twice as big as their Booker
Airfield operation.

Dave Paton, managing director, says it will
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make Chiltern the largest independent glider
and motor glider servicing; repair and parts
supply business in the UK, if not ,northern
Europe, with expansion in the light aircraft
market. The two sites are an hour apart by air
and two, hours by road and will operate in tan
(lem - Tollerton for the cOllvenience of
l'lorthern and Illidl'and customers and Booker
for the south-east.

Chiltern expects to cut the tum around time
of maintenance and repairs as soon as Toller
ton opens at the end of september.

"We always want to keep close to our cus
tomers" Dave says. "It's not our ambition to
get big and impersonal - just to keep improv
ing our service and our competitiveness."

L'HOTELlER CONNECTORS

1. The ball/socket can become worn.
2. The springs can lose their tension.
3. They can become contaminated with dirt,
and lack lubrication.
4. The sockets can become distorted if they
are overloaded. They may then fail to hold
onto the ball under load. Check after a ground
loop or otner incidents.
5. A safety pin hole is provided as a means of
ensuring that they have been correctly mated
and checked. Safety pins are available from
the motor trade, and are used for brake-pad
retention. Make sure safety pins do not foul on
anything
6. There have now been two cases of aileron

disconnects on Astirs. The rods can drop into
the rootend structure, locking OIl full aileron
deflection. In one case there was a fatality, in
Germany.
Dick Stratton chief technical officer

COMPETITION: ENTERPRISE 1989
Competition Enterprise next year will be at Le
Blanc, France from June 17'-24.

NOW IN OUR 27TH YEAR

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

WE REPAI R: GLASS - STEEL - ALLOY - WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS

FULLY QUAUFIEO STAFF

lLOYD'S APPROVED

RAPID SERVICE

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE,
STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW

TBI: 061·4272488
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GLIDING
CERTIFICATES
Congratulations to Richard Toon of Wrekin GC
for a unique achievement in completing all
three Silver Badge legs and a Part 1 UK
Cross-Country Diploma on a single flight from
Cosford on May 21 in a K-l 8.

Peter Harmer of the RAE Farnborough GC
interestingly flew two succeSSive ,1 OOkm
triangles without landing, achieving a Part I
Diploma the first time round and exceeding
60km/h on the second circuit to gain Part 2.

A midsummer dream came true for Dave
Stewart of Deeside who reached 27000ft for
Diamond height from Aboyne on June 22, an
achievement which surely debunks the
traditional doctrine that wave soaring belongs
to the spring and autumn (although admittedly
this year's summer was rather autumna!!).

Over 1000 OOs have renewed under the
recent re-registration scheme. Please note that
original appointments with the suffix 81 will
have expired by September 30, and the fee for
future appointments or re-appointments is now
£4.
Gordon Camp, FAI certificates officer

Club 1988
Two Rivers (in France) 13.4
Phoenix (in France) 13.4
Deeside 22.6

1988
21.5
21.5
21,5
20.5
21.5
21,5
21.5
6,5

20.5
20,5
21.5
23.5
27.5
28,5

5.6
19.6
21,5
21.5
22,5
27.5
8,3

1988
21.5
21.5
21.5
6,5

26,9,87

1988
21,5
21.5

1988
. 21.5

21.5

Club
Two Rivers
Cranwell
South Wales
RAE
London

Club
Two Rivers
London

Club
Two Rivers
London

Club
Two Rivers
London
Cranwell
London
Essex &! Suffolk
Burn
South Wales
RAE
Y""'sh~e

Shropshire
Fenland
Eagle (in Austria)
Bicester
Essex
ShrOpshire
Cotswold
Fenland
Buckminsler
Pegasus
Cleveland
Cambridge Univ

(in Auslralia)

DIAMOND GOAL
No. Name
2/1571 Foreman, M. C.
2/1572 Macp!lerson, D, J,
2/1573 HQdge, B. J.
2/1574 StammeU. P.
2/1575 Robinson, P,
2/1576 Smith, A D,
2/1571 MiRs. W, R.
2/1578 Alkinson, Jill
2/1579 Taytor, O. P.
2/1580 ChappeU. A J.
2/1581 Evans, R. M.
2/151;12 Thompson, M.
2/1583 Hayes, M. A.
2/1584 Hawtree, R.
2/1585 Herbert. 'E. D.
2f1586 Genlil. P.
2/1587 McKnighl. G.
2/1588 CMelham.• R. A.
2/158!) Crilchlow, M.
2/1590 Mason, P.
2/1591 Thomas, J. W.

ALL THREE DIAMONDS

No. Name
246 Foreman. M. C,
247 Macpherson. D. J.

DIAMOND DISTANCE

No, Name
1/367 Foreman. M, C,
1/368 Macp!lerson, D. J,

DIAMOND HEIGHT

No, Name
3/841 Foreman, M, C.
3/842 Jones, D, M.
3/843 Slewart. D. A

GOLD BADGE

No, Name
1258 Foreman, M, C.
1259 Hodge, B, J,
1260 Mills, W, R.
, 261 Atkinson, Jill
1262 Stammell, P.

KEN MACHIN
It is hopeless in a short space to try 1'0 write
the obituary of a distinguished polymath, even
for one of his closest friends. So I confine
myself to his contribution to gliding.

Kel1 and I started at Cambridge in 1947, in
the ,days of solo training and throw-away ATC
surplus Kirby Cadets at £30 each. By 1952 he
was CFI, a post he held for 13 years. His first
major contribution was to introduce dual train
ing, helping to lay down (with other pioneers in
other clubs) the code of practice which is still
the basis of modern training. He was deeply
involved in building two-drum winches of
advanced design to cope with the heavier
gliders then coming into service.

His scientific skills were displayed in the
performance tests ,of the Slingsby Sky (1953)
in which Philip Wills became World Champion.
Until then, perf()l"mance testing had involved a
stop-watch and guesswork together with
hand-read Instruments. The SkY' had an auto
matic camera recording the instruments. There
were considerable mathematics ,(before, com
puters were invented) 10 allow for air
movements and sundry errors, Tows to 9000ft
by Tiger Moth in a January dawn enabled long
partial glides to be made in calm conditions.
Ken designed the whole programme and built
the measuring equipment The report, later
published in the Journal of the Royal
Aeronautical Society, set standards of pre
cision previously thought unattainable. The
cost was a lessoll to the modern researcher
who feels naked without megapounds worth of
electronics at his command. Not lhat Ken
scorned electronics, I()I" their use was Ilis
speciality. Bul he knew instinctively when 10
uses expensive equipment and when a piece
of string would do as well.

Ken, served onl the BGA CounCil from 1953
to 1963. "Wit andl wisdom" are usually a
cliche, but not in his case, for his witty
approach made the right solution easier to
achieve, ,and debates were made ,better
tempered by his contributions.

He was no mean pilot, either. He took part in
many expeditions which at the time were the
trade mark 01 the Cambridge club, in 1959, at
the Nationals at Lasham, ,he managed the
club's firsl lOOkm triangle (in an Olympia),
even if it did take him 5'hhrs.

His flying career ,came abruptly to an end
when he had a heart attack. His interest in the
sport, however, did not. He kept up io date
and was always Iready with advice on all
aspects of gliding.

Ken"s work-rate, in gliding and as a don,
w,as such as to daunt a healthy person who
did not have a weak heart. In coping as he
did, his wife Elisabeth was a oonstant, devoted
and determined support, although she never
managed ta get him to slow down,

I miss him very much. The gliding movement
should miss him too. 11 takes a few exceptional
people in each generation to resist the bullies,
vested interests and ignoramuses who plague
any minor.ity sport. My gliding generation was,
and the present generation is, fortunate that
Ken was one of these exceptional people.
L10NEL ALEXANOER

DUdley photographed at Dunstable

In the days when 110thing gol done unless
members did it themselves, Dudley was
outstanding as the leader who had the happy
knack 01 firing enthusiasm in others so that
laborious tasks were completed by exhausted
but happy bands,

To Joene his wife and children Marilyn and
Charles we extend our sincere condolences at
their sad loss.
CHARLES ELltS

D. H. O. HI$COX
The gliding fraternity will be saddened to learn
that the London GC president, Dudley Hiscox,
passed away peacefully on June 28 three
weeks short of his 94th birthday.

Probably the last of the pioneers who foun
ded our sport in the UK, it is likely that those
nol plivileged to know Dudley may not be
aware 01 his tireless and invaluable services to
British giding.

It is nol widely known that it was his spon
SOfship of the prototypes of the Kirby Kite,
Kirby Gull and Elliott Olympia that led to the
wide availability of these most popular gliders.
Acompetent and cautious pilot, he flew his
Skylark 3 at Ounstable into his 80th year
beforel deciding to ground himself.

Amotorcycle dispatch rider in what he
called "the Kaiser's War", DUdley started glid
ing at Dunstable in1931' and by the end of
1932 had acquired several hours 01 hill soar
ing in a Hols der Teufel that made him one of
the most experienced pilots at that time: This
experience upon such types as, the West
preussen, Cassel, ,Dunstable Devil, falcon 3
etc, was extended over the next five years to
justify his inclusion in the British team that
competed in the first World Gliding Contest
held at the Wasserkuppe in 1937whel1 he
flew !he King Kite, A successful business
manager he became chairman oot only of the
LGC but also of the BGA in the difficult years
following the last war.

OBITUARIES
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SERIOUS FUN
It's supposed 10 be bad form 10 listen in to otheJ
peoples conversations bUI al times you Just can't
help it, especially wherl you're inconveniently
trapped in a ,place of convenience such as Iwas. It's
al$Q considered 10 be bad form to announce your
presence In such circumstances, and besides, by
keeping quiet 'you could I'earn some1hing' to your
advantage.lcertalnlydid. I soon found myself iden'
titylng with the $till wildly enthusiastic but slightly
over-the-hill character whose enthusiasm and per
sistence was not quite matched by his ability and
who seemed to be the target for an ear bending.
Anyway verbatim the conversation, if you can call it
that, went like this.

"Did you do anything yesterday Pete?"

"Yes. Landed out for the thirteenth time this
season. Either I'm getting worse or the weather is
getting worse. I always seem to come to a grind
ing ha.!t in some indifferent bit which I never seen
to quite get across."

"Where was it yesterday then?"

"Severn Valley. I take some comfort from the fact
that nobody else seems to have done a lot
better."

"You IkllOW 'OT' did a 500k triangle with Chrissy
in the ASH 25 don't you?"

"Oh yea. But I don't count that. I'm not in that
league unfortunately. I think I'll stick to something
sensible in my kind of price bracket. In fact I'm
seriously thinking of upgrading. I'm just trying to
decide which really is the best new Standard
Class machine. "**

"You know yesterday's was the sixth 500k the
'25's done this season? In fact it hasn't done a
single flight under 300k this year."

"Forgoodness sake Dick. You don't have to rub it
in. You sound like a foot-in-the-door salesman
and it doesn't become you. Next I suppose you'll
be telling me you're going to buy one
yourself'?"

"Well. Funny you should mention it - but - I am
ser,iously thinking of forming a syndicate. Fancy a
share by any chance?"

"You've got to be joking. Look Old Boy, the 25's
max glide is only about 40% better than a good
Standard Class ship and its min. sink is only
about 30% less. So what's the point of shelling
out about 75% more money for an outfit when I
can still do the occasional cross-country with
what I've got?"

"And occasionally get back? Do you realise
O.T.'s 25 has flown cross-country literally every
time it's flown this year and it hasn't landed out
once? So that's about four times as many cross
countries as we've done put together and it's
clocked up about twenty five times the mileage in
the process."

Olck was getting really wound up now. If I hadn't
knowl'1 it was ell true I might have suspected him of
,statistical embelishmenlllll the heat of 1he moment.
As the discourse continued I could tell It was begin·
ning to have some Impact on Pete who rapidly
Jbeeame uncharacteristically quiet. You could
almost hear his brainbox whirring. Unfortunately,
,followi'ng the ritual washingot hands, the discus
sion moved to more salubrious surroundings, out
of earshot. But it left me wondering whether
perhaps the eoonomlcs of operating a a5 wasn't In
fact adamnsight better than operating my 15 Metre
Class ship. I went home and did some sums.

Wen ah that W;lS eighteen months ago and need
less to say I didn't hav. the 'bread' to buy e 25. But
life Is stranger than fiction and, would you believe,l
am Just coming to the end of my,flBt season of ASH
25,ownership with Pete, and Dick as partners. We
SOld our small span ships of course and actually
finished up with a large amount of small change
as well.

Tile elltraordlnary thing Is that although none of
us are what you would call,real pundits, we have all
more than quadrupled our flying time, have
increased our cross-country mileage over tenfold
(sometimes with tile helping hand and advice 01 a
genuine pundit In the 'back, I have to admit) and
gone places and <lone flights which would have
been pure fantasy a year or two ago. Needless to
say our costs ,per hour/cross-country kllometer
have gone down l;ubstantlally too. Even on non
soarable days - and,lt has to be pretty grottyfor that
- we iolly our friends and family around and
generally go through the motions of justifying the
ownership ,of a glider.

And another funny thing. Art this stuff that we got
from the gloom and doom merchants about 'i,. _•big
machine, nee<fs ;In army to rig il ...." is a load of
codswallop. We can manage it easily with two, and
as we are a/ways two, where's the Iproblem? As for
flying It. If you've 'been flying a napped 15 Metre
Class machine like me ~ no problem. And If you
haven't, still no prOblem; you Just take an Instructor
with you until you feel up to it, and that won't take
long. Ask "'te.

I thin'k Pete summed it all up succinctly after 1115
flight yesterday (a 400k triangle incidentally) when
he remarked that ..... Flying the ASH 25 was the
best serious fun yOU can have In gliding ..... I
concur.

If'you want serious fun too write or ring for details
0" the ASH 25 two-seater to:

John Jeffrles
JJ Associates
PO Box 61
Dunstable
Beds
Tel: (0525) 222111
Fax: (0525) 382293

Sole UK agent to ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER
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**The best new Standard Class glider is of course
ALEXANDER SCHLEICHERS ASW 24.

You can write or ring for details of that too.
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1263 Taylor, D, P, Yorkshire 20,5 7684 Hart, R. J, Norlolk 21,5 CAPTION IDEAS1264 Chappell. A. J. Shropshire 20.5 7685 Malcolm. Catherine Welds 21.5 In response to the invitation for captions to the1265 Evans. R. M. Fenland 21.5 7686 James. Margaret Heron 21.5
12ti6 Hawtree. R. Essex 28.5 7687 Shaw.C. A. Phoenix 14.5 photograph in the last issue, p201, we have had
1267 Horbert. E. D. Shropshire 5.6 7688 Soderstrom. H. Southdown 21.5 the following offerings, all putting words into Ron
12ti6 Qilchlow. M. Pegasus 22.5 7689 Malam. R. N. Wyvern 22.5 Davidson's mouth.

7690 Johnson. A. W. 881'lnerdown 21.5 Robert Mat/hews: "They don't take gliding
GOlD HEIGHT 7691 Hardwick. Marjorle Booker 7.6 seriously now - fancy turning up in a hat like
,.". Club

7692 Shepherd. C. A. Upward Bound 28.5 that."1988 7693 Preston. R. H. Wyvern 7.6
SlammeI. P. London 26.9.87 7694 Andrews. D. B. Devon & Somerset 12.6

Miriam Longstaff: "All clear below and behind."
~While.H. in Australia 22.3 7695 Bi99s.1. P. Cranlield 21.5 Mick Kingston: "No! It's OK. There's no American
Evn. T. J. Pegasus [In France) 13.4 7696 Harris, J. S. Bannerdown 5.6 destroyer."
Mc<#nict<, J. J. North Wales 10.7 7697 Hallon, D. SGU 5.6

7698 Ey1es. S. J. Northumbria 20.4 LOFTY'S RECORD
GOLD lllSTANCE 7699 Kni9ht. T. W. Bath & Wilts 21.5 Francis "Lofty" Russell from London GC reached
NB,.. Club 1988

7700 Fairbank, D. J. Essex 28.5 his 2000th hour of gliding during the International
Foreman. M. C. Two Rivers 21.5 7701 Tribe, R. P. Kenl 27.5 Vintage Rally at Bourges, France in July.
Hedge, B. J. Cranwell 21.5

7702 Sim, I, Borders 16.4

SIammeI, P. London 20.5 7703 Morris. P. G. Burn 21.5

Rollinaon. P. Essex & Suffolk 21.5 7704 Hagley. J. W. Booker 7.6

Smith, A.D. Burn 21.5 7705 Nicholson, J. B. Lasham 6.5

MIIIe, W.R. South Wales 21.5
7706 Hindmarsh. G. J. Lasham 27.5 Make sure of getting your

Alkinson• .HI RAE 6.5
7707 sampson. R. Coventry 28.5

copy of S&G by taking out a-)bo, D. P. Yorkshire 20.5 7706 Tuppen, P. C. Vectis 5.6

01appeI, A. J. Shropshire 20.5 7700 Dalrymple-White, H. (in Australia) 22.3 subscription.
EIIII1s, A. M. Fenland 21.5

7710 Brightman, P. P. London 19.6

Thompson, M. Eagie (in Australia) 23.5
7711 Sianton, A. G. Brackley 19.6 Details on p253.

Mct<n9i. G. Fenland 21.5
7712 Lawrence. L. Trent 5.6

Maoon, P. Cleveland 27.5 7713 Franks. H. S. Cambridge Unill 22.5

He)<eS, M. A. Bicester 27.5 7714 Maclean. N. A. Lasham 23.6

Hawtree, A. Essex 28.5
7715 Armstron9. G. Bristol & Glos 19.6 SUNSAIL (Andrew & Lyn Davis)

Hetllef1, E. D. Shropshire 5.6
7716 Winstanley, W. North Wales 20.5

GentiI.P. Cotswold 19.6 7717 Palmer. G. W. R. Avon 22.6 rn AEROGRAF - The Barograph
7718 Laurie, N. R. London 22.6 - no smoking, no sealin • no fuss

CrItcIUow, lA. l'egasus 22.5 o -New spec., sailplanes'motor glider
7719 Shaw, P. A. Heron 23.6 (tom £527.50
7720 Lynch-Jennings. N. Awo 1.7 FOTOTIME 11 - Time Recording Camera

SllIEA BADGE 7721 Tarrant. C. A. Air Cadets 6.7 - elapsed time resolves to within om, second

No. Name Club 1988 7722 Sell. A. Midland 5.6 - Aerogrllf compatible for start height control £256.50
7870 Bircham, L V. C. FenJand 21.5 7723 Carter. P. R. Norlolk 19.6 IFR SUNGLASSES - UV selective. neturo'

7871 Talett, G. Anglia 22.5 7724 NichoUs. P. Essex & Suffolk 9.7 colours - metal aviator frame or clip on.
£19,95with caM

7872 MarsI1a1. V. E. Lasham 28.5 KARBOTECH SUNGLASSES - uv
7873 Gough, N. J. Four Counlies 28.5 UK CROSS-COUNTRY DIPLOMA selective with orange tint. mirror lens,
7874 Jaci<son, C. Booker 28.5 Complete carbon frame. case, for posers £19.95
7875 Aichardson. C. Ouse 22.5 Name Club 1988 JACKING BELLY DOLLY MECHANISM
1878 Law.... S O. Phoenix 28.5 Lee. M. E. CranweU 22.5 - with wheels £75.00

- without wheel. £55.007fm Wallh, P. Buckminster 28.5 Harmer. P. M. RAE 28.5 ROTUNDA 2702 WING TAPE7678 Auslin, G. Keslrel 28.5 Part 1 - top quolity 19mmX33m £1.70
7879 Hdridge, M. J. Ralllesden 21.5 Name Club 1988 Prk:es may fluctuate with exchange rate and include
7880 Morrisroe, R. S. Nene Valiey 22.5 McGou9h, R. G. North Wales 20.5 delivery
7681 Willio""" T. D. N. East Sussex 14.5 Bali, R. G. North Wales 21.5 elerebourn. House. Shortwood
7682 Wheeler. Alison Derby & Lanes 21.5 Sheard, M. J. Cranwell 28.5 Naillworth. Glos. GL6 OSJ. Tol: 046 383 4931
7683 WiIson, K. M. Booker 21.4 Wilton.J. Four Counties 28.5

BGA MAILORDER

BE PREPARED FOR AUTUMN
WEATHER WITH A SWEATSHIRT &
UMBRELLA!
For those wet days we have top quality British made
gliding umbrellas (golf size) in blue &white with wooden
handle and a glider silhouette on 4 panels £16.40.

For those chilly mornings we have "I'd rather be Gliding"
exclusive sweat shirts featuring glider cartoon design by
Peter Fuller. Available in blue or yellow, sizes S,M,L & XL
£9.95. And in the event of an Indian summer the same
design on T'shirts (Blue, Green, Red or Yellow) £4.99

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB

October/November 1988

Order these items from

or ask us to send you our corYJplere sales list Telephone 0533 531051
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Li~n~d '0 "p.',.H G<obP<Od"'''=--4
Sole conce~sionairesand stockist for spare parts
for gliders, motor gliders and lightaircraft.~B=====-=--

ane
•

WIt

/~
'~~

Apart from ~

increasing production and
assembly facilities, Grob
have overhauled their spare parts
system. Now all spares will be channelled
through Chiltern - and we'll maintain an
even bigger stock of those essentials that
keep you flying.

Although we at Chiltern are sole exclusive
distributors ofGrob parts - you'll still be able to deal
with us through your established supplier. But whether
you require repair materials, accessories or some vital
component fro;m our extensive stock ofGrob parts, it
will be comforting to know that our expert Grob parts
supply system is available and our fully equipped work
shops are at your disposal- should you need them.

• •

Booker Airfield, Near Marlow, Bucks SL7 3DR
0494-445854 (works) or 0865890517 (outside office hours)

Access and Barclaycard accepted with pleasure
Grob demonstration and sales: Tel: 0889-270577
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TRAVELLER'S TALE

{or Japan for 'he language
• lterate]

Larry reports on gliding
in Japan

Mr.Satoh had agreed to give me a lift to the
site: a 35km drive from the centre of Tokyo, past
the tower blocks, freeways, baseball grounds
and Sume halls, and out into the Kanto plain
beyond.

Land is precious in Japan and gliding clubs
come lower down the list of priorities than hous
ing, factories and paddy fields. However, on the
land beside the river, in between the flood dykes,
space can be found for children's playgrounds,
grlding fields and the like: activities where the
occasional covering of a few metres of water can
be tolerated.

Such a site is lhe home of the Sekiyado Soar
ing Center, the main gliding centre within reach of
Tokyo. The field is laid out beside the river, while
the hangars hide defensively behind the dyke.
This is fine, bulleayes a 10m high obstacle be
tween the liIangar and the field, impervious to
gliders as well as water. Getting the gliders on to
and off the field requires much manoeuvring and
tugging 00 rQPeS attached to wingtips.

This Is a big operation
with three or

four hundred members

The hangars tilold around 50 gliders, derigged
with the fuselages hoisted up into the roof in the
intense use-of space common in Japan. Yes, 50.
For this is 8 big operation, with three or four hun
dred members and 600 launches on a busy day.
They do 12000 winch launches a year and 6000
aerotows: 60% of all aerotows in Japan.

From a vantage point on top of the dyke, the
operation is spread out below. five parallel grass
strips in operation and on a good day they'll have
60 gliders in the air at once. A control post co
ordinates things; gliders and tugs on downwind
radio their intended landing strip and the control

Oclober!N<>vember 1988

LARRY MATIHEWS

confirms it is clear. Retrieve is by Hooda four
wheel bikes.

Beyond the five strips, the river itself and then
the far dyke. Away to the right, we can see winch
ing from the next club upstream, only 3km away.
Of the twenty-odd clubs in Japan, five are in the
Kanto region, and all five are located up and
down this river.

Below at the foot of the dyke the gliders are
parked alongside the closesl strip. Some can be
left tied down there \Unless there are floods com
ing. Floods are mainly in the typhOOf'l season; the
dam control authorities give six hours warning
and the club is oot of action for a day or so. The
ground conditions change daily and ,the other
thing to watch out fOf is lurbulence from the
dykes in a crosswind.

So, down to where 'the action is. Today there
are two university clubs operating winches and
some aerotow activity. Ten cadets swarm con
tinuously around a K-13, not letting it out of their
clutches from its rigging to its derigging. Another
group seem to own some gliders with "Hexen"
written on the side. Yes, it means "witches" in
German. Why German, is a mystery. Hexen have
a Blanik, a SChweizer 1-26 and a Grob 109M.

Around 20% of university
members stay with gliding

after student days

All these clubs and groupings operate semi
independently. The social (ordinary) clubs
organise the aerotowing, and operate only at
weekends and on national holidays. University
clubs operate mainly by winch, but have many
more free days at their disposal. Around 20% of
the university club members stay with gliding
after student days (and subsidies) come to an
end. Social clubs overtook university clubs in
numbers about five years ago.

Satoh-san shows me his runway markers
made out of upturned woks, painted white and
semi-buried. Aircraft can roll over them, they
show up nicely and they don't snag tow ropes.
Another Satoh invention is a plastic cone pointing
forwards near the glider end of Ihe aerotow rope.
It's made from a funnel maybe 20cm across and
stops the end of the rope whipping abotJt I1 also
means you can find the rope 'lying In the grass.

The years hava seel'l the adoption 01 various
other'Satoh ideas here and: there. Satoh-sanl has
been the chairman of the' club for 1Oyrs; he did
his 5hrs 25yrs ago. Overlunch (nOOdles in a local
shopping mall) he has tales of the beginnings of
gliding in Japan in the early fifties: primaries fly
ing from the lawn in fr~t of the Imperial Palace.

Back inl his office Ihere are tales, of lrunning the
club and of ,burealJCfacy. Ther,e's, a signed mess
age on the office wall from Qeorge lee. He was
only allowed a student licence by the government
although World Champion at the time; flying as a
pupil and giving lessons on cross-countrytechni
ques ("much strange phenomenon").

Cross-country flying has in fact only just got
going in Japan. All aircraft must have VHF radio,
except for very local flying below 2000ft witt:!
special dispensation. But. battery-operated VHF

was not approved. So that, until recently, was
that. With the formation of the Japan Gliding
Association a few years ago, however, soaring is
now developing rapidly.

Solo flying by foreign visitors is still pro
blematic. Even converting a PPL to a Japanese
PPL takes about. two months and you still can't fly
solo without a radio licence (foreign ones not
accepted). 5ekiyado does get foreign visitors
from Europe (Germany, France, the UK),
although very few from the USA. Negotiating with
the Japanese government over arrangements for
foreign visitors is one of the important tasks fac
ing the JGA.

Also on the office wall is a poster with a nice
picture of a glider above the local countryside.
There's a campaign in the local district Chiba to
make it beautiful: the poster proclaims "Chiba is
beautiful now". From the air it is certainly pretty;
the river and its dykes are striking and elsewhere
the muge plarn is crammed full ct villages, small
factories and rice and cabbage fields. (Not great
for landing out.) There'are also a few golf courses
allocatedsome of the precious space since there
is more money In golf than in gliding (a round of
gol/will cost well over £1 00). Costs for gliding, by
the way, are about the same as the UK for an
aerotow and about twice the UK cost for a winch
launcl<i. Given ttile 008t of many other things in
Japan, this isn't bad' at all. Airspace is 2oo0ft
everywhere in Kanto, but you can get exemptions
if not doingl training flights.

Packing up lime brings a procession up and
over the dyke and everything bar tugs is
derigged. One of the tugs ("not so goodl a rate of
climb as the Cub"(!)) has ,to be mounted on an
unstable looking trolley so that the wingtip clears
the dyke.

Goodness knows what
else was hanging up in
the gloom of the roof

A final quick look around the hangars and
workshop. There's a Dart as well as lots of K-8s,
K-13s, Pilatus B-4s and BlaniKs. An ancient
glider (No. 19) awaits removal to a mUseum and
at the other extreme a brand new K-23Is,ooly five
flying hours old. A K-21, Twin Astir, LS-3', and DG
400 were among others I spotted. Goodness
knows what else was hanging up in the gloom of
the roof. So there's plenty to fly.

I am grateful to Mr Satoh for the hospitality
shown to me, and to the tow plane operations
master, Mr Kohoichi Suzuki, lOf mllCh additional
information. If you are passing through, they
would be pleased to see you. Judging from my
reception ("enjoy please") yw'd be made most
welcome.
Contact: Mr Ichiro Satoh, Airport Master,
5ekiyaao 5Oarin9 Center, Japan Aeronautical
Association, 1-18-2 Shinbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo
105, Japan,. Tel. 03-502-1203, 1207.
Prices (spring 11988): IS-28, Twin Astir, K-21:
2000-3000 Ven/flight (supplement if over
30min). Aerotow: 3500 Yen to 20000. Grob
G109s: 18000 Yenlhr. a
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YOUR LETTERS

COULD MARGARET BE ONE US?

Dear Editor,
Can someone explain how it happened that

the front cover of Punch for March 25 showed
Margaret Thatcher wearil~9 a gliding tie?

I know this was probably a photo montage,
but perhaps some deep political significance
was intended? 'Might it be something to do
with keeping left and right wings level or
unstalling the economy?

But since the gliders on the tie seemed to
be rather old-fashioned, might there be an
implied comment about government policy?

I'm sorry if my inquiry is long out of date
and no longer of interest, but I only see the
magazine when visiting my dentist for an
occasional chat about his LS-3.
MARTIN SIMONS, STEPNEY, AUSTRALIA

IN DEFENCE OF THE 15-29D

Dear Editor,
Having just bought an IS-29D I couldn't

believe my eyes when I read Derek Piggott's
negative comments about it in the June issue,
p136.

I only have about 42hrs solo - 18 of those
in the IS - and with my two syndicate partners
(both about 'Bronze badge level) we have a
total of about SOhrs in this glider and no prob
lems with it dropping a wing. Anyway it res
ponds so fast I thin~ it unlikely an average
pilot would get into difficulties with it.

As for the unintentional tail slide off the top
of a loop, I would have thought with all Derek's
experience of men and machines he would
know by now that people always blame the
machine first. It seems obvious to me that if
you tail slide instead of completing the loop
you must have mist1andled the aircraft - even
if you are one €lf Derek's instructors.

The IS-29D, as Derek says, is an excellent
glider with very crisp control right down to the
stall, but it is not true to say that the stall warn
ing is almost non-ex.istent. It there were any
problems with it it would never have been
given a C of A.
C. JONES, Nuneaton, Warwicks

Derek Piggott replies: It is not uncommon to
find that a glider, or a powered aircraft for that
matter, is already in production and a number
sold before further testing reveals a serious
defect. For example the original Mini Nimbus
which although sporting a full German C or A,
proved to have negative stick forces in turns
and dive recoveries. Definitely unairworthy by
any standard but many were flying by the time'
the problem was noted and corrected in the
later models.

Gliders imported to this country may pass
through one of several BGA test groups and,
not unnaturally, opinions diHer as to the hand
ling and flying qualities that are acceptable. I
certainly would not have accepted the original
IS-29D except for a permit to fly. As an
instructor, I am always considering the safety
aspects and not the performance or the prob
lems of getting the manufacturer to do some
thing about modifications. The later model has
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more stall warning but still has a very rapid
wing drop and has not been given a C of A
over here.

BCAR, OSTIV and the Joint Airworthiness
Requirements, to which most gliders are
designed and certified, all state what is
required of gliders. Unfortunately not all
manufacturers or authorities insist that their
products conform. A glaring example 01 this is
the airbrake and release control loads which
may be far above the specification and cause
very real hazards. The test pilot must think 01
the lightweight girl pilot who will not be able to
close the airbra.kes on a fast approach, or
release the rope if it is under abnormal ten
sion. Too many forget these things which are
important in this country where anyone can
learn to glide.

In assessing each type it is usual to con
sider the experience of the pilot who is likely
to fly it. Clearly a glider with so little stall warn
ing and such a pronounced wing drop at the
stall is not a sensible buy for many Bronze
badge pilots. CFls should be aware of this and
I would advise very strongly against it as a first
glider and would not sanction an inexperien
ced pilot flying one at my site.

The only point in mentioning the amusing
looping incident was that it is a further clear
indication of the sharp stalling characteristics.
Very few, if any, other machines would behave
like this with so little provocation.

We have a syndicate with an IS-29D who
love their glider like your correspondent but
that does not change my. views on it.

WARNING FOR BI-FOCAL WEARERS

Dear Editor,
Flying users of bi-focals may, as I have

been, find themselves tempted by adver
tisements for a new type of lens which, it is
claimed, is graduated to enable gentle and
progressive changes when switching from
near to distant objects or vice versa. Like
normal eyesight, in effect.

Having succumbed I found the finished pro
duct totally unsatisfactory at all ranges. As Is
often the case, after the event I found a num
ber of others who had also succumbed and
their reactions are interesting.

Out of four pilots (glider and group A) two,
including me, found them dangerously unsuit
able; one found them barely tolerable - and
should he be using them in those circum
stances? One (by hearsay) reported total
satisfaction.

Of three non fliers two, including a CM
examining doctor, found them unsatisfactory
and one, an optician, tolerable in limited use.

Although my experiences may be unusual, I
feel that potential users should make very
careful inquiries before taking the plunge.
Check that il after a reasonably long trial the
lenses prove unsatisfactory alternatives will be
provided at no cost. My own optician readily
agreed to exchange mine lor normal bHocal
lenses.
PHAETON

MORE ON MOUNTAIN FLYING

Dear Editor,
I write to express my concern regarding F.

Humblet's letter in the last issue, p198 in res
ponse to my article in the June magazine,
p1122. Unfortunately, he doesn't indicate where
he flies in this country, but I've a shrewd sus
picion that there is a hint of the finely-tuned
Lasham sense of humour at work there; I
haven't laughed so much since getting away
unexpectedly from a landout in the Sollieres
Sardieres valley.

I have to confess that during June I enjoyoo
yet another fun-packed fortnight of frolics in
the mountains, pushing back those barriers,
extending those horizons. Had a nice flight
with Yves too, and the only attitude problem
he pointed out was on finals.

So I'll just offer this, albeit unprofessional,
piece of advice: Mr Humblet should calm
down, take a large glass of muscle-relaxant
and read the article again. And don't forget
that old adage - if you can't take a joke, you
shouldn't have taken up gliding ...
JOHN BRIDGE, Barley, Herts.

ACCIDENT PINPOINTED

Dear Editor,
To set Mike Valentine's mind at rest (see the

April issue, p91) the accident he refers to was
(I think) reported in Instructor No. 23 for
summer/autumn 1973.

Lou Frank of the Coventry GC had the tail
knocked oH his K-6 by a descending tug at
Schanis in Switzerland. He managed to bale
out though only 900ft agl and joined the
exclusive band of pilots who have one more
take-off than landing.

This accident was caused by the tug, a
Morane, carrying oul a descending turn to the
right. It was the usual practice of the club to
turn left but on this €lccasion there was an Alp
in the way. I am therefore still of the opinion
that a side-by-side two-seater tug descending
steeply in a right turn is a collision looking for
the other aircraft.

One final point. I am the part owner of a M
100-5 which lis sensibly fitted witn two hooks.
The rear one, about 6in SW of the pilot's coc
cyx, gives excellent winch launches. However,
on three occasions people have tried to put
the cable on the rear hook. As this is a poten
tial disaster, at least to the tug, we have mod
ified the drill to specify which hook is required,
ie "Brakes are closed and locked. Cable on
please. Frontf,rear hook."
MIKE lJSHERWOOD, Hunting/on, York

Lou Frank adds: The point that seems to be
missing is more to do with airmanship than left
or right break (although it makes sense to turn
left in aside-by-side tug). The K-6 I was flying
was hidden from the view of the Morane pilot
by its starboard wing during a rapidly
descending but moderately banked right turn.
Had the pilot applied more bank he would
have been better able to see where he was
going'_ . .!
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BOOK
REVIEWS

WIngs Like Eagles, The Story of Soaring in
the United States by Paul A. Schweizer.
Published by the Smithsonian Institution Press
at £28.95.

This book, full of interesting facts though it is,
was not the enjoyable read I had expected.
Indeed,l found it imPQssible to read it through.
It is organised as a yearly diary of gliding and
soaring events, jumbled together without,con
tinuity of subject. Open any page and you will
see four or five sections, often cOl1sisting of
just one or two ,paragraphs, and each on com
pletely different subjects. For example, pages
148/149 have, paragraphs headed Directors'
Summer Meeting 1955 (ie the directors of the
SSA or Soaring Society of America), 22nd
National 1955. Records and World's First
OlIrDesign Regatta. Much 01 this diary of
events follows the history of the SSA and its
administrative affairs.

Other major themes are sailplane develop
ments, soaring developments, competitions
and records - on each of these themes fas
cinating snippets may be found scattered
Ilrough the book. Thus it is a good book to
dip into - for half an hour at bedtime - but an
Impossible continuous read. If each theme had
been treated separately, its historical develop-

ment eauI'd have been analysed and
explained, but here each fact is stated in isola
tion. The chapter 00 the World War 11 period is
undoubtedly the best, for there is only one
topic and an analysis of the value and use of
gliders in war is attempted'.

The problem of following any particular
theme is compounded by the appalling index
which refers only to the individuals mentioned
in the book, not to themes and subjects. Given
the structure of this book, a detailed synthetic
index is essential with full cross referencing.
Without it, it is impossible to follow any par
ticul'ar subject.

To add to the reader's difficulties, the layout
of the book is staggeringly perverse. The text
is laid out in two columns to a page with a
wide margin. The columns are extremely
narrow with an average of only six words per
line. Extraordinarily, the right-hand margin of
each column is not justified, and the unjustified
ragged edge of the left column is pressed
close against the straight left-hand margin of
the right-hand column. The appearance of the
book is therefore messy. Because the columns
are so narrow, many words are hyphenated
and broken between lines. I found that an
average of about one in four lines end in a
hyphen! Some of the word breaks are grotes
Que: in one place I found "issue" hyphenated
as "is-sue". This makes the simple act of read
ing unpleasant in itself and occasionally
hilarious.

If you are interested in the history of gliding
in the United States, then the facts all seem to
be here, but you'll have to mentally re-write the
book and create your own index to follow it.
PETER O'OONALO

Magyar Vitorlaz6 RepiilOgepek (Hungarian
Historic Sailplanes) by Jereb Gabor and
published by MOszaki KOnyvkiad6, Budapest
1988. (It should be available by special order
from good bookshops. Price not known.)

Little has been published hitherto about
sailplanes and gliders designed in Hungary.
This new, well produced book fills the gap.

We had heard previously that the father of
Professor Rubik (of the Rubik Cube) had
designed many successful sailplanes. Informa
tion about all but a few of these was hard to
come by. We now have a fuller record of
Rubik senior's work but the book contains
much more than this and many more than his
designs. On almost every page of the 200
page central chapter, there are drawings,
diagrams and tabulated details which make a
fascinating study.

Oesplte the language problem, a vast
amount of accurate information is now avail
able about Hungarian gliders from 1922 to
1983. Some extremely beautiful sailplanes are
portrayed in detail, as well as some that could
not be called good looking but which were
very effective and retain a good deal of charm.

Perhaps it is too much to hope for a full
translation into English, but anyone with more
than a passing interest in old time sailplanes
will find this book a rich source of information.
MARTIN SIMONS

Please send all contributions to
S&G to the editorial offICe, 281
Queen Ediths Way, Cambridge
CB14NH
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CLUB NEWS==========

Copy and photographs for the Decem
ber-January Issue of S&G should be
sent to tlie Editor, 281 Queen Edith's
Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, tel 0223
247725, to arrive not later than OCtober
11 and for the February-March issue to
arrive not later than December 6.

GILLlAN BRYCE-SMITH
August 10

ANGUS (Arbroath)
Jim Laing, founder member, on the committee
since 1970 and an octogenarian, was presented
with a Caithness cut glass engraved paperweight
to mark nis outstanding service. An expert engin
eer, he devotes many hours of meticulous and
paintstaking, work to the maintenance of the club
fleet and we are most grateful to him.

Congratulations to Martyn Davies and Boyd
McLaren, on their 5hrs and to Carole Horribine on
her Bronze badge soon after rejoining us.

Our annual dinner-dance was at the end of a
successful April flying week when the Aboyne
tug gave us 62 launches to swell the week's
total.

We are encouraging school pupils to choose
gliding as their outside activity in their national
certificate exams.

Visitors are always welcome.
H.P.McK.

AVON SOARING CENTRE (Bidford)
Our,free airspace was put to good use early in the
season. Well done to Roger on his 5hr attempt 
he took off without his watch and remained air
borne for 7hrs just to make sure. A special well
done to 68 year-old Alec Foffe who went solo
in France.

The· Inter-Club League team are well ahead in
their group, although the last two meetings have
been scnubbed', and we are doing well all-round
with Regionats and Nationals entries and 100km
Cross-Country Oiplomas in lh,e pipeline.

Visitors are welcome to join our Friday evening
barbecue and singsong with the 618VGS
veterans choir.
D.T.W.

AVRO (Woodford Airiield)
Congratulations to N. Jennings on completing
his Silver badge; to P. Cooper and D. Robertson
on their Bronze badges; to M. Alien, I. Taylor, T.
Etchells, I. AIIan, R. Colman on going solo and to
P. Bibby and D. Hall on becoming instructors.
A.G.C.

BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
A few badge claims were managed before the
weather clamped. Congratulations to Rich Basak
on his Bronze badge and Silver height. Mike
Hughes and lan Smith managed 470 on a 500km
attempt in Discusses, both landing in the same
field. "Mitch" Mitchell has let us into the secret of
his Gold height claim from Aboyne last October;
well done Mitch.
MH.
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Keith Dudley of Burn GC landing the syndi
cate Grasshopper.

BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)
Record July rainfall has limited cross-country fly
ing but at Talgarth we are compensated with
wave every time the wind blows.

Ivor Shattock contacted evening wave on July
18, turning at Newport and exploring the upwind
Pen-v-Fan system on the way home.
W.O.M.

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE (Chipping)
Congratulations 10 Marion WooIler, Chris Wrighl,
Tom GOQdall alid Andrew Benson on going solo;
to John Mitchell, Johfl Woods and A1an Bibby on
gaining Silver legs and 10 Pave Andrews for com
pleting' his Silver badge. Commiserations to Bill
Jones who· missed Silver distance by 2km on a
difficult day.

There have been many expeditions th is season
including one to the International Vintage Glider
Rally in France.
V.H.

BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)
Vet another helicopter has piled into the trees: at
this rate the noise nuisance will soon
disappear!

The club Super Falke has been converted to a
folding-wing version by one of the members 
although this did impose some insurance paper
work, it now fits into a much smaller space.

Congratulations to Sally King on winning the
Standard Class Nationals and to Mary Meagher
for doing well enough in a Regionals to get into
next year's Nationals.
MF.C.

BORDERS (Galewood)
Congratulations to Neil Watson and Graham
Blair on going solo, Neil on his 16th birthday.

The season has been poor for cross-countries
but members are becoming more adventurous.
Colin Sword (SHK) achieved the club's first
100km Diploma and Derek Robson (Jantar) has
again entered the Northern Regionals.

Work continues on our site with improvements
to the fuel store, trailer compound and the pro
vision of a visitors' car-park. Finance permitting,

we hope to give our hangar a concrete floor
and drains.
A.J.B.

Neil Wiltson of Borders GC being con
gratulated on soloing on his 16th birthday by
CFI A1an Urwin.

BURN (Burn Airfield)
Mal1Y cross-countries were achieved on
expeditions to Avrille Angers, Issoden and Gap in
the French Alps but the weather was disappoint
ing for the visit to Portmoak.

At the AGM in July Hedley Forshaw was
appointed to handle public relations. Our mid
week flying courses have been a huge success
with many new solo pilots, some of whom have
their 5hrs.

A syndicate of ten has a T-39 Primary
(Grasshopper) which has become an added
attraction to visitors.

Congratulations to Sarah Jenkinson, Matthew
Ellis, Colin Stoves, Sean Keenan and Richard
Nail on going solo and to John Mackenzie for
resoloing. We have an official sweater which is
selling well, thanks to Mrs Toone, a member's
wife.

A new Motor Falke is replacing the one we
have had for many years and one of our two
winches is having a new engine. Visitors are most
welcome.
MT.
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CAIRNGORM (Feshiebridge)
We have hosted expeditions from Blackpool &
F}'1de, Fulmarand Highland ecs, the latter claim
ing a 5hrs despite July's monsoon.

RogerGreig hasmasterminded the installation
of running water at the site, vastly improving the
standard 01 living.

Brlan Glllles photographed after going solo
In the K·7 on his 16th birthday by J. A.
McCook.

Congratulations to Alastair Morrison on
becoming an instructor. Our motor glider has
been in continuous use for club flying and trial
Instruction flights.
8.M.

CHANNEL (Waldershare Park, Nr Dover)
Desp~e the frustrating weather we have had
aome successes. Congratulations to Ron Wood
on going solo In his syndicate T-21 and achieving
fle longest flight of the year and to Gerry Davies
who has soIoed.

Some changes 111 the organisation of the club
means we are now able to welcome all visitors
and new members. Thanks to hard work by a few
people the future lookeS promising for all our flying
activities.
NJ.S.

CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforlh)
We have been having a quiet time with pilots,
gliders and tugs away at competitions and those
left behind contending with the July rains. On one
occasion the hangar was flooded to several
Inches, the gliders masquerading as boats and
the poor hangar cat marooned on the Swallow.

Congratulations to Dave Stewart on 4th place
In the Ventus at the Inter-Services Regionals and
to Mike Bond (Jantar) on winning- the Northems
Open Class. Ben Mohebbi has seloed and Mark
Mercer has his 5hrs.
J.p.

CONNEL (Connel Airfield)
We had almost the best June's flying ever and
aIthou9h July was one of the wettest we are able
to congratulate Bill Miller and lain "Figs"
Ferguson on going solo.

Our reverse autotowing technique has
launched even the heaviest glass two-seaters to
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1200ft or more, especially as we have replaced
both towcars.

David Whitelaw is our new secretary and, in the
absence of John MacGilvray who sadly is in hos
pital following an industrial accident, Alex Flem
ing is acting CFI. Our best wishes to John for a
quick recovery.
R.w.

CORNISH (Perranporlh)
Congratulations to Simon King on his. 5hrson the
cliffs and to Pete Burridge, Tom Cullen, Neil
Edwards, John James, Tim Brown and Eric Jer
vis on going solo, the last three on the same
day.

Dave Uren and MikeAlken had a soaring week
at Lasham and Bill Lew!s enjoyed his first Com
petitioo Enterprise.

On our "longest day", June 19,the first launch
was at 5am and the last at 9.30pm. We did not
break the launch record but lIying over the coast
so early in the morning was an unforgettable
experience.

The Blanik is back after undercarriage repairs
- thanks to John Smith at RNAS Culdrose. Sadly
our syndicate Rallye has been sold but hopefully
the club will have a tug again.
G.A.H.

COTSWOLD (Aston Down)
CongratUlations to Paul Gentil (300km Diamond
goal); Frazer Wilson and Dave Williams (Silver
badges); Oerek locke, Mike Pearce and Steve
Mankh310w ('Bronze badges) and Les Prezleski,
Chris Horseman and Ben Bowerman (going
solo). Our thanks to Steve Manktelow for giving
the club the u~e of his "new" K-6E.

The, new hangar is complete, thanks to lhe
efforts of dedicated members, and will soon be
officially opened. Our thanks to Ken Uoyd for his
work over the years as chairman and to Robin
Atkinson as our secretary. Chris Clarke is now

Below: Connel's beautiful setting with the
T·21 on finals. Photo: Helen MacLucas.

CLUB NEWS

chairman and Ed JohnstOll our secretary. Cour
ses have run almost continliJQUsly during the
summer and we are indebted to instructors and
helpers who gave up their holidays.
G.M.

COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworlh)

Husband and wife Julie and John Leefe who
went solo on the same day during a course at
Portmoak.

Our task week, moved from May to July, did. not
bring any better weather with only two contest
days. We were joined by visitors from Rattlesden
and lhe Isle of Wight.

Not to be deterred by the weather, 16 members
and lwo club gliders descended on the Long
Mynd over the first weekend. Harry Middh3ton,
Heydon McEvaddy and the Pink Panther flew a
,club Bocian to Saltby, only 10 find it a non-scoring
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CLUB NEWS

day. The longest task was a 240km cat's cradle
completed by Jonathan Walker (ASW-19). Win
ners were: Open Class, Jonathan WalkerlDerek
Westwood (ASW-19) and Club Class, Ron
Davidson and team (Bocian). Because of the
weather we celebrated with a wake in the
clubhouse.

Congratulations to Peter Davies on his Silver
distance to Saltby. The club has replaced the
K-6E with a Junior.
D.L.S.

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
Congratulations to Agnes Lawson, Jackie Hock
ing and Mark Eacope (going solo); to Bruce
Hodge (Gold badge); 10 John Lawson (Silver
badge) and to Gary Moxham (lull Cat rating).
Several members have completed UK Cross
country Diploma flights.

The club motor glider will soon be back after a
few months out of service but the club Astir met
its fate in a field - the pilot was uninjured. Soon
another vintage Weihe will be flying.
B.S.

DARTMOOR (Brentor)
Our "longest day" in June was a great success
with 98 launches. The main aim was to introduce
new members and the old T-21 was very busy,
the day ending with a barbecue.

Trevor Taylor ran a successful soaring course
in July with three wonderful days.

We have continued our policy of sending
gliders to public displays as static exhibits but
even the brightest of us couldn't link gliding to the
Armada despite our chairman, Roger Matthews,
being in charge of Plymouth's celebrations.
F.J.M.

DERBY & LANCASHIRE (Camphill)
After anolher gruelling winter the site is in good
condition: a new perimeter hard core track has
been laid and we have a field telephone between
the winch and launch point. lan Carmichael gave
a concrete performance on the new drive and the
tea van should be a useful addition.

The new ground control frequency is 129.975
- Tlm Robson can recrystal TM61 s for our
members.

We have three two-seaters in use; visitors are
welcome and we still have some places on
courses. We had a reciprocal visit from Continen
tal friends in early August. Congratulations to
Alison Wheeler who achieved her Silver badge
whilst in the throes of expectant motherhood.
AH.

DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hil/)
Brackney GC visited us with our club Bergfalke
of three years ago.

Congratulations to Peter Rowe and John
Cobley on going solo; to Guy Adams on Silver
distance and height and instructor Simon Minson
on completing his Gold badge at Talgarth. Our
trial instruction evenings continue to bring us
potential members.
EC.W.

Obituary - Terry Jenvey
It is with great regret that we report the death of
Terry after a short illness.

Terry, a full Cat instructor for many years,
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earned the respect of everyone. His enthusiasm
and dedication in everything he did was an exam
ple to all of us. His presence will be sadly
missed.

We extend our condolences to his mother
and family.
Edward C. Wilcox

DORSET (Old Sarum)
Ray Witheridge was re-elected as chairman at
our AGM. The new winch gives the two-seaters
consistent 12()()ft launches in nil wind.

Rain delayed the start of our "longest day",
June 26, until midday but we managed 111
launches and plan to give a sizable cheque to our
local hospital lifepack appeal.

We are north of Salisbury and welcome
visitors, but only at weekends and Bank
Holidays please.
DN

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Hadleigh)
Congratulations to Dick Brooker, Jeffrey
Langberg and Paul Mansbridge (going solo); to
Sue Alchin, Pauline Allin, Chris Nunn and Peter
Hart (Bronze badges) and to Peter Nicholls
(Silver badge).

Due to the poor weather the only cross-country
completed in the last two months was the club
200km triangle by Paul Rice (Libelle).

Mike Farr won both days in the Inter-Club
League at Tibenham.
V.H.

LAKES (Walney Airfield, Barrow-in-Furness)
Members had a memorable visit to the Wolds GC
at Pocklington at Whitsun and were grateful for
their friendly hospitality.

Bob Wilson has soloed, Peter Craven has gone
to the USA for more splendid flights, David Han
nah flew Silver distance in France and we thank
Nicky Rowan for tugging over the summer.
M.S.

HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon)
We have a new club single-seater, a K-8, for
which we thank Les Kayz a great deal. Its first day
produced a Silver height and with new solo pilols
such as Tony Booth it should be fun.

We have returned the Twin Astir to general use
after a rather long period of rest.
M.J.D.

HIGHLAND (Dal/achy)
Willie Macdonald, lan Hipkin and Eric Claydon
have their Bronze badges; David Johnson and
Mervyn Ross have gone solo; Glenda Anderson
has Silver height and Neil Anderson flew to near
Inverness to complete his Silver badge while
Robert Tait went to 12OOOft in wave.

During a wet, windy but surprisingly success
ful July expedition to Feshiebridge Tony Kane
completed his Silver badge with a 5hrs.

We are 60km due north of Aboyne and visitors
are always assured of a friendly welcome
(weekends).
AG.V.

HUMBER (RAF Scampton)
Steve Skidmore has gone solo and has a Bronze
leg and Chris Gilbert, Dave Jones and Sarah
completed their Bronze badges.

We are losing our CFI, Kev Atkinson, and Chris
Gilbert (engineering, bar officer, treasurer etc!)
and thank them for their many talents and hard
work. We welcome AI Rummings back after
his accident.

We have our K-13 back and Tony Smith has
completed the C of A and mods.
D.M.R.

KENT (ChaJlock)
A syndicate formed by Waldo Connolly and his
partners gives us four PIK 20s.

The unstable weather has given us many good
thermic and ridge days, August 3 being the best
when we had 5hrs, Silver distances and one Dia
mond goal. Several have entered their first

. Regionals. Congratulations 10 them all.
The Inter-Club League meeting at Lasham and

Booker were ONFweekends and we now have to
use the reserve days to decide our League's
winner.

A big band evening in the hangar was a
huge success.
AR.V.

MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
Congratulations to Philip King (Mini Nimbus) on
his 9th place in the 15M Class Nationals.

With a steady influx of visitors and weekly
course members we are having a busy summer
and will continue our seven days a week oper
ation until Christmas for as many as possible to
enjoy our autumn ridge and wave flying.

In June we ran two advanced courses in Sis
teron and were very grateful for the club's hos
pitality; have made what promises to be the first
of many expeditions to Caernarfon to explore
Snowdonia and will visit Aboyne in lale October.

The addition of two ASK-23s to the club fleet
has been an unqualified success and there are
plans to improve our hangar and workshop.
J.H.

NEWARK & NOTTS (Wlnthorpe)
Congratulations to John Fewster (going solo);
Keith Dukes, Dave Redfern and Dave Parker
(Silver distance) and to Gary Rivers and John
Cawrey (PPLs).

Our faithful green winch has broken down and
is to be fitted with a Gardner engine. The T-21
(Spruce Goose) is proving quite popular after
being fitted with an engine for self-launching.

Two new syndicates have been formed with an
Oly and a Skylark.
NAG.

NORFOLK (Tibenham)
A group of members led by Graham Ashworth
and Gerald Nunn with a Maule tug and an IS-30,
retrieve car and trailer made a Cook's type tour of
Husbands Bosworth, Bidford, Dunstable and
Crowland GCs, soaring between sites and stay
ing in the clubs' accommodation. During this
imaginative enterprise they boughl a Bergfalke.
Their fulsome praise for the generous hospitality
at all the clubs contrasted sharply with the surly
officialdom at RAF North Luffenham where they
were charged £30 for one landing and take-off.

The spring Inter-Club League was judged a
success, despite indifferent weather. Brendon
Sargeant, 100km into his triangle, landed in a
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RATTLESDEN (Rattlesden Airfield)

The new winch.

Our new winch, although needing a few minor
mods, is in service and proving to be well worth
wailing for. Our thanks to the many members
who worked on it for so long (especially for the
heated cab).

Our monthly weekend courses are popular as
are the trial instruction lessons.

The 447th Bomb Group veterans enjoyed a
weekend with us flying from their old base, des
pite the bad weather. A modest sum was raised
by their sponsorship for the renovation and
improvement of our runway and clubhouse (their
old control tower) and in return they received a
rather well presented certificate with a picture of
"A bit '0' lace" in flight - one of their original
B17s.

CFI Mick Wells flew a 300km triangle, Comp'
ton Abbas, Bicester in June and Pete Harmer
claimed our first UK l00Km Cross-Country
Diploma in one flight.

We expect well over 10000visitors in Septem
ber and while they watch the Air Show we will
divert 10 Lasham with additional expeditions to
North Hill and the Long Mynd.
M.T.D.

PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING. (Crowland
Airfield)
Notable achievements include a long overdue
solo for Tim Gent; a Silver distance for Mick
Wright and several: Bronze legs.

N'egotiations With our landlord resulted in a
further 17 acres which when grassed should give
us an l100m main runway in readiness for our
venture into winch launching.
M.J.

RAE (Farnborough)
Peter and Jill Harmer enjoyed a fantastic gliding
holiday in the USA. Despite our climate, we are
having a good season - Chris White, Rob
Clarkson and Ben Robinson went solo; Dave
Pearson, Duncan Pride and Frank Shackleford
have Bronze badges and Tim Graves and Mark
Davenport have become instructors.

PHOENIX (RAF BrOggen)
We have had good, adventurous flying and plenty
of first solos and K-18 conversions. A new syndi
cate has an ASW-20, taking pressure off the Mini
Nimbus, and we have a replacement Astir.

Chris Heames and Stu Mullholland took the
ASW-20 and the Mini Nimbus to the Inter·
Services Regionals and an expedition is planned
to Innsbruck in October.
P.J.H.

party in July with a barbecue and disco - our
thanks to Carole Parsons-Broad for the excellent
catering. The c1ubroom -addition has enhanced
the social side of our Friday flying evenings and
will be a great benefit in the winter.

Recent solos include Jim Daniels, Caroline
Hensher and "800 the Noo". Chris Reynolds and
Gerry O'Sullivan have their 5hrs; Graham Daniels
and Normal) Machin Silve~ heights and Arthur
Rogerson Silver distance.
C.S.O.

t'. .
Andrew Thorburn, president, planting the
SGU jubilee tree with Stan Milne, chairman,
right, and Bill Lawson.

OUSE & HAMBLETONS (Rufforth Airfield)
We have had several good cross-countries
ilcluding a Gold badge 300km, a crop of Silver
height and duration legs and two Silver badges
completed with distance flights in one weekend.
The five ckJb single-seaters are kept in the air by
the steady stream of Rew solo pilots and the new
Falke is popular.

Aground accident damaged the Blanik (now
repaired) and the K-13 (repairs almost
complete).

we filled our hangars with 150 members and
families for our June barbecue/disco with
demands to repeat the process in August.

AI the AGM in July we presented retiring chai r
man, Richard Boddy, with crystal glasses and a
dllcanter as a small token of our gratitude for his
Vyrs cl service. Our new chairman is Alan Park.
It was agreed to change our trading name from
Jenuary to enhance our marketing effort next
)'8llT.
CR.

OXFORD (Weston-on-the-Green)
VIrtually si our Inter-Club League weekends
have been washed out but we hope to salvage
the last at Enstone.

We had a very successful clubroom warming

'I11t K·7 waiting for awinch launch with Geoff
HlIrrls, Instructor, and Payman Nayer, pupil.
Photo: B. Taylor.

sugar-beet field only to hal/e his ASW-20 canopy
damaged by a drunken 1:10bo attracted by the
cockpit contents. Further assault to glider and
pilot was prevented bya passing motorist to
whom Brendon is grateful.

John Barker has completed a three year res
toration to immaculate flying condition of a Tiger
M~ which now graces the club. Built exactly
50yrs ago, it saw action against the Germans in
France in 1940.

The new lecture room of Royal Albert Hall pro
portions has'been moved from Coleman's of Nor
wich and rebuilt at Tibenham by Malcolm
Springsll and his team. This has freed the refur
bished and rewired clubhouse for its proper use.
Mains electricity has finally arrived and our faith
IuI diesel generator honourably retired after
25}'5.
G.H.H.
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launching from a nearby farm and landing back
at the crub to avoid aerotow restrictions on our
site, But sadly we weren't as blessed for our task
week.. There was a gOOd turn out despite the
weather and the mini tasks were popular. Our
than'ks to Jonathan Mills, the organiser and
task director.

Our very successful open day was on the best
flying day this year - our thanks to hard working
members who missed out on chasing their
next goal.

Niget Kent and Dave Maleham are new instruc
tors. Congratulations also to Angie Porter on
completing her Silver badge with a flight to,Aston
Down; to Mike Whittingham (Gold height); Andy
Brind\ John Parsons, Adam Cum'berlege and
Stephen Ottner (Bronze badges); Gillian
Shepherd and Richard Dann (Bronze legs) and to
Sarah Hinchliffe (going solo).
S.C.O.

SOUTH WALES (Usk)
Our open daywas'restricted to indoorpursuits by
the rain which also limited our task week to three
flying days.Colin Beef, our annual migrant from
Kent, won the C1l,1b Class in his Libelle.

Earlier in the season Bill Mills flew 300km; Lyn
Bennelt and Dave Jeffries completed Silver
badges with 50kms to Bidford on the same after
noon and there have been a nurnber of Bronze
legs and 5hrs. Simon France and Greg SCott
have Iheir AEI ratings.
J.M.B.

STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge)
We finally had {o have professlooal help to drain
the sodden 'bits of our field and a good deal of
money will be invested in JCB lime 10 make a
really worthwhile difference. Mike Tidmarsh and
lan Davies have soIeed while Bill Coulin com
pleted his Bronze and is 'looking forward to flying
Ihe Olympia 419 with its newly relurbished
Wings.

There was some excellent soaring during the
second week of the Slea,p expedition with
magnificent sea breeze fronts on two days.
Richard Bills completed his Silver, taking the
K·13 to ShoMon. Our grateful thanks to Vie Carr
and his colleagues for making us so welcome.
M.JP.

STRATFORD ON AVON (Sni/temeld)
August celebrates our first year at Snitterfield
with sustained progress. We have a new hangar,
reserve winch, water, telephone and toilets with
plans for a workshop and clubhouse next year.

At the well attended AGM Martin Greenwood,
Jeff Gale and Derek Phillips join the committee
with Rob Hatton taking over as treasurer from
Martyn Alien who worked very hard to master·
mind our move.

Martyn Davies, CFI, succeeds Jim Tyler who
was presented with a barometer as a token of our
appreciation for eight years' service. Mem
bership is very healthy, both courses fully booked
and trial instruction evenings well supported in
spite of the poor weather.

Congratulations on going solo to Richard
Bright, Bob Horsnell, Martin Greenwood, Bill
Riley and Paul Timms and to Sharon Edlin and
lan Lang on Bronze legs. Martin and Paul were
airborne at the same time on the circuit - a
first for SGC.

The next day was better with John Galloway
(Nimbus) winning the 1: 57km task followed by
Fiona SCougall (Libelle) and Ken Stewart (ASW
19) as the successful cross-country course
entrants. On the same day Tom Docherty went to
Chatteris, near Cambridge.

We have had Air Cadets with\ls for a month 
they seemed to enjoy their flying and we were
very envious of their equipment.'

Congratulations to Mark Hannan, Graham
Niven and Fred Kelly on going solo and to lan
Giles on completing his Bronze badge.
M.J.R.

SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill)
We hosted the only weekend when tasks were
flown for our part of the Inter-Club League,

Tel.Street

Postal codelTown

Name

TOP-GLIDING ~
TOURS ~OtlSfOR~

TOP-GLIDING TOURS (I Rehbein) . c/o W. Schmidt + Sohn OHG
Postfach 1327 . 0-6242 Kronberg 1 . reI. (06173) 79753 + 55
~XNO~@~88 ~

Please send details of this once-in-a-lifetime offer and special activities:

Go for it - in Tocumwal in Australia
Fly the new high-performance two-seater ASH 25 (glide
ratio 1:57) with the number one instructor, Ingo Renner, four
times World Champion and twelve times Australian Champion
Experience Australia's outstanding gliding conditions - where
1000 km triangles are no exception. You can fly one of them -

just try. Book your holiday of a lifetime today! And if your
friends want to accompany you - we'll take care of their

leisure time. Write now for details.

Congratulations to Tony Howlett (going solo);
Steve Wright (Silver distance) and Dave Dowling
(AEI rating).
R.w.
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Ponmoak)
SGU Lld marked the 50th anniversary of its foun
dation on July 16 with the planting of a com
memorative tree by Andrew Thorbum, a founder
member responsible for much of the early devel
opment of gliding in Scotland and still our presi
dent. He was helped by Bill Lawson, who was
also heavily involved in the early days.

Our task weekends continue to be as success
ful as the weather allows. Brian Scougall (K-6E)
won the June 4 task as the only finisher after an
epic 4+hr struggle around the 107km triangle.
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The Inter-Club League has so far been a
washout. We have a stlperb K-7 'imported from
Gennanyand aSkytarK3F as well as.,oart 15and
Sk~ syndicates. The Pirat is now fully res
tored to pristine condition by Derek Phillips. We
welcome Steve Brown as an assistant Cat
Instructor.
H.G.W.

SURREY &HANrS (Lasham Airfield)
SpIasham came 10 Lasham for most of June and
July and it is rumoured that Alan Purnell didn't
lr<'en bottler rigging in July!

Our new Discus is proving popular and a very
good match for the Mosquito and Ventus, but
leas exacting to fly. A fifth K-8 is being sought to
mall, life more bearable for the burgeoning post
llOIo pilots.

Terry Joint becomes CFI in November when
we have a dinner to celebrate our 50th anniver
sary and to say cheerio to Derek Piggott and
thank him fOl his outstanding work at Lasham.

Following the donation of a Pegasus to Booker
Iorkeen young pilots' free use, keen young pilots
al Britain's National Gliding Centre would like
one as well. Please!
J.B.N.

SWINDON (Sandhill Farm, Shrivenham)
Congratulations 00 going solo to Phil Atley,
Gilbert Burge, Chris ClarK, Les Colclough and
Graham Huggins, who are now busy collecting
Bronze legs; to Gary Binnie on completing his
Sliver badge with a flight to Lasham and to Paul
MansfieJd on gaining his Bronze badge. An
unlucky Oave Freeman recently joined our 4hr
50min club.

The first of our midweek courses was a great
success, thanks 10 Gerry Brown, Nicky Rowan
Md Oave Schofield.

We sre planning an expedition to Portmoak.
J.PA

THRUXTON (Thruxton Airfield)
Despne minor tribulations due to the weather,
Mark Baldwln and Neil Robertson have both
Bronze legs; Barry Lovett his 5hrs and a number
of pilots are preparing for the AEI rating. Our
good wishes to Bill Murray in the Lasham
RegIonals.
J.B.L

TWO RIVERS (Laarbruch)
welcome back to a promoted Lynne Turner and
aJsoAndy Gardiner from the Aviation Society of

Egypt and Colin James from Bicester.
Mike Forman gained Diamond distance and

goal 10 complete all three Oiamonds; Graham
Letties and Andy Weston have gone solo; Derek
Taytor flew 50km to complete his Silver badge
and Phil Sturley and Gurt Moers have their
Bronze badges.

Mike Forman came 8th at his first attempt in
the Inter-Services Regionals' Open C'lass and
"Porki" Conyers (CFI) improved .an last year.

We beat the queue - our Grob CH03 Acro
already has its new main spar spiggols.
IP.

VECrlS (Sandown Airport, Isle of Wight)
Ken Taylor was elected chairman at a special
general meeting, taking over from John Gait
(see obituary).

Eight members went on an expedition to
France. Pete T. flew 65km to complete his Silver
badge; Jenny P. gained Silverheight: Ahdy N. his
second eronze leg; Andy and tes T. flew single
seaters for the firsl time and Neil W. and John K.,
covered lots 01 countryside, John even dropping
in on a chateaux.

A weekend operating from afield site gave
Andy Taylor his B badge. The open day was a
great sucx;asS with 45 visitors flown despite the
poor weather.
J.E.P;

Obituary - John Gait
It is with great sadness we repor11he death of our
chairman who lost a long and brave battle against
asbestosis in June.

'ffITH

Following requests an AUTUMN WAVE and Mounlain Fly
ing expedition will be arranged lor lale October!November
to AOSTA in the Italian Alps. British regislered single-seal
glider (lIalian licence nol required). For Silver C pilots (or
previously solo al Aosta with Bronze minimum). Places
limited. Facilities also for private owners. Budgellllghts 10
local airports and accomrnodalion arranged with costs

kepI as low as possible.

Delails from:
Nige Palmer, 10 Bradley Cloee, Longievens,

Gloucesler GL2 9LA. rei: (0452j 414558

CLUB NEWS

"Let's start a gliding club in the IsleofWight", a
travel weary group of glider pilots said in 1976.
From that time John's charisma and leadership
were to take us through good times and bad to
the established club we. are today.

An accomplished power pilot with twin and
seaplane ratings, John's real passion was glid
ing, an enthusiasm he was able to communicate
so well.

His kindness and generosity were overpower
ing - a word carefully chosen and understood by
all who new him.

Our love and sympathy go to Jane, Alex,
Stefanie and Fi.

Goodbye, Pal - "Never a word of complaint."
N. K. Watts

WELLAND (Middleton)
We have sold our old faithful Bergfalke and plan
to sell the L-Spatz and buy a second K·8. Alan
Bushnell and Peter Strong have replaced their L
Spatz with a K-6E and Keith Tinker has bought
a Cobra.
R.H.S.

WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
The club expedition to Roanne in early July was
disappointing due to unsatisfactory weather. The
K-23 pilots had the best value - lots of field land
ing practice! Our thanks to the organisers, Ken
Moules and Adrian Matyear.

Congratulations to Roy Gaunt, 7th In the Inter
Services Regionals' Open class at Roanne the
following fortnight, and to Eric Smith, 13th in the
Standard Class Nationals.
DB.

YORKSHIRE (SuNon Bank)
Our thanks to those who organised and helped
with the Northern Regional. Congatulations to
Mike Bond on winning the Open Class and Rob
Knight (YGC) who came 2nd; also to Mike
Strathern who won the Sports Class and Mike
Brook (VGC) who came 2nd.

One of the club K-21 s gave several Bronze C
pilots their first taste of cross-country flying
around some of the tasks.

Congratulations to John Petty on his Bronze
badge; Martin Newberry for his 5hrs and to Mike
Dennet for completing his Silver badge during
the competition week.

Expeditions this summer have included Le
Blanc, Angers and Fuentemilanos.
CL

Anglia Sailplanes
STU HOY (BGA Senior Inspector)
offers C of A Inspections and
repairs for all sailplanes and motor
gliders to keep you flying.

Tibenham Airfield
Tibenham, Norwich, Norfolk NR16 1Nl
Tel. Tivetshall (037977) 4114
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COVENTRY
GLIDING

CLUB

• Residential courses
held weekly

• 5 day and 2 day

• Good field

• Beginners
Welcome

• AEI courses held on demand

• Good launch facilities

• Aerotow winch

• Good Food
• Excellent Bar - Real Ales

• New for the 1988 season. Advan
ced courses for Bronze & Silver
badges. Cross Country Flights

Coventry Gliding Club
Husbands Bosworth Airfield
Lutterworth, Leics. LE17 6JJ
Tel: (0858)880521 . (0858) 880429

~ GLIDING HOLIDAYS
,....."WH IN THE
-_.....~ --- SCOrnSH HIQMlANDS
w~ operate from Connel NF nOrlh of Oban. (see
Pooleys) ~auochjng ,~lidcrs ,from I~m runways' into
breathtaking mountain soanng condUloQ,'i.
The Centre ,is dedicated to making glidinj; in this superb
area trouble free for the experienced Visilmg pilot or pte
solo student. Expen instruction at all levels.
I or 5 day courses March to October. Visiting gliden; and
tugs wclc.:ome. Take ."'·ant81' or (he superb soaring (OD
ditions and substantial course discounts. eul)' in the )',.r.
BEAT lHE RUSH - BOOK NOW TO AVOID DlS·
APPOINTMENT!
For information Gnd jref! brrxlwres. ('un/aCI:

ARGYLL & WEST HIGHLAND GLIDING CENTRE

Head Officc PO Box 8 •
Tcl: 059284-288 Ob""
Daylimc Airrtcld Argyll
Tcl: Connel PAJ44AA
(063171) 243

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
at

Perranporth, Cornwall
Courses from May to September

Under BGA inslructors~ Beginners welcome.

Trevellas Airfield is only one mile from
Perranporlh's golden sands. one of
Com"'all's favourite family holiday centres.

RUTH B. PHILLlPS
BOSWENS, WHEAL KIITY, ST. AGNES

087255 2430 (evening)

Holiday Gliding Courses
for Beginners

Stay in lovely 16th Century farmhouse
or our new Clubhouse

Ring liz or Sarah
on

0304824888

ENSTONE EAGLES
GLIDING CLUB

Now open for gliding seven days a week
throughout the year. New members

welcome.
Launch by aerotow or motor tow and soar

over the beautiful Cotswolds.
Mid week holiday courses from March 10
October for beginners or solo pilols

tailored to suit your requirements.
Short weekend courses also available.

Detai/s from:
TOM MILLER

ENSTONE EAGLES GLIDING CLUB LTO
Enstone Airfield, Church Enstone, Oxfordshire

Tel: (060 872) 535

Kenl GLIDinG CLUB
Challock, Ashford, Kent TN25 4DR

Come SOAR With Us!
Experience the delights of 'Super-Silent' flight this Summer with the KENT GLIDING CLUB.

Ideally located on the beautiful North Downs, the KENT GLIDING CLUB provides LOW-COST holiday
courses of intensive flying training to both the beginner and the more advanced pilot.

The KENT GLIDING CLUB also offers its full facilities to members of other BGA clubs for a reciprocal
membership fee of only £1.00 a day!
For free details, phone CHALLOCK (023374) 274 or 707.

£185·£225 4 or 5 day holiday courses

March-October. (ALL INCLUSIVE OF PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION, ACCOMMODATION, MEALS AND
VAT.)

SOAR YORKSHIRE SUTTON BANK
For your COURSE! For your EXPEDITION! For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING - 12 miles in suitable conditions

THERMAL SOARING - Club record is 582km from aerotow, 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute record is 32 670ft. Club record gain is 31 050ft

Our rates are amongst the best - £8.90 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit us and stay in our fully licensed
residential clubhouse. Full catering available in season. Self catering at other times.

COURSES - April to October Visitors always welcome, please book in advance

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
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DG 300, superb condition, f\J1I panal, Including NH, TM62, 'chute
an<l excellent trailer, 025126 4293,

APOLOGY
It you recel<e your copy of Sa/lplane and Gliding later lhan
usual, we do 8pologise - ,this wa. due to lhe postsl Itrlke.

Advertisements, wlttuemitlance, should be sent to
thenoR Press Ud, 241 Desborough Road, High
Wycombe, Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Rate 4()p a
word. Minimum £8.00. We can acoept black and
white pho,tographs at £3.00 extra. Box Numbers
should be Sent 10 the same address, the cloSing
date for classified adverllsements for the
December/January issue is November 4th 1988.

FOR SALE

ASW'20l, complete kit. competition panel. radio, oxygen, Komel
trailer. good rigging and car-towing aids, Offers around £20,000,
Tom Zealley, 0297 52070.

LS3 15m lIapped. competition panel, Komet trailer. rigging and
towing out aids, parachute. oxygen, barograph. Tel 01-381-3450
Of 0252-703500.

BLANIK PORT WING, less aileron, unserviceable for rebuild or
spares, OHers, Details Tal (0706) 215378 e<enings,

TRAILER, lightweight conslruction, steel lube frame with ply
wood roof and plasticised can\'8S sides, lihings for Standard
Cirrus. good lyres. £650. olters considered. 0225 64436 or
0452 855706.

IS 290 (napped). 1974. 270hrs, Basic Panel & Parachute, See
S&G June '88 "Which Glider" tor photo & comments. £5750 ono,
Melallrailer s<ailable. Tal: (0983) 872966,

MOSQUITO B, including tull panel, 'chute. GAP trailer. £14.900.
0703 254138.

PIK 30 MOTOR GLIDER
self-launching single seater 15/17m.
Rotax 43hp dual ignition engine. Long
range 1-1 /2hr engine time, Automatic pro
peller stop system for correct positioning
for retraction. Max LID 45 at1 OOkph. New
288,200 French francs ex-works, or

secondhand complete outfit £29500.

THORNE ELECTRIM
Tel: (026477) 2089

OVERSEAS NEWS

SOAR,ING SYMPOSIUM
Derek Piggott is one of an illustrious panel of glid
ing personalities invited to lecture at the Gliding
Federation of Australia's first International Soar
ing Symposium. It is held in conjunction with the
Australian Bicentennial Air Show from October
11-14 at Hawkesbury Agricultural College west
of Sydney.

The subjects covered include meteorology,
cross-country soaring, stresses and strains on
the modern sailplane and instrumentation.

SWEDEN'S FINE START
Spring and early summer in Sweden has been
very good with eight competition days for their
Nationals. The new Champions are 15 Metre,
Gunnar Karlsson (Ventus); Standard, Rainer
Lainio (Discus) and Club Class, Sorje Gus
tavsson (Jantar Std).

Swedish gliding is being reorganised into an
Independent federation with the training
system revised.

Please send news and exchange copies of
jour:nals to the Editor, 231 Queen Edith's
WaY,Caml)rridge CB1 4NH, England

LASHAM

MARCH/APRIL

DEESIDE GLIDING
CLUB

QUIET
SPRING
WAVE

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DINNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

Tel. 033985 339 or 033985 236

Holiday oourse members and visitors
welcome at our scenic club.

Courses 'rom £95 ta £160 with accom
modation (flying extra). For details write to
Bristol and Glos Gliding Club, Nymps
field, Stonehouse, G10s GL10 3TX or
phone 0453-860342/860060.

Open all week April-October

Does your home club operate only at weekends?

At Lasham we operate all week, e<ety week which
means we could pro<1de a usef\J1 supplemenllo your
training. Whether you an. nol yet solo ~nd would
benefit trom a week '9 consolidated instruction. or a
buddin~cross·country pilol neediAg soaring or
field-landing training, we ha<e the expertiSe "nd
laci.ties to help.

Aparlfrom our large !wo-seater fleet and excellent
aerotow and aulolow facihties, we have a
comprehensive bdetlng room for lecturES or
Instructional <ideotapes ., bad weather pre<ents tlying.

On·'site accommodation k>r club expedlhons is always
8<aiabte by arrangement.

Absolute beginners are 01 course alwayS welcome 
we 'have a large chOice of courses· and types 01
membership to suit your needs.

Lasham Gliding Society

Nr, Alton. Iiants

Tel Hernard (025683) 322 or 270

GLIDING
CLUB

(TALGARTH)

For subscription send
$25 US by international

money order or inter
national cashier's cheque

payable to the Soaring
Society of America,
Inc" Box E, Hobbs,

New Mexico, 88241-1308,
U.S.A

NOT PROBABLYTHE FINEST
SOARING SITE - BUT THE
FINEST SOARING SITE IN

THE COUNTRY

Bookings: Secretary, BMGC
Troed-yr-harn

Telgarth
Powys

0874-711254

The club is open to everyone,
We winch and aerotow from Duxford
throughout the year, mostly at weekends.
We run 3 day "Introduction to Gliding
Courses" in April and May, and full 5 day
courses for Ab-Initios and Solo pilots from
the end llf May to the end of August.

For general information write to
The Secretary
15 Moorfleld Road, Duxford, Cambs

For Course details write to
The Course Secretary
• Cams/de, Chesterton, Cambridge
Tel. 10223) 87589

BLACK
MOUNTAINS

"SOARING"
The oIIcial monthly
joumal cj, \I1e Soaring
Society 111 America.
The only US periodical
dll\lOted entirely to the
spoil.
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GLIDING IN SPAIN

SITUATIONS VACANT

GROUP FLYING

A full-time instructor, who should be
full Cat, a tug pilot, MGPPL, aircraft
inspector and a good all-rounder,

A Course Instructor for 1989
season, April-October, can be assis
tant rated, preferably but not neces
sarily tug pilot/MGPPL.

For further details, apply:
The Manager
Wolds Gliding Club
The Airfield
Pocklington
E Yorks Y04 2NR
Tel: 0759 303579

FOURNIER RF-5B Sperber. Based wave site near Denver.
Colorado. Excellent condition, vario, Navcomm. UK based owner
seeks partners 1/3 shares, £6000.01 5897811.

STAFF
REQUIRED
IMMEDIATELY

Hand made quality trailers complete or rolling
frames only,

Phone for brochure.
Schofield Aviation,

0793 822300.
WANTED

TANDEM TUTOR T31, required, minor damage or no C of A
acceptable as long as complete, or uncompleted motor tutor con·
version. John PI1illips weekday evenings 0948640340.

K-6E. Will collect. Tel: Brenda Pridal, 0703 452131.
L1BELLE. Complete OUllit in good condition, preferred with trailer
also K7 in reasonable condilion also wilh trailer cash waiting.
0670 861763.

TRAILER REQUIRED suitable for T'31, in good condition 
closed type preferred. Brookwood 04867 86647 (eves).

DAMAGED GLASS-FIBRE glider by privale buyer. Top price
paid - would consider compiete oullit. Will travel in Europe to
view. TeI: 019981510 or 01 5675577.
OPEN CLASS or 15m with lips. Share at Lasham or complete
purchase. 0732 452092 (home), 0737 773202 (work).

AMF 15m trailer with/without fillings. 01 940 0181 (eves).

QUALITY ALUMINIUM TRAILERS

OXYGEN CYLINDERS, Mk 5, 750 litre - untested, unvalved,
£20: lested, valved and filled £75. (add £3.00 postage). A. D. Joss,
Shobdon Airfield. leominster. Herefordshire HR6 9NR. TeI:
056881 732.
DIMONA MOtOR GLIDER. 300 hrs. Ail mod. BO litre tank. Rig'
ging troileys, NH, 01, l&S. 720 VHF vor transponder. 0:>,000.
01·456 2624.
1974 STD CIRRUS. Low hours, fuily equipped including bohli
and flight director. Superb condition as always hangared.
£12,500. Phene 0865·52797.
SLlNGSBY TUTOR 1947 well stored many years. Appears to be
in good condition, £600 ono. C. K. Brown 0509 214826.
FOURNIER RF5B SPERBER. Based wave site near Denver,
Colorac;lQ. Excellenl condition, varia, 'Navcomm. UK based owner
seeks partners V, shares £6,000. 01-589 7811.
SID CIRRUS no a24, V"d share at EI6Oker. Including A/H,
parachute, barograph, rigging aids etc. C of A {!Od Insurance paid
to Feb 89. £4000 ono. Mike Beallie (0494125552 (day) (024027)
302 (eves).
VEGA 15m lIapped with instruments. oxygen, radio and traiier.
£15.000. Ron Sandford 0980 620454, Rod Barrell 0272
424961.

ASTIR cs·n, good condition. Instruments' inc speed director
and 720 channel radio. Wing covers, ParaChute and Irailer.
£12,500 ono. TeI: StuM 0780 721809 or Jim 053 755861.
MINI NIMBUS C, CambridgeMk 4 nav, T&S, parachute. oxygen,
metal trailer, full ,covers, £15,500. TeI: 01 874 7827 (eves).
GLIDER PARACHUTe EB73, IIVin. All mods etc up 10 and inc
2nd Augusl88. 1;400.0234 713"6 anytime.
VENTUS 18.6. Has to be the least u§ed and best kepi Ventus
countrywide, and no prangs. Preferred sale Hcjl only. lel: 0935
872338.

• Fir1t choice for s.olefy-cOPKious drivers wittl over 3
million lowOOrt ~upplied.

SH r.tlow I'ages for your ~or'JI Jp.dDlisI fin., (Ir slOCkisl,

C.P. WlnER LTD. CHESTER
Tel: 024441166 nx: 61623 EURBARG

KESTREL 19, fully Instrumented, parachute, oxygen, baro
graph, fibre glass trailer, £ 14000, ono. TeI: 0424 862141.

LIBELLE 201 e, 280 launches, good condition glass-tibre trailer
and waterballast. Filled top and bollom brakes - so sensible
offers only. TeI: 07596 225.

STD L1BELLE, no CWZ, '13 share at Camphlll. Good kit,
parachute, 720 radio etc. £3300 ono. Brlan Marsh, 021 745
1380 (eves).

NIMBUS 3
24,5m, 1985, 45Ohrs, new C of A, AMF
trailer, waterproof covers, two-out gear.

£34 000+VAT.

For details, write box 597.

STD CIRRUS, original and superb condition, including. wing fii!et
mods. E&M varies, speed direclor, T&S, water baNast, paraChute,
barograph, aluminil!.lrn traiter, rigginQ and tow out aids. Insured
until Spring 89. £ 12,500. TeI: 062882·3140 (home). 0932·
754616 (wor1<).

DART HR. Ball electric vario 'PZL varia T&S A/H, radio winter
barograph, parachulil, tally closed trailer. New C of A. £5200\
0633 211880.
TWIN ASTIR, 900d condition, mandatory wing spigot modifica·
tion done. Sturdy open tra~er. £12,000+VAT. Telephone Sec
retary, Herefordshire Gliding Ctub. 0568 85764.
SIXlll SHARE IS 32. Talgarth. Always ri!,l9ed in 'T' Hanger.
Extend YOlK season. £3000. Tel: 0252 850130 evenings.
LS4. Unmarked, previous Nalionals winner. Part instrumentation,
parachute, trail... fillings. and towing out geaf. Tel: 0509
890469.
15m WOODEN TRAILER-Good condition, tows well. Suit ASW
20 ex Similar. £600 ono. lel: 0727 ~2967 (eves only).
DlTTEL fSG 40 S 720 channel radio, complete with cage. The
best in lull working order. £550 ono. Tel: 0488 72224. (days).

NEW 15m metal trailer'. 750kg auto reverse a.le, hydraulic hilch,
fu. lighting, ramp, raits, jockey and vent. 8ulit to· high standard.
£1895. G. Dale, 0202 528370.

P1RAT. Best in Ihecountry, less than 600 heurs from new. Radio,
paraChute, barograph, Cambridge vario, trailer. £6500 - Lin
coln 880640.
'I. SHARE PIK 20, for sale, based Tibenham. Well maintained
and in good condition. Eqpt includes trailer, barograph, para'
chute, artificial horizon. radio and std Instruments. Tel: 0908
667356.
SLINGSBY SWALLOW. Excellent condition. Basic instruments,
paraChute, recenlly re·built trailer. Easy rig and flying. £2000. TeI:
evenings 0302 850913.

SLlNGSBY FAL.J(E T-61A, 1971. good condition, some spares
available. £ 11,500 inc. VAT. TeI: 0302 766360.
DART 17R. Full panel, parachute, radio, ground set, barograph
and melal trailer. Recently recovered and resprayed. Tel: 0484
602688.
ASTIR CS Y, share. Komet type Irailer, chute, basic instruments,
radio, based at Ralllesden Gliding Club - 1.5 hours out of
London and no airspace problems. £3500. Telephone 04493
7184 (heme) 0206 579776 (work).
L-SPATZ 55, basic instruments, spare tailplane, good open
trailer. new C of A. offers around £1500. Alan Bushneil 0780
62501 eves.
PIPER Pawnee PA25-235D (1977). Clean, well maintained,
hangared. Engine heurs 950. Spray gear. Gilder hook. Annual
complete. C of A current. Export if required. TeI: 0436 355051
to view.
ASW 20L. Full panel, demand oxygen, aluminium traiter. Rig and
tow out aids. Barry Alklnson 01·280 9626 (work), 01·624·
6974 (home).

T49 CAPSTAN. Syndicate owned. Excellent condition. Recovered
5 years ago. Modern panel Including NH. Rigging aids, wooden
Iraiter, Tony Glover 0533 705491.
K-7, 150 launches since tOlal overhaul. Beautiful condition.
£7000. Tel: 0263 35333, 0283 63054 (eves).
SF-27, immaculate condition, basic instruments, £8000. TeI:
0283 35333, 0263 63054 (eves).
K-6CR, 1971, beautiful condition, tab trim. basic instruments,
open Irailer. £5750. Llnbach 1000 hrs 1700cc engine complete
wllh starter, all, carb etc. £1500. Stammo engine compiete
£1500. TeI: 2983 35333, 0283 63054 (eves).
K-6E, 1988, good condition, low hrsllaunches, well maintained
trailer. A/H, T&S, electric and PZL varios. radio. barograph,
parachute. £7000. 0841 520442.

**...

Mountain soaring,
wav, IInd thermal flying
in glorious Spllin

* Join us for tailor-made holidays

* Families or tndividuals welcome

* B.,..inners and pundits alike will enjoy breath·
taking scenery in our Grob 109B

* Instrument flying, cross-country. field landing
Instruction

* Relax. in our luxury private villa, with pool, and
expenence the holiday of a lifetime

COt'tac!
The Bartons 01 449 9346/01·953-9689

IMAGINE

eERGFAlKE 3, complete with trailer. Blown Canopy. Belly and
nose hooks. basic instruments. new C of A. £ 1700 ono. Tei: 0980
43877 (evenings). Thruxton Gliding Club.

STD CIRRUS with Cj,rus 75 mods. Full Panel. Professionally built
traiter with libre glass fiWngs. Complete OUllit in excellent con
ditioo. Tel: 0453 844018.
K7 fOR SAlE:. New C of A. Offers over £4500 including VAT.
Contact Bristol Gliding Club on Dursley 860060.
TRAILER FOR SALE: New enclosed aluminium. filled for K13/
K7. (Cheice 01 two). Contact Bristol Gliding Club on Dursley
860060.
STD JAN'TAR H. FuN panel. radio. parachute. wooden trailer low
ing out gear elc. Based Husbands Sosworth. £13.000. Tel: (0926)
20200 (wkS).

ASW15B. Fullinstrumenls; water ballast; trailer. C of A to Ocl. 89.
Meticulously looked affer by sole owner Martin Seth Smilh ("One
Ei<rJen"~ 01·995·7{;98.

SB 5E, ~y to fly as \<·8, beller performance Ihan K·6E (34.5).
superb condilioo. fuN panel. radio (720 ch), wing covers.
parachute, closed Anschau Irailer. £5900, for further information
contact: A. Ruscheinski. Im Vogelsang 34. 6301 Heuchelheim.
FRG.
COMET TYPE TRAILER FOR SALE, with hydraulic brakes. and
basic fillings. Brand new. No VAT. Tel: Louis Roller 0244·
326555.

TWIN DRUM IDIESEL WINCH, with cable, spares including
good engin<;, Oflers Cosham 389330 after 6pm.

REDUCED TO CLEAR! Kestrel 20m (modified by Delafleld).
Torva gtass-fibre trailer, instruments, ASH 380 radio, 2'man rig
ging, low hrs. lowest price 10 performance on the marl<el.
£10.500. M. Pope (worl<) 01 741 2194.

SCHEIBE FAlKE SF25C - 2000 Umbach engine Motor Glider,
1988 Demonstrator. 720 Channel Radio, Adjustable Pedals,
Many Extras. Approximalely tOO hours. Substantial Saving Irom
list. Soaring Equipment Ltd. 021 449 1121. Telex 335176.

PIK 200, Hull only with 6 channel radio and oxygen system filled.
£11.000. Tel: 0252-716452 eves.
SKYLARK 4. Excellent condition. Full panel AIH, TIS. rico. elec
tronic vario, PZL, radio, compass oxygen, wooden trailer, rigging
aids. IIVin parachute. C of A £5,000. 0863 48191 (eves/
weekends),Ol 603 5237 (daytime).

TRAILER FITTINGS by AMF for Vega. Jacking belly trolly and lail
plane holder. No reasonable offer refused. TeI: York 412775.

PILATUS EI-4, current C of A. 2·man rig, trailer. full panel. T&S,
NH, audio vario, radio. tow out gear. Sound outfil. Tel: (eves)
066653196.
STD CIRRUS complete outfit, Inc. trailer, parachute, towing out
gear, radio, Cambridge vario, vgc. TeI: 0858 34927 or 0908
582576.
BUS WINCH. Driven by 9 IlIre diesel. Fluid flywheel pre·selector
drive. Single drum. Mechanically sound. Surplus to requirements.
Offers. Tel: 04865 3730.

PEGASUS, STD CLASS glider with. many extras. Low hrs.
Excellent condition. Undamaged. Komet trailer and instruments
available. Tel: 02406 2491.
'I. SHARE ASW·20L, based Dunstable. Complete ouUiI, many
extras. Excellenl condition. 0732 452092 (heme), 0737 773202
(worl<).
OLY MK 1 with wheel filled, electric vario, barograph, paraChute,
excellent enclosed trailer, C of A to April '89. £1900. Tel: 021 550
4969 (eves), 021 550 8931 (worl<).

LONDON SAILPlANES LIMITED. TM 61 and 62 radios still
available from sole agent. London Sailplanes Ltd, Tring Rd, Dunst·
able, Beds. Tel: 05!l2 62068 for price details.
"MITY" STAINLESS weak links, 900 or 11 OOIb, Milier links - up
to 22501b. Aerotow ropes. Winch chutes. Astleys Ltd. Gosford 51,
Coventry CV1 5DJ. (0203) 20771.
WANT to BUY one of these super ships now? Low cost secured
loans available f<)( gilder purchase or other purposes. TeI: 0494
29532, K. H. Ro$S & I?a~ner, Licensed Credit Brokers.

PIK 30 motor glider 17rn soft launch complete outfil, low hours
just re-Iinished and update. Why pay more? £24,950. John
Thome, telephone days 0264 772069, evenings 0264 772874.
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FLY YOUR IBM PC!!!
Turn your IBM PC" into a fully fledged flight simulator. Taxi,
T~ke off, Land, FI'y to Chicago and back in your Gates Lear
Jet or your Cessna Skylane Turbo. Perform aerobatics, fly
by instruments or fly at night. Anything you can do with a
Ii~ht aircraft or twin jet you can do with the MicroSoft Flight
Simulator from lmaginaire.

-------Features: -------
• Cessna Skylane Turbo/Gates • Full flight simulation including

Learjet modes. primary and secondary effects of
• Three Dimensional full colour controls, flaps. engine and

real-time view out of the cockpit. landing gear,
• Full Instrument panel including • Basic and Advanced Flighl Training

VOR, DME, ADF, ILS and Autopilot. Modes,

-------- Ordering Details: -------
Please send Cheque or Postal order for £54,95 (including VAT & pap) to
Imaginaire Ltd, Peggs Barn, Drinkstone, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP30 9TW
Telephone: 04493318 Fax: 04493 7682 Telex: 98222 OFTGB

-IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2 or 100~ compatible with CGA, EGA, VGA or Hercules graphics cards.
Microsoft Mouse/Joystick optional extr.,

SITUATIONS VACANT Cont'd

Skilled personnel required at High
Wycombe and Nottingham for repair
and maintenance work on gliders,
motor gliders and light aircraft. Com
posite and traditional structures.

Previous experience in this or some
allied trade essential.

Would suit aircraft engineer, carpen
ter, boatbuilder, or GRP operative, or
similar conversant with attention to
detail and able to work with mini
mal supervision.

Salarycommensurate with ability and
experience.

Written CV to:

CHILTERN SAILPLANES LIMITED,
Booker Airpark, nr Marlow,

Bucks SL7 3DR

ANNOUNCEMENTS

KEEP THAT ENTHUSIASM
FOR GLIDING THIS

WINTER!
Bring your 2-seaters and let us
familiarise your instructors and solo
pilots with the interest and adventure
of mountain flying at Talgarth. Now
open all the year round - with a pro
fessional instructor, with many years
experience of the site.

High performance 2-seaters and
single-seaters for hire.

Tel for details
0874 711254 or 0234 708877

ACCOMMOOATION

ABOYNE, ROYAL DEESlDE, enjoy your gliding, fishing or
shooting holiday in a relaxed atmosphere. Home cooking, log
fires, central heating, electric blankets in all bedrooms, Parties of
up 10 10 catered for, Delails: Mrs Armour, Aboyne (0339) 2432/
2465,

WORKSHOP ACCOMMODATION

30' X 18' wooden workshop to renl on private airfield N, Herts,
Full facililies. Te!: 0438 355051,

COURSES

BHGA HANG GLIDING COURSES, for brochure write to NSHG,
Ctough House, FREEPOST, Sowerby Bridge. West Yorkshire
HX6 1PW, Tel: 0422 834989,

ACCOMMODATION

069284-220

THE

GRANGE
__I 8

VISITING •

PORTMOAK?
The GRANGE welcomes glider pilots and their families,

Friendly comfortable accommodation,
Evening meals on request in 19th century dining room.

Only l'2 mile from airstrip

B&B from only £8,50
Phone now (or brochure and rales,

JOHN and/or TliELMA HODDER

The NLS" Agent in UK Sales • Spares • Repairs

STANDARD CLASS

STANDARD CLASS

TIPPED TO 17.5M
15M/OPEN CLASS

LS 4
LS 4 CLUB STANDARD CLASS

LS 7
LS 6 15M CLASS
(WINNER OF '85, '86, '87, '88 15M NATIONALS)

LS 6
FULL REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
FACILlTI',ES IN OUR
PURPOSE BUILT WORKSHOP

MARTYN WELLS
(Wells Design Ltd.)
Brailes, Banbury, Oxon.
Home Tel. 060 884 217
Workshop Tel. 060 885 790
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Tel: 0339 2475

Situated on the edge of the picturesque
Yorkshire Wolds within easy reach of the
historic City of YORK. the Moors and the
scenic Yorkshire coasl.

• EXCELLENT LAUNCH FACJL I TIES (winch/eerotowJ.

• ON·SITE ACCOMMODA TlON AVAILABLE.
• COMFORTABLE CLUBHOUSE. BAR &
• FL Y YOUR GLIDER OR OURS. BRIEFING ROOM.

Write or gi,e us a ring - 0759 303579

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB

Situated in the Midlands. Offers Holiday
courses from April to September.

Good local soaring and
cross-country.

Private owners welcome.

Please Contact:

Course Secretary
Marchington Gliding Club

Marchington Airfield. Morton lane
Marchington. Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP

Telephone: 0785-51570

Holiday courses from June to September
beginners to Silver C. Book now!

Motor Glider Courses throughout the year
Bronze or Silver C to PPL (SlMG).

Visiting Aircraft welcome - ideal cross
country site - cheap aerotows and tempor
ary membership.

Friendly club - accommodation on site 
licensed ba r.

Write to The Course Secretary. B. L Owen, 64
Chepellane, Wymondham. Norfolk NR18 DON. Tel:
Wymondham 605444 Evenings

I SexI Blanik I Grab 1098 ITwin Astir K-8

thank you for your ettention!
Winter is the lime for preparing for the coming
season; parachute packin~. instrument servicin~
and baragraph calibration. inished your silver·C'.
Then do a PPU

I Get alllhese at Shobdon. Enjoy soaring wave and
ridges from our hard surface runway.

Just turn up any weekend. join in our Club W8ve
long week starting 22nd October. or book your
group visit.

HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Shobdon Airfield.

I Nr. Leominster HR6 9NR
,

"hone w8ekends(056 881) 8908

Details from:
Roy Dalling

Midland Gliding Club
The Long Mynd
Church Stretton

Shropshire SY6 6TA
Te/: Un/ey (058861) 206

PORTMOAK

You could still get your
5 hours this year.

Maybe even a height or two.
Where? Here of course. at the Long Mynd,
soaring our ridge and Autumn waVB.

Club expeditions and individual private
owners. courses still available. (Ptease
book in advance.)

Site open 7 days a week until Xmas. Com·
fortable centrally heated accommodation
on site.

-T-_. -- -
LONDON GUDING ClUB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 663419

Open for gliding 7 days a week
'hroughout the Year!

Thermal, Hill and Wave Soaring

Modern, all-glass solo and 2'seater fleet

Courses:
• BEGINNERS COURSES. Places available

from May

• AEI RATINGS
• ADVANCED FLYING ETC.
• SOARING COURSES. Details on request

Resident instructors. full catering,
licenced bar. accommodation

Visitors and New Members Welcome:

Ring Us Now for Detailsl/

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG MYND

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

SCaTIISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL
Nr. KINROSS Tel. 059·284·543

IsTHE PLACE

FOR WAVE - UK altitude record made from
here in 1980

FOR RIDGE - our two hills give more
soaring opportunities

FOR THERMALS - they're not bad,
either!

Holiday courses for all levels.

Good accommodation, catering and bar.

Recently expanded single and two-seater tleet
7-day flying April-November.
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX
AefO Marketing .AssocIales
Aerospace In'ormation Centre
AMF Enterprises
Anglia SallplanfsS
Anglo-Ptllish Sailplanes
Argyll & Wes1 HiIlhland GC
J Bally
The Bartons
Benalla GC
Bleek Mounlains GC
Bristol & GlotK:esllN"Shire GC
British Gndi~ Association
Cambridge mo Instruments
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WoIds GC (Expedition)
YOfkshire GC

Try the Charleston Hotel, Aboyne. Five minutes drive
from the Club. Family-run Holel. excellent food and
comfortable accommodation. Also self-catering
cottage to sleep 5 in Hotel grounds. We specialise in

serving food until 10JOpm daily.

PUBLICATIONS
SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE - "a breath of fresh air". Bi
monthly - published by Tom Knau" and Ooris Grove. $28
annually. SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE, 1913 Falrwood Lane,
State College, Pa 16803, USA
SLOPE SOARING with radio control model seaplane is alas'
cinatingpaslime, and a typical phase. of aeromodel~ng. ffilad
about this and other aeromQdelling subjects in Aeromodel/ef and
Radio Contra( Models arnj Electronics, the world', leading
magazines published monthly. Model & Allie<j Publications Ltd,
13·35 Bridge Slreet, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
NEW ZEALANO: "Gliding Kiwi" offJeial Gliding Magazine of NZ
Glldins Association. Printed October and alternate month". Write
NZ Gliding KIWl Private Sag, Tauranga. New Zealand. £10.00
Slerling 'Of year's sUbscripti<>n(iflClusi,e of postage).
,AUSTRALIAN GLIDING, monlhly publication 01 lhe Gliding
Federalion pt Australia, Editor AIlan Ash. A complete COIIerag8 of
Australian Soe.riflg and exclusive fealuresof internatkmal interest.
Subscription. Surface mait $,0.22.80. airmail $A49.20 pa (12
'ssues), payable in AustraliancurreflCy or by international money
ord",. Box 1650. GPO. Adelaide. South AustraNa 5001.
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Service and Choice
FOR NEXT SEASON

A new variometer system . ..? - we stock
PESCHGES CAMBRIDGE AVIONIC DITTEL WESTERBOER

VP3 CAV LX 100 VW900
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VP4

VP 5

M NAV

S NAV

LX 1000

LX 2000

VW 910/920

Plus:
Secondhand

Varios, as
available

FOR NEXT SEASON - NEW GLIDER?
Ask us to quote for a new custom built trailer

SHROEDER for PROVEN QUALITY - 500 now in use worldwide
* Fittings included

* Various options available (e.g.: double
axle)

* Advanced specification

* Very competitive price

Plus - free glider towing out kit (tip wheel and
tail arm) with next 5 trailers ordered!

Ring for a brochure New Lift Top model option for 1989

and ..r:!!!= Authorised Distributor for Schleicher spares in the UK
(by arrangement JJ Associates)

PlEASE WRITE OR 'PHONE FOR OUR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE EXPORTS ARE NORMALLY VAT ZERO RATED

,. RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23. Bankside.

~
Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 1JE.
Telex: 265871 Monref G (Quote MAG 10189 in all messages)
Fax: 0865-842495

m
0865-841441

(24hr Answering) [ ;~ ",':






